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herein do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of the Office of
Education, the Navajo Community College, or the American Indian
Resource Associates and no official endorsement by any of the parties
should be inferred. The papers are presented in an effort to open discussions
of the future of Indian education by presenting some fundamental and
prc:A,ocative papers on selected topics of importance in the field of Indian
education.

We Would like to express our appreciation to Mr. John Tippeconic of
the Navajo Community College and Mr. Larry LaMoure of the Office of
Education for their assistance in developing these volumes.
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REFLECTIONS ON CONTEMPORARY INDIAN EDUCATION

by

Vine Deloria, Jr.

American Indian Resources Associates

Golden, Colorado

Cries for reform of Federal Indian policy and programs have

been escalating for the past decade and while much of the demand

for change has centered on such matters as tribal sovereignty,

water rights, and treaty rights there has not been a spectacular

change in those areas. Of all the subject matters on the contem-

porary Indian agenda, education has made the largest gains and

produced the most significant changes over the past two decades.

Education has always been a popular topic with reformers. In

the traditions of White America the public school system justified

to movement for universal sufferage as an acceptable concept. And

the warning that liberty would be preserved only by an intelligent

and alert citizenry seemed to imply that free public education was

...

a responsibility of all levels of American government, a proper

-f-arrt-t-iis-n-a.s_atere, of free men. From early colonial days through

Grant's Peace Policy and on into this century with the Meria31-7T7TT--------------

and the several educational acts of recent times non-Indiarv, have
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seen in education a healing magic which could bring Indians into the

American "mainstream."

The mainstream has been elusive at best and the goal of integrat-

ing Indians into the cultural mainstream of White America has always

played an important although ill-defined, role in,determining the na-

ture and content of Indian education. The present educational climatf

in which the twin goals of a truly Indian content in education and

Indian control of educational institutions dominate the attention of

all concerned is thus indicative of a revolution of no small magnitude.

In this five volume series of position papers we present a pic-

ture of some of the major issues in contemporary Indian education in

an effort to clarify the illusory aspect of educational concepts so

. that they can be further defined by Indians in the immediate future.

One must attempt to create an initial set of definitions in order to

understand the conceptual framework in which ideas take meaning and

provide orderly thinking about problems. The initial set of defini-

tions must form tools of analysis by which new areas are explored;

they must not become the substance of the subject field itself.

Presenting position papers on subjects as important and yet as

nebulous as those in the field of Indian education is fraught with

j peril. There is little concensus among either educators or Indians

today concerning T..hich issues are important and which issues within

the large number of important issues are of overwhelming and critical

importance. Even the most profound observers of social processes

are often unable to consider the presuppositions with which they

view the world. Clear distinctions between the methanical or pro-

cedural aspects of education and the content of education, the sub-

stance which is learned, are st pro em n American e on.



They are not yet defined in Indian education. We are still groping

for an insight into the manner in which cultural', economic and social

differences cirrtaled tnd filtered through a Federal trust system

realy works.

li;o matter how we probe into the substance of what is taught or

the m4ner in which it is taught or the length of time that we teach

we still_find the hidden mystique of motivation, variations of the

carrot and,the stick, competition, and the,self-operating adjustment

process of social hierarchies a potent if obscured set of forces

tulding behind the creation and operation of programs and policies

today. We do not, therefbre, pretend that educational issues or sub-
.

jects can be diato, ssed apart from the social, emotional or community

context in which tkey are realized. To the degree that ou dosition,

papers are abstract they are an effort -to isolate educational fun-
.

ctions froth their life-context in order to analyse the principles

through which we understand the processes\pf learning and how com-

munities and individuals receive and understand those processes.

We do believe that these position papers cut away a lot of the

underbrush in Indian education revealing the limits of each subject

matter area. In the sense that someone had to define the field,

identify some of the features of the landscape, and attempt to il-

lustrate the importance of confronting the terrain, we feel that these

papers are a substantial baseline from which new conceptualizations

of Indian education can proceed. But they are not definitive in the

educational field if by definitive one expects instant keys to

unlock all doors.

We are witnessing in Indian education toctainotsoriiiiicla

tensive development of ideas as the coming together of ideas and

3



concepts which were formerly separated by artificiL and incomplete

categories. The coalescing of solitary ideas and concepts around a

center of meaning seems to reveal itself in the demand for Indian

control of educational institutions. In almost every paper in this

series Indian control is suggested as the means by which the edu-

cational problems of Indians can be resolved.

The fascination of contemproary people with Indian control has

developed over the past decade. In the various concepts of social

movement developed in the sixties we find not only the beginnings of

Indian control but also some of the companion ideas that relate to it.

Indians came into the sixties as victims of an irrational and arbi-

trary policy of federal termination of services and legal recognition.

Throughout the late fifties and early sixties it was npt so much a

question of Indian control as Indian survival. Tribal governments

were concerned with preservation of their communities and sometimes

surrendering political or economic control of their rights was the

only avenue left to them outside of termination. As the sixties,

passed, the conflict in the domestic arena over Civil Rights and the

Viet Nam war prepared the public for the advent of Indians as an

exotic sideshow to the deeper problems of society. With Alcatraz and

succeeding media events, Indians wee thrust forward on the domestic

stage for their day in the sun.

Behind the headlines of the sixties the movement in the Indian

communities was really.lesj, a matter of control than a matter of

opening up new opportunities. At the beginning of the decade an

estimated 500 Indians were attending collegesand-crffh-E---

__decade probably l5,000 Ind in college. Many thousands of

young Indians received college degrees in the interim. With the



many programs developed by the tribes in the War on Poverty and with

the opening of the programs of ,other Federal agencies to Indians

dependency on the Bureau of Indian Affairs lessened. Programs ab-

sorbed Indian college graduates like sponges and many people over-

looked the leaven at4 these new people were introducing into the

field of Indian Affairs because they seemed to appear and disappear

so quickly.

The Trail of Broken Treaties brought the focus of Indian Affairs

back to the Bureau for a brief moment and sparked an emotional de-

claration of independence by Indians. The generation of young Indians

who had come to power during the sixties had not really tied their

psychological survival to the power and decision-making functions of

the Bureau. The,olcupation probably served only to affirm their

suspicions that anyl progress in the future would have to be made by

Indians themselves

eral government se

outside the Bureau. The invincibility of the Fed-

d to fade with the departure of the caravan

participants and may have provided the final impetus for making

Indian control of institutions the predominant issue of the day.

Even though the Bureau of Indian Affairs had contracted with

41tribal governments for Indian control of agency functions it was not

until Indians wanted to, assume control of schools that the contempo-

rary movement became a serious reform effort. Self-determination in

a very real and practical sense has come to mean the Indian control

of schools and Gerald Clifford, in his perceptive essay on the chang-

ing of identities in recent years, has pinpointed the process in which

we are presently involved.

The danger in this new fascination with Indian control is that

too often it is visualized and articulated as simply political control

5
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over the formal structures of the community.NA7he traditional Federal-

response to demands for change has been the appointment of "advisors,"

"committees," or "Task Forces" to which the blame can be shifted at

an instant's notice. Unfortunately few Indians have learned that thy"

al
price of being a confidant of the Federal governMent is loss of indepen-

dence and integrity of purpoge. An advisor has no other function than

to suggest and he must immediately disclaim responsibility when actions

are taken against his advice if he is to ensure his independence. He

then has no other choice, a la Elliott Richardson, but to resign thus

cancelling his advisor's function. In spite of the multitude of edu-

cational interest groups, advisory committees and parent's committees

that have formed in recent years few issues of Indian education are

being focused with any precLsion. In many instances educational con-
;

cepts are the conclusion of a struggle and not the beginning of rt.

Laying aside the politics of education one is confronted by the

harsh reality of American existence in which the tendancy is to iden-

tify a problem and consider that identification alone brings solutions.

If Indian control of schools forms the basic thrust of Indian edu-

cation today it must be understood and interpreted as the beginning

premise of a new sequence of concepts which relate for us what that

control means in policies, procedures and contents of education.

These position papers clearly show that one must first bring to the

-.-
educational scene a conception of a community from which other de-*

velopments can naturally flow. Aside from its community context,

Indian control remains a political slogan but withein the'community

context it becomes an operating principle through which other con-

cepts, procedures, and areas of thought can be evaluated.

Policy changes in education must now be viewed in a different



manner than we have conceived them in the past. Ile general ten-

dancy to articulate a concept which remains unfilled in content

should be replaced by a more specific conception of the areas in

which there should be fewer or no controls, those areas in which con-

trols can be spread laterally to include functions not ordinarily

conceived as educational, and controls which minimize the political

structure and maximize the social and cultural structure of communi-

ties. The old informal patterns of social interaction and control

must be brought back and given credence by the communities. Policy

means nothing to a community if the community lacks the solidarity

to enforce its own methods of control over itself. The existence of

community controls implies a content to the community which is re-

fined through discipline.

One cannot, in any reasonable sense, "give" community control to

a community and both Betty Gress and Lorraine Misiaszek point out in

their papers on training parent advisory committees that information

on the operation of the laws is given with the anticipation that

there,will then be an assumption of responsibilities by parents re-

sulting in a corresponding exercise of control. Yet the communities,

if they are to assume control of their own institutions, must have

some positive self-image of themselves.

The question of Indian control in the policy area remains to be

articulated. The policy area should be that area in which the more

formal exercise of structural institutional controls as required by

the laws under which institutions are organized is gradually supplant-

ed by the informal exercise by'the community of its own values as

perceived by the content of its self-image so that policies can be

allowed to evolve to the role and status of customs identifying th$..
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community as a'unique group.

Procedural control of institutions is also an important area in

which present ideas must give way to new conceptions of "how" we do

things. Operating institutions according to manuals and rules may

be all very well, but procedures are continually being altered on

every level of organization both in the Federgl government and in

/
the tribal or community setting. To the extent to which rules are

bent and regulations twisted organizations can function but they soon

function without a community context and lose their soul. From wither

each community must come a spontaneous response to procedural controls

that frees rules and regulations from their prohibitive function and

image as perceived by the community and allows them to. be the court

of last resort which receives community appeals only when the com-

munity is unable to function informally.

Changes in educational content have always been considered as

a function of curriculum committees. More time is spent introducing

"motivation" into symbols and concepts of educational content than

is spent in examining whether there is indeed any substance behind the

symbols. Complaints concerning Dick and Jane may be valid but re-

placing them with the Indian images does not necessarily mean that

the educational content thereby become "Indian." What is more likely

to happen is that the content of education remains short of its

threshold of achievement because its orientation and expectations

have remained constant and only the images have changed.

Content changes in educational programs must somehow reflect the

self- adjusting processes of the community and inevitably create changes

in both policies and procedures. Institutions themselves must change,

perhaps vanish, and be replaced by new institutions or by informal cus-



toms that require no institutions for their perpetuation. A real ques-

tion in ,%mericin citifdtior, is whether it would continue to exist apart

from the physical plants in which its institutions function. When we

talk about the content of education we are talking about that aspect

of education that must continue in the absence of formal institutions.

As Indian control is articulated in these position papers one

gets the uncomfortable feeling that the time is not ripe for a dis-

sussion of the content of education. Assuming that we have achieved

Indian control in some of the reservation and urban schools, w at is

there particularly about it that makes it Indian? Is it the f4t

that Indians are doing it? Is it the fact that, Indians make policy

decisions? Or that they prepare application forms for grants them-

selves? Indian control must somehow be more than the performance ',)f

all these functions. If it is more, then these functions themselvs

must change as Indians take control of institutions.

Gerald One Feather mentions that accreditation of Indian com-

munity colleges is a high priority because Federal funding sources

demand some type of formal accreditation to determine eligibility.

True Indian control would seem to be more than accreditation, h

ever, for by determining who is and who is not qualified to partici-

pate in Indian education one must inevitably confront the question

of what Indian education is and who Indians are. In confronting the

accreditation problem we raise additional problem that are related

tangentially to the operating procedures that the solution of accred-

itation will resolve. Action or progress in one shpere must there-

fore result in a reevaluation of events and operations in another

sphere and the watchword should be the "interrelatedness" of things.

The next ?reat iq;ue mnv well he to determine the content of Indian



education and as this generation of Indians seeks to determine its

credentials for community leadership and involvement the bicultural

aspect of Indian existence in the 1970's will surely assert itself.

Behind the problem of identifying the "Indian" nature of edu-

Ak
cation looms the general problem of determining if it has an opposite

pole and what that pole really is. Too much rhetoric flows today

concerning the rejection of non-Indian values and the assumption of

corfesponding pristine Indian values. The fact3remains that the real

distinctions between Indian and non-Indian are valid only in a sim-

plistic view of the modern world and as this generation of young

Indians confronts the question of the meaning of human existence in

the closing decades of this century it may well be that the polarities

of ethnic and racial identity will pale before the question of

Survival.

Survival involves not only the whole specturm of community

existence but the meaning of that existence. Indians will probably

confront that question when they come to the problem of insuring the

financial independence of their institutions. At present the trend

is to invest untold millions of Federal dollars in Indian education

with the hopes that some type of change will result. Most Federal

funding, if we are to read between the lines of Eric Van Loon and

David Alexander's papers, is really supplemental and based upon the

assumption that in some undefined way somebody else is going to be

paying the major cost of education.

All Indian educational programs would appear to be presently

operating by piecing together supplemental funding sources to con-

stitute an annual budget and this arrangement is true even for the

Bureau of Indian Affairs. Realistic Indian control involves tht

- 10



ability of the people to tell their funding sources to go to hell

and fund their institutions from their own resources. We cannot

expect that development in the foKeseeable future because contempor-

ary institutions have been designed to function in an income-outgo

financial manner. The fact remains that ongoing educational func-

tions do not necessarily have to perform in that manner and raising

a cash budget to perform an established set of tasks may not really

be the educational operation of the future.

American education has not considered alternatives to its pre-

sent financial complex and innovations in the manner in which edu-

cation is supported in today's society are few and far between. Can

ians shake the traditional conception of education as a permanent

.- :

ncometyAs4244.40ii4tprod 471;pials heresy be Q.11owed to exist
-OS ' 4 4. ' % 1.401g-';(ta 10 ;-'

.,
in American society? e pYcibitiii for Indian controlled schools will

be in defining the degree to which institutions have a separate life

of their own rather than an evolutionary existence as a part of a

community.

Many people, including some of our authors, have suggested that

vocational education be integrated with the'Other community activities

and become an ongoing process of preparing people for "careers" rather

remain as an isolated job -skill training program. The

eer training is futuristic and seems to relate to the

practical reality of a specific individual in a specific community.

Its-effectiveness as afteans of conceiving programs depends upon a

community's perception of its own relationship with the world beyond

its borders. Outside movements and events and the developments within

larger communities in a great measure determine the survival prospects

of smaller communities.



Planning vocational education to be a function of a community

brings up a number of related but interesting problems. To what

degree does a community exist by and'for itself? Aaw does its

economic, geographical, and political proximity to other communities

affect the manner in which it conceives itself? What impact does

the extensive modern communications network have on the way a com-

munity originates ideas? How does a community determine the technical

skills..it requires? Are these skills largely determined by aoutside

economic and political forces leaving the community only the tasks of-

continual frantic adjustment?

Although technical skills are in a constant state of change

their relationship to communities would appear to be both lateral and

heiierchical. If we can link vocational education to the needs of

particular communities many changes can, be affected. In the-past

Indian communities have made amazing adaptations in this respect but

at the present rate of change experienced,in this country only in-
-,

creasing difficulties can be experienced.

The energy crisis had taught us that technology is vulnerable

to radical changes when conditions are quickly and artificially al-

tered. The impact of the energy crisis in the educational system

should be the reaffirmation of the interrelatedness of things and

events. Education today must recognize the related nature of events

and develop itself as a parallel movement partially reflecting con-

temporary technology but maintaining conceptual independence from

economic theories.

Communities do not change at the same rate or in the same manner

as does technology. The educational function of a community when

linked with its social and political processes may well require more

I



lateral movement than tierarchical. In ,the future as relationships

. between these functions are recognized communities may have to view

success and accomplishment as the development of a variety of employ-

able skills which allow great flexibility in making contributions to

the community rather than as an upward economic movement. Education

may not be so much a process of learning skills or mastering subject

matter fields as learning those skills, academic and vocational,

which enable individuals to change as their community changes.

Future thinking in the field of vocational education will be

crucial to the solution of Indian problem and it must therefore

articulate the realtionship between vocations and careers on the one

hand and the place of career ladders and career-fields within the

community on the other. Instead of conceiving education as a two-

. dimensional process of growth we will be thinking of it as a three-

dimensional process of groWth, expansion and concentration which

creates and is created by communities. In simple language, Indian

education must view education as a process of making community

members almost interchangeable insofar as they exist in specific com-

munities so that all functions of the community are shared in some

degree by its members. Thereafter the loss-6f any limited number of

people will 1Vot necessarily prevent the community from realizing its

potential. This situation is plainly antithetical to present con-

ceptions of careers and vocations which create specialists with im-

mense concentrations of skill and knowledge and little flexibility.

When these people leave a community or withdraw from its activities

the community experiences not simply withdrawal but often social and

economic catastrophe.

Perhaps Indian communities are sufficiently small that they can

13
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develop vocational education successfully where it could not be

developed by larger or smaller communities. Present vocational

training programs have been hampered by the high degree of Indian

mobility and there have been difficulties maintaining the continuity

of programs. While Indian communities have great mobility they

also have racial homogeneity to a degree not found in many other

American communities so that the two factors would appear to cancel

each other both as assets and as defects.

We also have a problem in Indian education in the relationship

between educational programs and the relative degree of political

stability found on the reservations. Educational programs will not

necessarily motivate change on undeveloped reservations or bring order

to tumultuous tribes. Extreme political postures may actually be

further reinforced by educational programs and the possibility re-

mains very real that in the future we may be confronted by either the

%.;
secession of factions from tribes or the development of political

parties within tr4bes.

The educational-political question facing almost every tribe in

the immediate future is that of identifying wbla education actually

fits into the tribe's political structure., For nearly two decades

Indian pa;ents have been demanding education for their young people.

Unfortunately they have simultaneously rejected those same young

people after they have been educated because they see in them a

political threat or a pool of technical skills to be exploited

politically by the old tribal factions. Many older Indians do not

see their educated youngsters as assets of the tribe but as a peril

to their awn status. National Indian organizations should work to

bring tribal elders and Indian youngsters together to help them see

- 14



the functions, talents and capabilities of each other.

As these processes create changes in Indian life and more pre-

cise descriptions of problem areas begin to be identified by national

Indian educational organizations, Indians should focus their atten-

tions on tests and testing procedures available to the Indian

munity.' At the present time, as Philip Sorensen points out, early

childhood programs have been designed primarily in reference to

Blacks and Chicanos. Robert Heath points out that tests while varied

are grappling with the problems of identity and ability. The areas

of testing and the corrresponding adjustments in programs 'required

by testing results must be determined primarily as an expression of

a community's image of itself and not as a method of probing indivi-

dual capacities to respond to data.

If we were to decide today that we should design tests to

bring out the Indian nature of education, what questions would we

ask? How would the questions be phrased? What techniques would be

used and how would the tests be evaluated? These questions are very

diffiCult because we have not yet articulated the distinctiveness of

Indian existence. We cannot therefore begin to prepare test's which

seek to identify an elusive subject matter that exists beyond our

consciousness. We may well be required to change tests quite fre-

quently as we identify differences and come to understand what they

mean. As differences become apparent and are capable of description,

they become abstract. We must avoid the creation of new stereotypes

of Indians in attemptingto describe differences while at the same

time understanding the nature of the processes of the changes that

are occurring.

Recognizing change and preparing to confront it would not seez

- 15 -
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difficult if we are ready to admit that there are limitations Qn the

manner in which we conceive ideas and structures. We have already

discussed the evolution from "opportunity" to "Indian control" over

the past decade as a major issue of Indian education. What is equally

important to observe is that educational organizations have changed

also. A decade ago the United Scholarship Service was the only

national Indiai organization concerned with Indian education. It

confrqnted the problem of creating opportunities for Indians_in
e

higher education and largely won the battle.

Within the last four years we have seen several new educational

organizations created which ought to accomplish a number of specific

goals. The National Indian Education Association has been working

for nearly four years to provide an overview for Indian "cation

and its annual convention is seen as a convenient forum for the dis-

cussion of new ideas and immediate concerns. Many community colleges

have been established beginning with the Navajo Community College

and the movement is just getting under way across the country. its

present, focal point is the Consortium on Higher Education, one of

the newest of the national educational organizations, which is

working on a number of technical educational problems.

The Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards is also rela-

tively new and has shown amazing ability to grapple with hard issues

and to attract constituents to its ranks. As CICSB continues to

grow and explore new parameters of community control it may well

spawn new organizations to solve the specific problems that emerge

as communities gain control of their own institutions. Since CICSB

is involved in the technical aspects of achieving community control

it may well become the organization that perceives how situation,:

16
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are changing. While all Indian educational groups should develop a

philosophical overview in their work it would seem imperative that

CICSB continue to attract people to their ranks who include this

aspect Of Indian life.
s-

We have also seen the National Advisory Council created by the

Indian Education Act of 1972. Even though the law spells out specif-

ic tasks for the council its legal' duties should not be allowed to

overshadow the importance of the informal processes of having Indian

representatives presenting Indian concerns as the highest levels of

government. The people on the council are all Presidential appointees,

carefully screened from a final list of nominees, and we can assume

that'the President has appointed none but the very best and most ex-
.

perienced Indians. With an excellent full time staff possessing the

ability to relate to the many facets.of Indian life we can expect

that the council will now provide educational leadership ip the

creation and implementation of ideas and programs for the future.

116-

One of the major tasks of:tht council would seem to be the

development of a more precise definition of the concepts used in

Indiap education today. We have seen the frequent use of "bicultur-

al," "community control," "self-determination," and "relevancy"

thrown about in recent years as people attempted to grappl with the

issues. In many instances Indians knew what they wanted tb say but

did not necessarily understand how to say it. Now with the council

we have the opportunity for Indians to clarify the many issues that

affect our communities.

Our final problem is one faced by educators of all theoretical

persuasions and fro all racial and ethnic backgrounds. English is

becoming incresingl sterile in its ability to describe arid articulate
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new concepts and ideas. We find ourselves using the same terms in

many different con 'texts to represent many conflicting kinds of ex-

periences. The use, for example, of "delivery systems" and other

words of commerce and technology to describe the educational process

may be quite meaningful to the urban segment of our society but as

we move away from that sophistication of the urban environment toward

the more concrete experiences of the small community we discover that

the words do not really describe community experiences.

Indians should bring into the English language Indian words

which can be used to describe the nuances and psychological sophis-

tication of the Indian communal experience which English words and

phrases cannot begin to convey. In descriptions of the "learning

experiences" particularly there is a great need for new words to

describe perceptible changes in outlook. We cannot really reform or

expand testing, early childhood programs, compensatory programs or

other programs without a new language with which to describe the pro-

cesses that the educational functions of our life seem to trigger.

We are embarking on a new era of educational development and the

primary task is to "Indianize" education once and for all. These

position papers define some of the areas of concern. These areas

and the very words we use to describe them must be "Indianized" if

the venture known as Indian education is to succeed.

18
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AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF INDIAN EDUCATION

WITH EVALUATIONS AND RECMMENDATIONS

by

Lehman L. Bright

Cheyenne River Sioux-Creek

El Cerrito, California

I. Historical Background

Throughout recorded history all societies have strived to pre-

serve their cultural heritage through a continuing process known as

education. In preliterate societies such as those of American In-

/

dians, life and learning were simple enough to be transmitted rather

casually from one generation to the next. HoWever, due to the coming

of the White man and the advancement of Western civilization, Indian

life style and learning were in for a drastic change.

Starting with the accidental discovery of America by Christopher

Columbus in 1492, American Indians and their possessions became the

target for one of the largest mass migrations in the history of the

world. Perhaps no group of people has ever been forced to undergo

C12)

61 such extreme changes in such a short period of time by so many diff-

t`e
'erent outside forces.

The discovery of the New World .came at a time when the missionary
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zeal of the Christian church was at a particularly high ebb, ant

the inducement of converting millions of so-called heathens added

an additional challenge, not only to the churches, but to the rulers

and laymen as well. Consequently, many of the early explorers and

colonists were accompanied by missionaries -- Jesuits and Francis-

cans at first, but later by representatives of the various Protestant

sects. It is;not known whether missionaries accompanied Ponce de

Leon on his visits to Florida, but they did come with De Narvaez

when he took possession of the coast around Pensocola Bay in 1528,

That expedition included four Franciscans who had come for the pur-

pose of planting missions. Their early hopes for colonization were

shattered, but in the following years they did succeed, and missions

1

were established all along the South Atlantic and Gulf*coasts.

Realizing the power of education as an instrument of civilization,

the early missionaries wasted little time in their endeavor to es-

tablish schools. Significantly, the early schools were established

as agents for spreading Christianity as well as for the transmission

of the European culture and civilization.

If we are to pick a specific date in history to mark the White

man's inaugural efforts to bestow (or impose) upon the New World In-

dians the benefits of his formal education system it would be the

year 1568, when the Jesuit Fathers established a primary school in

2

Havana, Cuba, for the instruction of Indian children from Florida.

Education is definitely not an,invention of the White man, nor

is it his sole possession. Every human society has'its own particu-

lar method of socializing the young and transmitting culture. How-ever,

among the Indian people of the United States formal education as we

20
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know it today began with the coming of the White man and has contin7

ued to the present with limited amounts of success, In studying the

history of formal Indian education and its evolvement from the colo-

nial period to the present, it seems no phase of Indian education has

received more attention than ehat pertaining to the efforts of the
,t1

missionaries. Nor is that surprisihs, for throughout the first three

N.
hundred years of contact-, the 'churches assumed the major responsibil-:

ity of Indian education.

A. The Colonial Mission Systeril

The colonial prelude was an inseparable and significant part of

Indian education that lasted for approximately ttiree centuries. Dur-

ing these turbulent years, three diverse and sometimes realistic pro-
's

grams were developed by Spain, France, and England in dealing with

the New World inhabitants. The first two missionary orders of im-

portance were the Jesuits and the Franciscans. Eternally at odds

and jealous of each other's suzerainty in the church world, these

two orders not only worked in different parts of North America, but

their educational philokipilies and approaches were quite different.

1. The French Colonial Period

The first of the three programs to be discussed will be the work

of the Jesuits who established missions in Florida in the 1500s and

later in the Southwest area, but their principal activities in the

present United States covered the period from 1611 to the end of the

1700s. The Jesuits were predominantly of French extraction, They

entered the northern portion of the continent by way of the St.

21 -
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Lawrence River and centered their activities around the Great Lakes

region, the Mississippi River and its various tributaries.

French policy in Indian relations grew directly out of economic

interest in the fur trade, and political interest in winning Indian

allies against England. France looked upon the superb skill of the

Indian trapper and hunter and their relatively undisturbed huntiAg

grounds as real economic assets.

National political and economic concern overshadowed education

which was woven marginally around the government's objectives and con-

fined to religious instruction and the imparting of the simplest

French customs and manners. Among the missions established for the

natives were those to the Ottawas in Wisconsin and Michigan, the

Hurons in Michigan and Ohio, the,Abnaki Indians in Maine, the Irciquois

3
in New York, and the tribes of the far-flung Louisiana Territory.

In addition to converting the Indians to Christianity, the Jesuits

also exerted efforts to "Frenchifie" them. Louis XVI, who gave the

Jesuits considerable financial support, repeatedly gave them orders

that efforts were to be made to educate the children of the natives

in the French manner. Thus began the cruel policy of removing Indian

children from their familiesAnd tribes in order to impress the French

language and customs,upon them, as ell as to emphasize the tradition-,

,
al academic subjects. The curriculum included reading, writing, sing-

ing, agriculture, carpentry, and handcrafts.

As a rule the Jesuit missions were loosely organized in contrast

Co the closely knit Franciscan missions. Very few Indians were en-

gaged by the Jesuits to work in their large communal centers. Ordi-

narily, Negro slaves performed the 'manual and skilled labor in the

- 22
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south, and White domestic servants in the north. Academic training

was neglected to a large degree for both the Indian and the French

4

colonials.

, ?. The Spanish Colonial Period

The Franciscans, unlike their Jesuit brothers, were mainly of

Spanish"orizin, and enterp1 North America from the south. Five of

them accompanied Coronado on his explorations, and_ three remained

behind in the hinterland when his expedition returned to the safety
ti

of the Spanish colonial base in Mexico. The principal work of the

Franciscans was in the Southwest area of the country, taking in that

territory which is now Arizona, New Mexico, Texas and California.

When contrasting their approach to the education of the Indian

with that of the French Jesuits, oneqinds that it was the policy

of the Franciscans to gather their charges into native villages sur-

rounding the mission, thus keeping families intact while instructing

them in the various arts and crafts which they could use to improve

their living conditions. The Spanish priests taught the n?tives how

to plough, harvest crops, clear their land, build irrigation ditches,

and thresh the wheat and barley. Instruction also included carpentry,

blacksmithing, masonry, spinning and weaving, and the making of cloth-

ing,, soap and candles. Academic subjects were deemed of lesser im-

portanco, and there was no conscious effort on the part of the Fran-

5

ciscan friars to make "Europeans" of the Indians.

Spain was the only nation hat seriously attempted the economic

absorption of the Indians by training large numbers as laborers.

Education necessarily played an important role in this undertaking

as well as in religious conversion which was a major aim. The church



and the government sought a common goal and were united in a compre-

hensive Indian policy. As colonization spread from the West Indies

over the mainland, the program for Indian education was adapted to

meet the requirements of varying situations. Schools were opened

for those Indians who had abandoned migratory life, while supervised

settlements were deemed more suitable for wandering tribes and 1=(---

frontier areas.

New Mexico

The Franciscan missions were quite successful in New Mexico wnere

many of the Indian tribes were living in communities. There natives

were taught in a number of monasteries to read, sing, and play musi-

cal instruments. Crafts and trades were also taught, and in many

cases the Indians became skillful as tailors, shoemakers, blacksmiths

and carpenters. The Christian doctrine and Spanish customs were also

taught to all the natives. The community was further developed by

the introduction of livestock and improved farming methods. Spinning

and weaving flourished and the natives were provided with tools 4Cr

workingin wood and stone. In the year 1680, a tribal revolt ended

the Spanish program that had lasted for more than a half century.

This was the last attempt of the missionaries to impart academic in-
6

struction to the Indians in this general section.

California

Possibly the post successful of the Spanish missions were those

established in California during the middle of the eighteenth century.

Spain sent out Franciscan friars to set up Indian missions as a means

of extending and consolidating her northern frontier. The San Diego

24



Mission established in 1769, became the first White settlement in'

California, and by 1823, a chain of twenty-one missions reached as

far north as San Francisco. In the establishment of the California

mission system, the Spanish imposed laws of "encomienda" and "con-

gregaciones," based upon the Spanish Laws of Burgos (1512-1513).

The law of "encomienda" held that Spaniards, granted lands to be

held in trust for-the crown, and were also granted the right to use

any Indians resident upon that land as serfs.

"Congregaciones" provided that Indians were to be assembled into

permanent congregations fot tne purpose of evangelization, accessihil-

ity of a forced labor supply, protection....1-rem-o-fhe't slave raiders

and marauders,-and ease in acquisition of Indian lands.

The effect of Spanish law was subjugation of the Indians to de

facto slavery. Roundups of native Indians took'place periodically

to acquire new workers. Adequate rations for an Indian man, woman,

or child laborer, whose workday was from morning prayers until dark,

were considered to be a pint of maize a day. In the beginning years

they lived in huts around the missions. and later in stockades on

the mission grounds. Deserters were swiftly apprehended by the mili-

tary garrison which supported each mission.

In the 65 years of mission rule, actual recorded figures show

62,000 deaths and 29,000 births. Disease ran rampant in the compounds.

In their hopelessness and suffering, Indian mothers were known to have

smothered their babies at birth rather than condemn them to live such-

an existence. Perhaps more insidious was the mass psychological de-

pression that'overtook the mission Indians. Many lost the will to

survive.
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With the decline of the native population and its effect upon the

labor supply, the missions became, economically, a liability and were

considered to have failed. They were finally abandoned in 1834, and

the survivors were left to shift for themselves in a hopeless state
7

of misery.

3. The English Colonial Period

The Protestant missionaries began a campaign to "civilize and

Christianize" the native inhabitants of the New World almost as soon

as tnev gained a secure foothold on the Eas tern Seaboa,-: Tnc two

Cr.arters of the Virginia Company issued in 1606 and in 1609, both

s,esse3 the conversion of the natives, and the Company soon provided

:,6ne sum of ten pounds in currency for each Indian boy instructed in

a colonist's home. The more promising Indian boys were sent abroad

until the treasurer, of the Virginia Company objected to the practice

on the ground that the returning students failed in their work as

missionaries.

By 1621, plans were well under way for the Indian college at

Henrico, and the East India School for Indians, at Charles City.

The Virginia Company laid off a tract of land on the north side of

the James River for the college and arranged a grant of land for the

school which was partially supported by a contribution from the East

Indi:4 Company. The school was set up to prepare the Indiang to enter

the college. But both projects were suadenly ended by an Indian up-

rising in 1622, one which destroyed the town of Henrico and Charles
8

City.

From 1622 to 1693, education was provided only f-r children hell

as hostages or taken into homes as slaves. In 1663, the General



Assembly allowed twelve hundred pounds of tobacco annually for the

education of hostages according to their individual capacity:

William and Mary College

At the ens of the seventeenth century Indian students were ad-

mitted to the college of William and Mary, and in 1714 a special

school was built ('"ist rinna for Indian children. The Indians

attending the college lived in nearby private homes until a house

known as Brafferton building was built on campus for them in 1723.

They were supported oy private charity and were instructed separate

from the English students. The enrollment gradually fell off and had

practically ceased at the time of the American Revolution when the

withdrawal of the English charity fund ended the Indian college. The

Brafferton building was effectively restored in 1933 and is now one

of the most interesting on the Williamsburg campus.

The school for Indians at Christ Anna, a fort reservation, was

the only one in Virginia located among the tribes. The trading com-

pany controlling the settlement built the schoolhrmse and helped with

other financial support until the privileges of the trading company

were rescinded in 1718, and the House of Burgesses ordered the school

closed. There were no further attempts to provide schooling for the

Indians in Virginia and the dwindling native population soon removed

9

the need.

The Massachusetts Colony

In the New England area Indian youth. were provided formal educa-

tion by a variety of different methods that ranged from private in-

7
struction in coqnlelpopes, to self-ruling Indian communities, to

076e



an Indian College established in connection with Harvard College.

Colonists in whose homes Indians were employed as servants or to

whom Indian youth were apprenticed by law were required to provide

instruction in Christian faith. In order to insure that Indian youth

were receiving the proper guidance the Connecticut colony imposed a

fine on those families neglecting the oblieation. However, in most

of the colonies there was little enthusiasm for the task of educating

Indians with the exception of the Massachusetts colony. Here a bril-

liant young graduate of Cambridge University, who looked upon Chris-

tianity ci:iilization and learning as inseparable, devoted his life

to Indian welfare. Born and raised in England, Eliot came to America

as a minister in 1631. Because of his interest in education, he es-

tablished a school in Roxbury the year after his arrival in Massa-

chusetts. Five years'later, in 1637, when a few Indian captives from

the Pequot War were brought to Roxbury, Eliot took an interest in

them and began to study their language and customs. Winning their'

confidence, he began to instruct them in habits of industry and thrift.

He developed the plan of bringing the Indians together in self-govern-

ing towns, where they could be taught, along with their letters and

Christian virtues and ethics, the various arts and crafts of Europe.

He also taught Latin and Greek to those Indians he hoped would be-
10

come teachers and missionaries among their people.

After thirty-nine years of constant effort, Eliot had succeeded

in establishing 14 villages of "praying Indians," as they were called,

with a total population of 497 hopeful souls. The Indians took part

in all work connected with the villages. Streets were laid out; lOts

measured off, orchards planted, and each village was deve,loped



economically according to its setting. The first village was planned

at Nonantum in 1649, and the village at Natick, the chief town, was

laid out in 1651 with a land grant of six thousand acres. A quarter

of a century of progress came to a sad end in 1675 when King Philip

led an Indian revolt that devastated the area. Many Indians fled in

defeat to Canada and New York and some of those taken captive were
11

distributed among the colonists as slaves.

Harvard College

In 1654, an Indian College was established in connection with

Harvard College that opened up new avenues in education for Indians

of the New England area, This undertaking was supported bythe

"New England Missionary Society" who contributed a hundred pounds

for the building in which Indian students were housed. Although the

idea was good. success did not attend the undertaking, Daniel Gookin,

Superintendent of Indians in Massachusetts, reported that some of the

students returned to their homes at the first chance and many died.'

A few became schoolmasters, one became a mariner, and another a car-

inter. One boy named Caleb, who incidently was the only grdduace,

died soon after receiving his Bachelor of Arts Degree.

The building was eventually used to house White students and in

1684 a printing press was set up in one of the rooms to print Eliot's

translation bf the Indian Bible. When the building was razed in 1698,

the proceeds from the sale of the bricks went toward the construction

of another building in which schooling would be free to any Indian

student thereafter attending Harvard College, but because of war and
12

migration few Indians remained in the New England area.
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Dartmouth College

A second systematized program of Indian education was developed

in New England during the middle of the eighteenth century by Rever-

end Eleazer Wheelock. Wheelock, a graduate of Yale University and a

Congregational minister, founded Moor's Charity School' for Indians

in 1755, in Lebanon, Connecticut; and later Dartmouth College in

1769, in Dresden, now Hanover, New Hampshire,

Wheelock's policy Of Indian education was in sharp contrast to

that of Eliot, who organized Indian settlements. Wheelock offered

missionary training to Indian students i., boarding schools far re-

moved from tribal environment and he later displaced Inaltan students

,with White students to be trained fonlissioriary work among the tribes.

Both Indian and White graduates were,6* work In 'such missions as they

themselves could organize. Wheelock's teaching -staff was competent

and his schools were generously supported by a Scotch missionary

society, grants in land and money, and individual contributions.
,

Moor's Charity School was opened in a small two story building

located on two acres of ground donated by Colonel Joshua Morr. The

upper floor was used as a lodging fox_Indian boys, and the lower as

classrooms. Students were enrolled from the distant Iroquois and

Dclaware tribes, while a few came-from Ne14 England. The boys were

taught reading, writing, arithmeti6, English, Greek, and Latin. In-

dustrial training was minimized, but the boys assisted with the

school work whenever necessary. Wheelock was of the opinion that

returns from student labor did not warrant the expense of teaching

and the general wear on tools and farming implements.

Indian girls lived in English homes °is' the neighborhood to learn
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housekeeping and sewing, and went to school one day a week to learn .

to read and write. The girls, too, were to be missionaries and it

was hoped their influence would prevent the boys from reverting to

tribal ways when they returned to their people. The most renowned

of Wheelock's Indian students was Samson Occom who studied in Wheel-

ock's home for twelve years before he entered the school. In 1766,

Occom made a trip to England and Scot'and where he appealed for funds

to be used for the education of Indians and was rewarded by gifts of

some. twelve thousand pounds. Occom later broke with Wheelock over

the New Hampshire plan to train White missionaries and fewer Indians.

After the Revolution, he migrated with remnants of the New England

tribes to New York and established a settlement at Brothertown where

he died in 1792.

Wheelock eventually came under attack by a number of different

people who claimed that many of his missionaries were lapsing into

native habits and customs. This criticism seriously curtailed Wheel-

ock's influence and after 1765, he rapidly cost, students. In 1767,

the Reverend Samuel Kirkland was his only White representative among

the New York tribes and without the co-o ration of these Indians
13

c
Moor's Charity School was doomed.

It was at this juncture that Wheelock decided to move to Dresden,

New Hampshire, where he founded Dartmouth College in 1769. Indian

education was a secondary concern of Wheelock after he left Connec-

ticut, but he successfully appealed to the Continental Congress for

funds to enroll Indians at Dartmouth College in the interest of

peace. It is interesting to note that prior to 1893, probably less

than a hundred Indians in all were enrdlled at Dartmouth College.
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One of the most notable was the late Dr. Charles A. Eastman, of the

144
class of 1887, who was a scholar of distinction.

Indians were also provided with a limited amount of formal edu-

cation in some of the other colonies. In New Jersey, the records

show that only one of the two institutions of higher learning enroll-

4ed Indians. At least three Indian students attended the College aft

New Jersey, now Princeton University, but Indians were not enrolled

in Queen's College which became Rutgers University. William Penn

received little co-operation from his brethern in Pennsylvania when

he discussed Indian education with them. Consequently, there is no

record of Indians attending the schools that finally became the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania. Nor were Indians enrolled in King's College

which wqs- ehe forerunner of Columbia University, and the only insti-

tutinn of higher learning in New York prior to the Revolution.

In following the path of other Indian students who received limit-

ed amounts of higher instruction in the Spanish colonies the records

show that most natives who were so privileged Were instructed by the

colonial churches or monasteries. Only Spanish and Creole students

were admitted to the University of Mexico, and a similar policy pre-

vailed in New France where Indians were not enrolled in the Univer-

sity of Quebec. In the early days of the colonial occupation France
, *

and England both sent young Indians abroad for higher instruction,
15

but the plan was short-lived and unsuccessful.

II. Government Support of Early Indian Education

In 1775, the Continental Congress appropriated $500 for the

education of Indians at Dartmouth. This paltry sum was increased
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to $5,000 five years later.

First Treaty. The first treaty between the United States and

American Indians (the Oneida, Tuscarora, and Stockbridge Indians)

was signed in 1794. It provided that teachers would be hired to

"instruct some young men of the three nations in the arts of the

miller and the sawyer."

Second Treaty. The second treaty mentioning education for In-

dians was concluded in 1803. with the Daskaskia, in which the United

States agreed to contribute $100 annually for a period of seven years

toward the support of a priest who would "instruct as many of their

children as possible in the rudiments of literature."

In 1819, under President Monroe, the the sum of $10,000 was appro-

priated by Congress, inaugurating a period of modest governmental

support for Indian education. These funds were distributedto the

various mission groups, enabling them to expand their educational

programs.

III. Early Education of American Indians

Falls Short of Its Goal

One theme runs throughout the history of Indian education; namely,

the realization that formal education has fallen far short of i,ts

goal. Certainly the Jesuits, whose contributions to exploration and

politics are well known, failed to reach their objective of "Frenchi-

fication and Christianization" so far as the Native American was

concerned. The Franciscans, while apparently successful in their

endeavors for a time, discovered as soon as they departed from the

Southwest that their Indian converts were unprepared to keep either
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their mission communities going on their own or to resume their tra-

ditional way of life. John Snot's autonomous Indian villages can

to a sad end; Eleazar Wheelock!s experiments failed; the efforts of

the Virginia colonists were disappointing; and the various Protestant

missionaries could seldom point to any solid educational achievements

among the Indian's.

In summarizing tht period between 1778 and 1871, when missionary"

teachers and Federal subsidies provided the natives with their school-
17

ing, one educator wrote:

The net results of almost a hundred years.of efforts and the
expenditure of hundreds of thousands of dollars for Indian
education where a small number of poorly attended mission
schools, a suspicious and disillusioned Indian population,
and a few hundred products of missionary education, who for
the most part had either returned to the blank or were liv-
ing as misfits among the Indian or White population.

IV. Civil War Marks the Turning Point

In Improved Indian Education

During the Civil War years, relations between the races deterio-

rated, but immediately following this calamitous period there arose a

great concern for the welfare of the Indian, At this time the Federal

Government began to assume a larger, xole in the education of its so-

called "wards." This sudden concern was brought on by the pressure

of different humanitarian graup-S" throughout the country and the Con-

gressional Report of 1868, which outlined the deplorable conditions

of American Indians. A's" a result many people began to call for re-

form in the educational policy of the government. The two major con-

sequences of this reform movement were: (1) increased responsibility

for education by the Federal Government, and (2) the start of off-
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reservation boarding schools.

During this same period of reform a number of other measures

beneficial to Indians in their.fight for education, to wit:

1. In 1870, Congress appropriated 5100,000 for the operation

of Federal industrial schools.

2. In 1879, the first off-reservation boarding school was es-
tablished at Carlisle, Pennsylvania.

' 3. In 1882, legislation was passed to convert army forts into

Indian schools,

4. In 1890, appropriations were made to cover costs of tuition
for Indians attending public schools.

18

5. In 1917, all subsidies to religious groups were ended.

A. Hampton Institute

On April 13, 1868, the Federal Government established a new and

innovative approach to Indian education, viz; the "off-reservation"

boarding schools. This innovative device in Indian education was

conceived, by Captain R. H. Pratt who had formally commanded Fort

Marion, a military prison for Indians in St. Augustine, Florida.

While in command of Fort Marion, Captain Pratt had been in charge of

approximately. seventy-two Indian prisoners who were incarcerated as

"war criminals" for a period of three years from 1875 to 1878.

During their three years' confinement, Captain Pratt discovered

his Indian prisoners could communicate with their families and loved

ones by a series of picture writing which was sent and received

through the mail. Capitalizing on this, Pratt instituted a series of

"reading, writing and arithmetic" classes in the prison, using vol-

unteer help from retired teachers who lived in the St. Augustine area.

When their three years' confinement period drew to a close, Pratt
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re ;'_zed that some of his Indian students showed great promise and

made-a decision to try and enter some of his more gifted pupils in

agricultural colleges in the surrounding states. Toboth his and

their great disappointment, he soon found that 'most of these colleges
19

were reluctant to accept Indians with "war criminal" records.

In deSperation, one of the teachers who knew General Armstrong,

the founder of Hampton Institute, wrote him an appeal asking himif

he would be interested in, accepting the Indian prisoners as students

at Hampton. General Armstrong replied that he would be glad to

accept one Indian as a student at Hampton. Upon receiving this news,

Captain Pratt wrote to General Armstrong himself asking if he might

reconsider and agree to accept more than one Indian. Pratt person-

ally guaranteed the integrity and good behavior of the Indian students

and assured the General that the cost of this educational venture

would be fully paid for by prominent White people. In the fact of

Pratt's earnest appeal, General Armstrong relented his original de-

cision and agreed to accept all seventeen of the former Fort Marion
20

prisoners.

It is interesting to note that Hampton Institute was started by

Samuel C. Armstrong who'had commanded a regiment of Negro troops in

the Civil War and, at its close, received the brevet of Brigadier

,General, U.S. Arm), His conspicuous success with the Negro soldiers

led to his appointment 1866, as an agent of the Freemen's Bureau.

While in charge of a freemen's camp at Hampton, Virginia,he conceived

the idea of an educational institution combining mental and manual

training that would'equip the newly-freed slaves to assume their place

in American society. With the backing of the American Missionary
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Association, Armstrong opened the Hampton Normal and Industrial In-

stitute in 1868, and was its Superintendent until the time of his

death in 1893.

Hampton Institute was tt) first so-called "off-reservation" board-

ing school for Indians. The c_urriLulum at Hampton included reading.

writing and arithmetic, industrial arts and agriculture. Soon after

the admission of Indians to Hampton they began an "outing system" in

which Indian students were indentured out to local White farmers dur-

ing the summer months to further their education and assimilation

21

process.

The first Indian students enrolled at Hampton Institute on April

13, 1878, and continued there until 1912, when the Federal Government

ended appropriations for Indian students Although Federal appropria-

tions were ended in 1912, Hampton assumed the financial responsibility

for any Indian student who wished to remain until 1923-when the finan-

cial burden became too great. During the years 1878 to 1923 approxi-

mately 1,388 Indian students attended Hampton from 65 different tribes.

B. Carlisle Indian School

In 1879, the first off-reservation boarding school exclusively for

Indians was established at Carlisle, Pennsylvania under the leadership

of its founder, Captain R. H. Pratt. Carlisle, as it was called, was

to set the style of boarding schools for the next fifty years. Captain

Pratt enrolled over 200 Indian students in the school's first year, re-

presenting approximately twelve tribes. The enrollment in his last

.v*

9ettr as superintendent, viz., 1903, had risen to more than 1,200, and

during his twenty-four year tenure the school passed approximately

4,903 Indian students from seventy-seven tribes through its doors.
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The curriculum at Carlisle emphasized both academic and manual

(i.e., industrial) education. In the classroom, rratt sought above

all to equip the Indian students with the ability to speak, read, write

and communicate in the English language, because he felt this was the

most vital prerequisite to a satisfactory adjustment to the White man's

world. Beyond this, he gave his charges instruction in elementary and

high school arithmetic, geography, and history.

In the shops and fields attached to Carlisle the Indian boys learn-

ed various practical trades such as blacksmithing, wagon making, car-

pentry, tailoring, farming and sundry others. In the kitchen and sew-

ing rooms, the girls were taught the domestic skills of the homemaker.

Supplementing this program, and gradually coming to dominate it, was

the Carlisle "outing system," in which Indian students were indentured

out to White farmers (mostly Quakers and Pennsylvania Dutch) to further

their assimilation process and supposedly give them practiCal and gain-
22

ful experience in agriculture and animal husbandry.

The great majority of students turned out by Carlisle were well

equipped to make their way in the White man's world. Instead they were

returned to the reservation. Here, although the agent and his staff em-

braced White values and rewarded Indian adherence to them, the'dominant

values of society were aboriginal. Moreover, with the spoils system

ascendant, che'few government jobs available rarely went to Indians,

and few Carlisle graduates found any occupation to utilize'their newly

learned talents. The result was that they either existed in a shadow

world neither Indian nor White, with acceptance denied by both worlds,

or they cast off the veneer of Carlisle and again embraced the Indian

culture and values.

Captain Pratt so fully believed in Carlisle and principles on which

3$ i;
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it was founded that he went to great measures to imbue the captive

students with his blind philosophy. While speaking at a Baptist-6On-

vention in 1883 he remarked, "I believe in immersing the Indians in

our civilization and when we get them under holding them there until

they are thoroughly soaked." He further believed the soaking process
23

could not be accomplished by reservation schools.

In order to iesure-Strict discipline of the military nature Pratt

employed men and women on his payroll under the euphemistic desfigna-

tion,of disciplinarians whose main duty was to thump recalcitrant In-

dian boys and girls into submission. When some years later a bill was

introduced into Congress to put A stop to beatings in Indian schools,

Pratt made a special trip to Washington and stormed about, declaring

that this bill, if it became law, would mean the end of Indian schools.

He won his fight, and it required another twenty-five years for the

government to advance to the point. where it could run an Indian school

without including thugs on the staff whose duty it was to beat,the

24

pupils.

Carlisle was turned over to the War Department in 1918, for use

in hospiZalizing and rehabilitating soldiers returning from combat in

World War I. At this time government officials felt that schools closer

to the Indian reservations would better serve the needs of the Indian

people.

Carlisle is best remembered for its great athletic teams which pro-

duced men like the great Jim Thorpe, who made All American in football

and later became a hero during the 1912 Olympics. Thorpe later played

professional football for a number of years and was the first great

star of the professional ranks, and is considered by most to be the

greatest athlete of all time. Since many of the Indian students atten-

ding Carlisle were of college age, the school was able to compete with
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colleges and universities in football and other sports, and eventually

achieved a national reputation for the excellent teams it fielded.

1. Carlisle Becomes The Model

Following the inception of Carlisle in 1879, Chemawa Indian school

. was established in 1880, followed by both Haskel Institute and Chilocco
25

in 1884, and Sherman Indian School in 1902. During the next fifty

years, the government constructed a total of 19 "off-reservation" board-

ing schools patterned after Carlisle. New schools appeared, but the

educational policy.remained.the same. Indian children were separated

from their parents and loved ones and transported hundreds and some

times thousands of miles away from home to eradicate their birth right

of being born an Indian.

V. Successful Indian Operated Schools

In reviewing the history of Indian education and its blighted past,

it would seem that Native Americans were incapable of directing and

maintaining their own system of schools. Which is quite the contrary,

there have been two formal systems of Indian education thlit were suc-

cessful, and both were operated by Indians, and rose out of Indin needs.

The first of thesg educational systems was developed by the Cherokees.

A. Cherokee Education

The Cherokees had one of the most remarkable examples of edtcation

. in the United States, and in many, cases was far superior to that of the

non-Indians in the area. Under their careful and intelligent guidance

there were over 21 schools and two academies, with an enrollment of

1,100 in existence by the year 1852. In the 1.880s the Western Cherokee



of Oklahoma had a higher literacy level than the White population of

either Texas or Arkansas, and they were estimated to be 90 percent

literate in their native language during the 1830s. However, after

the takeover of these Indian-operated schools by the Federal Govern-
A,

ment in 1898, the system declined drastically and was'finally brought

to an end by the United States government in 1906.

B. Choctaw Education

The Choctaw Republic was also very successful in operating its own

school system in Mississippi and Oklahoma, developing a total of 200

schools and academies and sending numerous graduates on to eastern

colleges: Like their Cherokee brothers, the Choctaws also had a much

higher proportion of educated people than any of the neighboring states

until their school system was brought to an end by the intervention of
26

the Federal government.

The outstanding work of these two tribes in the field of education

is evidence of the kind of results that can ensue when Indians have

the power of self-determination. Today after some sixty years of White

control over their schools-the tragic results can be seen through con-

temporary ,.ecords:

1. 90 percent of the Cherokee families living in Adair County,

Oklahoma are on welfare;

2. 99 percent of the Choctaw Indian population in McCurtain County,

Oklahoma, live below the poverty line;
\,

3. The median number of school years completed by the adult Chero-

kee population is only 5,5:

4. 40 percent of adult Cherokees are functionally illiterate;

5. Cherokee dropout rates in public schools is as high as 75 percent;

6. The level of Cherokee education is well below the average for

the State of Oklahoma, and below the average for rural and non-Whites.
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C. Conclusion

The disparity between these two sets of facts provides dramatic

'testimony to what might have been accomplished if the policy of the

government had been one of Indian self-determination. It further il-

luminates theedisastrous effects of "imposed White control."

Cherokee education was truly a development of the tribe itself,

and by the year 1821, Sequoyah, who neither spoke or wrote in English

had developed the Cherokee alphabet. Within 6 years of that date,

Cherokees were publishing their own bilingual newspaper, the Cherokee

Phoenix, and the Cherokee Nation was on its way to one of the most re-

markable systems of education in the country.

The Cherokee education system itself was just as exemplary as its

system of government. Using funds received frOm the Federal govern-

ment as the result of ceding large tracts of land,,a school system de-

scribed by one authority as "the finest school system west of the Mis-

sissippi River" soon developed. Treaty money was used by Sequoyah to

develop the Cherokee alphabet as well as to purchase a printing press.

In a period of several years the Cherokee had established remarkable

achievement and literary levels, as indicated by statistics cited above.

But in 1903 the Federal government appointed a superintendent to

take control of Cherokee education, and when Oklahoma became a State in

1906, the whole system was abolished.

Different authorities who have analyzed the decline and fall of the

Cherokees concur on one important point: The Cherokees are alienated

from the White man's school system. A noted Indian anthropologist,

Willard Walker has stated that "the Cherokees view the school as a

White man's institution over which Indian parents have no control."

Another summarized the problem as one in which Indian parents and comr
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munity have little if any involvement in the schools. Other researchers

have placed the blame on the lack of bilingual materials and the ensuing

feeling by the Cherokees that reading English is coercive instruction.

Another authority Alfred L. Wahrhafting states that Cherokee par-

ents haven't lost interest in their children's education, just their

faith in a White-controlled system's ability to listen to them and re-

spond. "Cherokees finally have become totally alienated from the school

system," he reported. "The tribe has surrendered to.the school bureau-
27

cracy, but tribal opinion is unchanged.".

VI. The Treaty Period

The first treaty folloWing American independence was concluded with

the Delawares in 1778, eleven years before the adoption of the Consti-

tution. This established treaties as the primary legal basis for Fed-

eral policies in regard to the American Indian. The first treaty be-

tween the United States and an Indian tribe specifically calling for

education was negotiated in 1794 with the Oneida, Tuscarora, and the

Stockbridge Indians. It provided that teachers would be hired to

"instruct some young men of the three nations in the arts of the miller

28

and the sawyer."

Treaties committing the Federal government to provide health ser-

vices were introduced in 1832 when a group of Winnebago Indians was

promised physician care as partial payment for rights and property ceded

to the government.

From the inception of the.Federal government in 1789, to 1850, the

United States negotiated and ratified 245 treaties with Indian tribes.

In the process, it acquired over 450,000,000 acres of land for less than

29

$90,000,000.
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The purpose of the treaties did not differ much from the reason

behind the missionaries' activities. Both the government and the

missionaries sought to civilize the natives and bring them under their

control. But whereas the religious groups acted primarily out of altru-

ism, the government thought more in terms of the value of possessing

Indian lands. Gradually the government began to realize that if Indians

could be converted from a nomadic hunting economy into an economy based

upon agriculture, they would require less and would be much easier to

contain. Such a policy would naturally mean more land available for

settlement by non-Indians. Education was viewed as the principle meth-

od of accomplishing the conversion.

Between 1778 and 1868, when the last treaty was signed with the

Nez Percc, Indian people had ceded almost a billion acres of land to

the United States. In return, Indians generally retrained inalienable

and tax-exempt lands for themselves, and Government pledges to provide

such public services as "educationv.medical care, and technical and

agricultural training."

Congress began appropriating funds for such services in 18.02, when

$15,000 was made available on an annual basis for promoting civiliza-

tion among the "friendly" Indians. However, the legislative basis for

most Indian education programs was an act called the "civilization

fund" established in 1819 provided on an annual basis and to be'used

to convert Indians from hunters to agriculturalists.

In 1824, the Bureau of Indian Affairs was created under the auspices

of the War Department, and in 1832, the office of Commissioner of In-

dian Affairs Was established under the direction bf Thomas L. McKenney

who had previously been the Superintendent of Indian Trade. Responsi-

bility for Indian education was immediately placed in the hands of the

Commissioner's office.
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It was during this period that the government began an extensive

program of manual training in agriculture and mechanical arts. As

early as 1838, the government was operating 16 manual training schools

serving approximately 800 students and 87 boarding schools Iserv,ing-A-

30

about 2,900 students.

On March 3, 1871, Congress enacted a bill which stated that "here-

after no Indian nation or tribe within the territory of the United

States shall be acknowledged or recognized as an independent nation,
31

tribe or power with whom the United States may contract by treaty."

VII. The Allotment Act

A careful review of the historical literature reveals that the

dominant policy of the Federal government toward the American Indian

has been one of forced assimilation which has vacillated between the

two extremes of "coercion and persuasion." At the root of the assimi-

lation policy has been a desire to divest the Indian of his land and

resources.

The Allotment Act of 1887 stands as a symbol of the worst aspects

of the Indian policy and is possibly the largest land swindle in the

history of the United States. During the 46 year period it was in

effect it succeeded in reducing the Indian landbase from 140 million acres

to approximately 50 million acres of the least desirable land. Greed

for Indian land and intolerance of Indian cultures combined in one act

to drive the American Indian into the depths of poverty from which he

32

has never recovered.

Basically, the Dawes Severalty Act (Allotment Act) called for allot-

ment of agric,Ultural and range lands in severalty among tribal members.

Each head of a family was to receive a quarter section (160 acres);
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single persons'over eighteen were to receive an eighth section (80

acres), as were orphan children under eighteen; and other youngsters

who had not reached eighteenth birthdays were to receive one-sixteenth

of a section. Each person was to be given a "trust" patent to his

allotment, which meant it could not be alienated for a period of

twenty-five years, at which time a full "fee" patent could be issued

giving the owner authority to do with the land as he pleased.

The president was authorized to extend the trust period in circum-

stances where he considered it appropriate. When all allotments had

been made, the president could negotiate with the tribes for the pur-

chase of the remaining (surplus) lands of the reservation. However,
33

such purchase was subject to Congressional approval.

The basic premise behind the insidious act was that "Indians would

take pride in individual ownership of their awn plot of land. and be-

come farmers and ranchers overnight." But the actual results of the

law were a diminishing of the Indian tribal economic base from 140

million acres to about 50 million acres, and severe social disorgani-

zation of the Indian family.

It physically disrupted the extended family by attaching each houSe-

hold, even each individual, to a segregated parcel of land. The non-

agricultural Plains tribes were furnished neither the training, imple-

ments, nor the capital goods requisite for a shift-over to a farming

economy.

It is further interesting to note that the land policy was directly

related to the Government's Indian education policy because proceeds

from the destruction of the Indian land base were to be used to pay

the costs of taking Indian children from their homes and placing them

in Federal boarding schools, a system designed to'dissolve the Indian
34

social structure.
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VIII. Education, Coercion, and Religious Persecution

During the 1880s the Federal government's boarding school system

was operating in high gear, often using abandoned Army posts or barracks

as sites. These schools were run in a rigid military fashion, with

heavy emphasis on rustic vocational training, modeled after Carlisle.

They were designed to separate a child from his reservation and family,

strip him of his tribal lore and mores, force the complete abandonment

of native language, and prepare him for never again returning to his

people. The children were seized at the tender age of six and confined

in off-reservation boarding schools until past their adolescence. In

the summers they were indentured to Whites as servants. In the schools

the use of the native languages was forbidden; they were forced to cut

their hair, and wear military uniforms; everything reminiscent of or

relevant to Indian life was excluded; the Children were also forced to

I

join whichever Christian church, through the favor of the Indian Bureau,
35

had entrenched itself in the particular school.

In order to hasten the process of civilizing and Christianizing the

Indians the Federal government passed legislation outlawing both Indian

religion and the right, of Indian parents to'keep their children away

from White schools.

A. The Indian Inquisition Period

Beginning about 1870, a leading aim of the United States was to de-

stroy the'Plains Indians' societies by destroying their religions. The

assauttiagainst the tribal and inter-tribal religions was part of an

.all-out offensive against Indian land and society. The offensive, in-

cluding its religious part, reached far beyond the Plains region but

nowhere else was it so intense.

47
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The onslaught against the religion of the Indians took the form

of regulations against religious practices and ceremonies. The master-

expression of Plains Indian religion was the Sun Dance. And to forbid

the Sun Dance was to forbid tribal existence and to cut the tap-root

of Plains Indian personality.

First, in the Sioux country, the Army crushed the gun Dance with

armed force. Then the missionaries influenced the Bureau of Indian

Affairs to impose regulations against not only the Sun Dance but all

so-called "pagan" ceremonies which they believed impeded the progress

of the Indians towards Christian civilization.

In 1884, the Interior Department framed a criminal code forbidding

Indian religious practices and established penalties to enforce these

ridiculous laws. These penalties were later enriched in 1904, and ac-
36

tually stood in force and effect until 1933.

Due to the vast amount of territory to be policed and the many

different tribes, enforcement became rather difficult at times. How-

ever, one of the chief means of persecution was not to shoot or jail

adult worshipers, but to""immolate the Indian children in boarding

schools and there compel them to join Chrisitan churces."

In 1890, the'Federal government reached the pinnacle of man's ink

justice toman- when the United States cavalry put into action one of

the most horrible massacres in the history of the world, and it was,

committed in the name of "religion." Here, members of the Seventh

Cavalry brutally slaughtered 98 disarmed Sioux warriors, and over 200

women and children. This merciless killing of unarmed Indians came

;

about simply because they were followers of the Ghost Dance religion,

which in the White man's eyes was not only pagan, but aga st Federal

1t1
regulations. Later this horrible crime was called the "B ttle of

37
Wounded Knee," the place of the Indians last stand against the White man.
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By 1890, the tribes wete finally beaten and imprisoned in separate,

diminished "concenttation camps" called reservations by the Bureau of

4

Indian Affairs. Once the tribes were placed in these camps they were

forced to live by government handokirs in the form of rations. Treaty

and statute had made the even handed distribution of these rations

obligatory; but in practice, and openly, as a matter of rule, the dis-

tribution was used to starve the Indians who would not forswear their

/

religion and their tribal customs and loyalties. In addition all au-

thority was taken away from the tribal leaders who refused to serve as
Sts

puppets under the Army and the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The religious persecution of Indians even carried over into the

1920s, when the Bureau of Indian Affairs forbade the withdrawl of

''Pueblo,Uoys from schootAfor initiation ceremonies that would pass thet

into manhood. When the Pueblo leaders refused to complyIith the Bu-
,,

reauls religious crimes code, they were thrown into prison. Fortunately

when the case came before the Federal District Court in New Mexico the
39

tribal leaders were released.

B. Go To School Or Starve

4

Many Indian families resisted the assault of the Federal government

on their lives by simply refusing to send their children to school. Con
`t

gress, desiring to break this resistance at any cost, passed legislation

in 1893, which used the technique of starvation to enforce compulsory

attendance:

The Secretary of the Interior may in his discretion establish such
regulations as will prevent the issuing of rations or the furnish-
ing of subsistence either in money or in kind to the head of any
Indian family for or on account of any Indian child between the
ages of 8 and 21 years who shall not have attended school during

the preceding year.

49
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The Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion, withold ra-
tions, clothing, and other annuities from Indian parents or guard-
ians who refuse or neglect to send and keep their children of pro-
per school age in some school a reasonable portion of the year.

Despite the fact that Congress qualified the law forbidding agents

from witholding rations to force parents to send their children "out-

side of the state" in which thiy resided, the practice continued. In-

1919, it was discovered that only 2,089 of an estimated 9,613 Navajo

children were attending school, and thus the Government initiated a

crash program of Navajo. education. But because of a lack of schools

on the reservation, many Navajo children were transported to boarding

schools throughout, the West and Southwest without their parents' con-

sent. When the Navajo parents refused to comply with the outrageous

demand they were subject to both fines and-imprisbnment.

C. Congress Demands All Scats Must Be Filled

In 1920, the chairman of the House Indian Affairs Committee inform-

ed the Bureau of Indian Affairs that the desire of Congress was that

every Indian hoarding school in the country should be filled to capac,-

ity at all times, and where this could not be accomplished, it was his

committee's intention to close those schools. From this time forward,

Congress was to continuously raise the question as to whether or not

all seats were filled in Indian boarding schools, and educational appro-
.

priations were to be dependent upon having every school crammed as full

as possible. This resulted in moving Indian children all over the coun-
40

tc, mee': the absurd demands of this outrageous mandate by Congress.

+11

IX. The Meriam Report

The Problem of Indian Administration, more commonly called the Merism
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Report, was a survey of "social and economic conditions of American

Indians. Published in 1928, the report.was prepared by the Brooklings

Institute in Washington, D.C. under the direction of its author, Lewis

Meriam.

According to the Meriam Report, "the most fundamental need in In-

dian education is a change in point of view." The Indian family and

social structure must be strengthened and not destroyed, and Indian

people must be given the choice to decide the direction of their des-

41

tiny.

The teport was especially critical of boarding schools, both be-

cause of their inadequate facilities and the manner in which they were

operated, It condemned the cruel and barbaric practice of taking chil-

dren from their families and placing them in off-reservation boarding

schools. Younger children should be eliminated from boarding schools

as far as possible the report stated, and for the small number of those

whose homes are too isolated to permit education in any other1way,

small schools conducted on the "cottage plan" should be provided not

42

too far from their homes.

The report was especially critical of the quality of food served in

the schools, which it described as lacking in both quantity, and balance,

it is served unattractively, and-Ole meals are too hurried for health

requirements. The report went on to say how some of the schools only

-allow the students fifteen minutes to eat, while lectures are provided

once a month that expound on the healthy'merits of eating slow. The

report turther brought out the fact that milk, fruit and vegetables
43

are almost totally, lacking from the school tables.

The report stressed the need for reservation day schools and an

educational setting involving more community and family life. It con-

demned the inadequate funding for Indian education stating, "cheapness
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in education is expensive." The choice before the government is he-
,

tween doing a,mediocre job that will pile up serious problems in the

future in poverty, disease, and crime, and spending more money for an

acceptable social and educational program that will make the Indian

cease to be a special case in a comparatively short span of time.

Further stating, "that the Indian educational system is financially
44

a starved system."

In other areas of education the report brought out the need for

"pre-service training" for prospective appointees, and stressed the

need for'improved personnel standards for all Indian Service employees,

especially "teachers and administrators." Standards for teachers and

principals in Indian schools should be raised to the level of at least

the better public school systems. The report went on to say, "the na-

tional government could do no better single thing for Indian education

than to insist upon the completion of an accepted college or university

course, including special preparation for teaching, as the minimum en-
.*

trance requirement for all educationdl positions in Indian schools or
45

with Indian people." Too frequently a teacher is deposited at an

Indian school with no previous knowledge whatever of In2ian life, of the

part of the country where the work is located, or of the special condi-
46

tione rhzt prevail.

In highlighting the need for specially trained personnel the report

stated, "Properly equipped personnel is the mast urgent immediate need

in the Indian educational service. At the present time the government

is attempting to do a highly technical job witch untrained; and to a

certain extent even 'uneducated,' people. It is not necessary to att-

empt to place the blame for this situation, b t it is essential to re-
, 47

cognize it and change it."

The Meriam Report summed-up most of the prl lensle in Indian affairs
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by saying, "that the whole Indian problem is essentially one of educa-

tion." It, went on to say that Indian education must be adapted to in-

dividual abilities, interests, and needs of the Indian people. A stan-

dard course of study involving routine classroom methods, and tradi-

tional types of schools, even if they were adequately supplied, would
48

not solve the problem.

In describing the boarding schools the report repeatedly denounced

the lack of training standards of employees, the lack of understanding

in handling ,sex problems; in the failure to understand even the rudi-

ments of modern treatment of behavior difficulties; the overcrowded liv-

ing quarters and classrooms, and the constant violations of children's
49

personality -- opening pupil's mail and assorted other charges.

According to the report any system of education designed for Indian

people, that is to be successful will have to comprise the adults of

the community as jell as the children. Everything in the Indian life

1

and surroundings dill have to tie into the educational program in a

50
t

manner now seldom observed.

IIThe major fin ings of the Meriam Report were that (1) Indians were

excluded from man gement of Choir own affairs, and (2) Indians were

receiving a poor uality of service (especially health and education)

from public officials who were supposed to be serving their needs; (3)

For any Indian p 1 ogram to be successful, it will have to involve Indians,
51

and originate frim Indians, with Indian leadership.

The i act o the Mariam Report on Indian education led to one of

the most ...Lea iv= and innovative periods in Indian history and the

chauges it bro t about were felt for the next two decades.

X. The Indian Reorganization Act
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Within six years after publication of the Meriam Report the famous

"New Deal" era of the 1930s was brought into being by the Wheeler-
.

Howard Act of 1934. Better known as the Indian Reorganization Act (48

Stat. 984,985) this was the last major piece of omnibus Indian legis-

lation passed by Congress and provides the basis for most of the Federal

Indian administration to the present day.

In 1933, John Collier became the Commissioner of Indian Affairs under

the Roosevelt administration and immediately a series of new approaches

were initiated which sought to repair the damage of the allotment era

and to overhaul completely the Federal Indian policy. The key legisla-

tion of the period, the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, ended the

allotment period and laid the groundwork for more autonomous tribal

government.

The act, which was submitted to and discussed with Indian tribes be-

fore being submitted to Congress, has been called by many as the "Indian

Bill of Rights." Among the many changes it brought into being was the

end to further allotment of Indian lands, and 'reservation lands previous-

ly declared surplus would be restored to Indian ownership. It provided

authorization for the appropriation of funds to purchase additional land

for Indian use. It encouraged the formation of tribal organizations and

corporations, and establiblien a revolving loan fund for the development

of business enterprises. The act also addressed itself to the matter

of Indian national resources and granted the executive branch of the

government authority to frame regulations for the conservation of Indian

soil and timber. It also established a system of special preference for

the hiring of Indian employees by the Bureau of Indian Affairs without
52

regard to Civil Service laws.

John Collier became Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1933, and served

in that position longer than any other commissioner in history. The
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Indian Reorganization Act supplied the basis for the Collier Indian

policy which the commissioner himself summarized in the following terms:

The new Indian policy must be built around the group-dynamic poten-

tials of Indian life. This meant an ending of the epoch of forced
atomization, cultural prescription, and administrative absolutism...
In place of an Indian Bureau monopoly of Indian affairs, there

must be sought a cumulative involvement of all agencies of help-

fulness, Federal, state, local and unofficial; but the method must

not be that of simply dismembering the Indian Service, but rather

of transforming it into a technical servicing agency and a coordi-

nating, evaluating and within limitations, regulatory agency.53

In education, Collier started programs in bilingual education, adult

basic education, training of Indian teachers, Indian culture and in-

service teacher training. During Collier's 12 years as Commissioner, 16

boarding schools were closed and 84 day schools were opened. Whereas in

1933, approximately three-fourths of Indian students were enrolled in
54

boarding schools, 1)1'1943, two-thirds were attending day schools.

Between 1934 and 1941, the Collier administration introduced many

changes into the pattern of Federal-Indian relationships. Yet, with

the limitations in funds resulting from the Depression, these changes

were not fully implemented and before some of the most important changes

could achieve permanent effect, the outbreak of World War II interfered.

A. The Johnson O'Malley Act (1934)

Shortly before the Indian Reorganization Act was passed, Congress

also approved legislation making it possible for the Bureau of Indian

Affairs to contract with state, local and private educational, health,

and welfare agencies to provide services to Indians. Known today as

the Johnson O'Malley Act (48 Stat. 596), this legislation was in response

to recommendations in the Meriam Report. which called for enrolling great-

.

er numbers of Indian youngsters in public schools and supplying services

to the Indian population through the same facilities supplying other
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citizens, rather than through special Federal programs.

XI. World War II: A Period of Retrogression

The period of progress under the Indian Reorganization Act had

only been in operation for seven years when America entered World War

II. During these years of national peril many Bureau superintendents

and other local officials, as well as younger Indians competent to

assume tribal leadership joined the military service. Almost immedi-

ately there was a reduction in the Indian Service appropriations, and

as the defense expenditures mounted, the Indian budget was slashed.

Physical plants, roads, schools, hospitals, vehicles, telephone sys-
56

tems, and other facilities deteriorated.

In Congress there was talk of abolishing the Bureau of Indian

Affairs, and even repealing the Wheeler-Howard Act. For American In-

dians these were bitter years in which little if any progress was made,
57

if not, indeed, retrogression.

In 1944, an,investigation by O'Conner-Mundt House Committee on In-

dian Affairs reported that, although the Wheeler-Howard Act had in

some instances aided the Indians, progress toward assimilation had

lagged. The committee then offered recommendations on achieving "the

final solution of the Indian problem." In almost every instance, the

committee called for a return of the pre-Meriam policies. It criticiz-

ed reservation day schools for adapting education to the Indian and to

his reservation way of life. It said, "real progress" would be made

only when Indian children of elementary school age were once again

taken from their homes and placed in off-reservation boarding schools.

"The goal of Indian education," according to the committee, "should

be, to make the Indiad child a better American rather than to equip hia,
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simply to be a better Indian."

The House committee's attitude was indicative of the new govern-

ment thinking. By, 1948, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, at the

urging of Congress, as setting criteria for determining a tribe's

,readiness for withdr1w1 of Federal services. However, Commissioner

John Nichols in 1949 argued that development of existing services,
58

not termination of t em, was needed, but his plea went unheeded.

By 1950, the Ind

plete reverse. It w

government--coercive

. The Termination Period

an policy of the Federal government was in com-

s a return to the dominant policy of the Federal

assimilation of the American Indian. The goals

were to get rid of Ifidians and Indian trust land by terminating Fed-

eral services and re ognition, and relocating Indians into urban areas

off the reservation.

In 1952, the Bur au of Indian Affairs closed down all Federal

schools in the of "Washington, Michigan, Idaho, and Wisconsin."

Loans to rhdian stu ents authorized under the Indian Reorganization Act

of 1934 were discon inued. The following year in 1953, a number of

boarding and day sc ools were closed, and Indian students were trans-

ferred into public chools. Those Federal boarding schools still in

operatioh utilized "forced assimilation" approach by educating the

children far from their homes (Navajo children in Oregon, Northwest

Indians in Oklaho so they supposedly would forget their family and

59

reservatioh way of ife.

B.

The legislative

Legislative Base for Termination

base for the termination policy was laid in 1953,
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under the Eisenhower Administration which rode to power, in part on a

pledge to diminish the role of the Federal government. In that year

two bills were passed that created the legal foundation for this de-

vious work.

1. House Concurrent Resolution 4108 - House Concurrent Rpsolutian
. "

#108, called for the end of Federal services to Indians.

4

2. Public Law #280 - Public Law #280, transferred-Federal juris-

diction over law and order on Indian reservations to indivilival states

in which the reservations reside. In that (1953) Congress

legislated the transference of civil and cr na d, tion over

Indian reservations in the"'states of California, Or gon, Minnesota,
60

Nebraska, and Wisconsin.

In 1954, 10 termination bills were introduced with six of them

passing. From 1954 through 1960, many laws and amendments were passed

abolishing tribes as political entities to "get the United States out

of the Indian business"-- and shifting responsibility for Indian affairs

from the Federal government to the states. During these yearssixty-

one tribes, groups, communities, rancherias, or allotments were termi-
61

nated.

Then on September 18, 1958, the termination period was brought to

a partial halt, when the Secretary of the Interior, Fred Seaton, ann-
62

ounced that no tribe would be terminated without its consent. De-

spite the Secretary of Interior's statement, the threat of termination

still hangs over Indian people like an evil cloud ready to burst at

any time, or when the government changes its mind.

The effect of termination has been to deprive Indians of both

their property and the public services for which the Federal govern-

ment has long been obligated.
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XII. Federal Funds That Support Indian

Education in Public Schools

American Indians have a unique claim on the United States for

support of their children's education. That claim is based on trea-

ties signed between the Federal government and Indian Nations, and on

laws passed by Congress which specifically provide funds for the edu-

cation of Indian children.

In 1890, the Federal government first appropriated funds to cover

costs of tuition for Indians attending public schools. Today, approx-

imately two-thirds of all Indian children attend public schools. While

they have a special claim to Federal support, Indian children are also

entitled to the same educational opportunities as other children. They

have a constitutional right to equal protection under state and Federal

laws, and as state citizens to state aid for pubbic schools.

Indian children who attend public 'schools are entitled to benefits

from three Federal financial programs, (1) Impact Aid, (2) Johnson

O'Malley, and (3) Title I, of the Elementary and Secondary Education-

al Act. In 1971, the combined budget from these three sources of

Federal aid amounted to over $66 million annually for the support of
63

Indian children in public schools.

A. Impact Aid

Indian children qualify public school districts for Federal money

under the Impact Aid Legislation if their parents live And work on

Federal property. There are two parts to the Impact Aid Laws, P.L.

874 and P.L. 815, both were passed in the 1950s by Congress primarily

as a result of the military and defense activities of the Federal gov-

ernment. There purpose was to provide Federal financial assistance
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where Federal'activities, chiefly military installations, created a

financial burden on local school districts. Congress wanted to com-

pensate school systems for the loss of part of their tax base when .

Federal installations were established in the community. The two

categories of Impact Aid are:

1. P.L. 874 - P.L. 874, provides fund;,,,to local schooP districts

for general operating expenses paid in lieu of, loCal taxes. It is

interesting to note that Indians were not included in P.L. 874 when

it was first enacted into law. They were excluded at the request of

state directors of Indian Education who feared that districtsin their

states would lose Johnson O'Malley funds if they received Impact Aid

money. However, in 1958, Congress decided to permit "dual funding,"

a concept which allowed a school district to'receive payments from

both Impact Aid and Johnson O'Malley on_the theory that Impact Aid

would provide general operating funds in lieu of taxes and Johnson

O'Malley would support special programs for Indians.

Indian children qualiTy
.

district for Impact Aid under Section 3a

and 3b. Section 3a applies to children whose parents live and work

on Federal property, and Section 3b applies to children whoel parents

either live on Federal property or work on Federal property, but not

both.

The amount of P.L. 874 money a district may receive is based on a

formula which takes into consideration the " local contribution rate"

(that is the expenditure per child coming from local taxes), plus the

average daily attendance count for eligible children. Districts re-

ceive 1007. of the average local contribution rate for Section 3a chil-
o 64

dren and 507. of the average local contribution 'rate for 3b children.

2. P.L. 815 - P.L. 815, provides funds for school construction in
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/ districts where there are Federally connected children. When this

law was first enacted by Congress, the law provided that a district

had to have an enrollment increase in order to qualify. That did not

apply to districts where Indian children were enrolled, since the pro-

blem in those districts was that many Indian children were not in pub-

lic schools because there were no facilities for them, and that the

local district could not afford to construct schools.

The law was amended in 1953 to include such districts. Section 14

was enacted specifically to provide funds to local districts to assist

them in building schools for Indians. From 1953 until 1971, Congress

spent $55,233,523 for schools for approximately 48,479 Indian students.

B. The Jobnson O'Malley Act

The Johnson O'Malley Act of 1934, is the only Federal education

program which uniquely benefits Indians. The law, as currently admin-

.,/

istered,isintendecitoprovideFederalfundst6statestto enable them

to educate eligible,-Indian children in reir public Jchool system. All

children of one-quarter Indian ancestry whose parents live on or near

65

Indian reservations under the jurisdiction of.the Bureau of Indian Af- '

fairs are eligible for assistance.,

Johnson O'Malley funds are allcicated^to individual states, the

money is given to the State Depaqment-of Edutation's division of In-

dian Education, who in turn contract with-local school districts. In

the 1970-71 fiscal year the Bureau of Indian Affairs contracted with

14 states and 11 individual districts in six other states to provide

assistance to hundreds of public drool districts.

The Johnson O'Malley Act has been the Federal government's primary

means of transferring responsibility for Indian eduCation to the public

-A61 -
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schools. It is designed to accomplish three things: (1) to get the

Federal government out of the business of educating Indian children;

through financial inducement, (2) to further the long-established practice

of turning over responsibility for Indian education to the states and

local districts, (3) to "civilize" Indians, the histprical goal of

Federal Indian legislation.

It was thought that in public schools "daily contact with White

children would facilitate their civilization and evettually contribute

to the enlightenment of adult Indian parents."

The language of the Act is broad and ambiguous. It authorizes the

Secretary of Interior to make contracts with any state "for the edu-

cation, medical attention, agricultural assistance and social welfare

of Indians." The only specific criterion required by Congress for re-

ceiving Johnson O'Malley funds is that "minimum standards of service
.

are not less than the highest maintained by the states. The amount of

money a school district may get is supposed to be that sum of money-

which a district needs to operate an "adequate schooil" for Indian chil-

J
dren after all, other sources of local, state and Fedral money have

been counted."

C. Title I Funds

es.

Apart from the Johnson O'Malley Act designed to benefit Indian

dren, poor and educationally deprived Native Americ n children are also

entitled to aid.from Title I of the Elementary and §ecoudary Education

Act.

Title I provides financial assistance to local chool districts for

supplemental educational services to economically mid educationally de-

prived students. As of 1971 more than two-thirds oq all public school
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districts were participating in the Title I program. This amounted to

approximately $1.5 billion for some nine million students.

Virtually all Indian children qualify for Title I assistance. The

Title I allocation to each district is based on the number of children .

residing in the district who are from the families receiving "Aid for

Families with Dependent Children" payments or those having an income

of less than $2,000 per year. Furthermore, all students who attend

schools with high concentrations of low-income students, and who are

educationally deprived, that is, below grade level in achievement- -

are eligible to receive Title I services.

Under Title I, the United States Commissioner of Education makes

lump sum payments to state departments of education, which, in turn,

approve and fund projects for educationally disadvantaged children pro-

posed by local school districts. The Federal government does not re-

quire particular projects or administer any prbjects; rather, local

school administrators have broad discretion to select and implement

those programs which, in their view, will achieve the purposes of the

Act.

Title I is not supposed to be used for general aid. All approved

projects must conform to regulations and program guides promulgated

V
by the U.S. Office of Education. The ,state educatiOnai agencies must

give assurances to the Federal government that Title I funds are be-

ing spent in conformity with the law. The Commissioner of Education

may suspend payments to any state which fails to meet its statutory
67

and administrative obligations.

D. Conclusion

In 1934 Congress passed the Johnson O'Mal\.ey Act which authorize
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the Bureau of Indian Affairs to make grants to public schools to pro-

vide education for Indians. Public Laws #874 and 46815 also give Fed-

eral money to the public schools for this purpose. What these schools

do with this money is of great concern since increasingly the Bureau

of Indian Affairs is transferring its educational responsibility to

the public schools. As an example of this, today, approximately two-

thirds of all Indian students attend public schools and the amount is

increasing.

Most of the evidence from Congressional reports to those conduct-

ed by private concerns point to the fact that Indian children are re-

ceiving a poor, quality of education. The Federal government has.fail-.

ed to use its financial power to'force quality controls on the use of

these funds. Consequently, the states in most cases are using them

(Johnson-O'Malley, #874; and #815 funds), to, reduce their own tax burden.

Special programs for Indian students are:almost nonexistent. In

fact, most State Indian Education Divisions o little more than "book-

1

keeping" in the administration of these Fede *'al funds. Research shows

that Title I and Johnson O'Malley funds thatare brought into public

..

schools for the "exclusive" use of Indians a e being spent on everything

from "closed-circuit T.V., to goAf sets," an in many cases Indian chil-

dren are being denied free meals and transpor ation.

A few examples of this abuse are: "No tra sportation was provided

for Indian children in Dunsieth, N.p.,who had to stay, in after school.

Yet, the children had to walk long distances n cold winter weather.

In McLaughlin, S.D. a crippled Indian boy had to walk on his crutches

three miles to the highway to get the school s. When the weather

became cold, the boy dropped out of school. Indian bus driver in

New Town, N.D. drove out oT hie way to pick up Indian children in bad

weather. Indian parents reported that he was old to stick to the route
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or he would be fired.

In Page, Arizona, Indian parents have to sign a statement each

month indicating that they do not have money for their children's

lunch bill. JOM students are,then singled out in the cafeteria. In-

dian children in Madris, Oregon are charged for their luncheS, and

they must Pay in advance. As a result some children stay home a week

at a time, or go hungry at school;

In Tuba City, Arizona, needy Indian children must declare their

poverty daily although the district is reimbursed for all their lunch-

es. The procedure for obtaining a lunch is that each morning, students

are asked if they will be eating lunch and if they brought their own

money. Students who wish to eat, but have no money then receive diff-

erent colored lunch tickets. In previous years, all students were

charged 25c for lunch, and if parents were unable to pay, they had to
69

"coMe to school to explain their situation."

In describingdescribing some of the" glaring cases-of misuse of Federal funds

in regard to Impact Aid, the Gallup-McKinley County School District in

New Mexico provides a very clear, examplr. The Indian Hills Elementary

School which has an enrollment of 294 o'f which only one-third is Indian

is located in a middle-income area of the town of Gallup. The school

has a split level, carpeted library; carpeted music room; uncrowded and

well-equipped classrooms; a gymnasium and a separate cafeteria. There

are plenty of showers, toilets, and drirking fountains. There is a

paved courtyard. -The school has closed- circut T.V. Although Indian

Hills Elementary is not a Title I Sarget school, they were using Title

I equipment.

Five miles away from Indian Hills School is the Church Rock Elemen-

tary School with a 97 percent Navajo enrollment. The school is a barrack-

like structure surrounded by mounds of sand that drift in through cracks
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in doors and windows. The "all purpose" as

cafeteria, gymnasium and assembly hall. Th

classrooms which have no extra sanitary fac

are dark and crowded, the furniture is worn

Also in the Gallup-McKinley district is

High School which is predominantly Indian.

elementary school is surrounded by 12 metal

mobiles permit a doubling of the enrollment,

or w er facilities exist. All students mus

The horeau High School is the most overcrow

Altho gh'it is only three years old, the sch

P.L. 815 funds, was inadequate and'overcrowd

porter for the Gallup Independent newspaper,

_rooms surrounding the school as "wooden shac

fit to be used. Built just after World War

such a state of disrepair that during the wi

for teachers to find an inch of snow on the

embly hall serves as a

re are four temporary

lities. The-classrooms

and old.

he Thoreau Elementary and

he main structure of the

obile classrooms. The

but no additional toilet

share the same lunch room.

ed school in the system.

ol, which was built with

d when it opened. A re-

described the six class -

s ," four of which were not

I, these buildings are in

ter, it is not uncommon

lassroom floor. Students

in science and hoMe economics classes have to stand and watch the ex-

periments and projects because of lack of space and equipment. The li-
1

70
brary is located in a classroom too small to hold all the books.

This_wide spread misuse of Federal dollars intended for Indian stu-

dents is a national crime,.and the blame falls direction on the Federal

and state governments. The Office.of Education in Washington has been

derelict in administering the Laws intended_ to benefit Indian children.

state officials are equally guilty, and have not bothered to monitor

and audit how these funds' are spent. 'Then on the other hand we have

(America's Colonial Office) the Bureau of Indian Affairs whose duty

it is to look out for the interests of Indian people. They should above

all other agencies check and double check to assure that Indian students
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are receiving the proper care, but they too have failed, miserably,

as usual.

Local school districts have been given a "carte blanche," that
.4+

entitles them to unlimited amounts of money that benefits everyone

except those it was earmarked for, "Indian people." While these agen-

cies are deciding upon some course of action Indian youth are fall-

ing further behind in almost all aspects of formal education provided

by standard public schools.

In some cases these same students are made to feel ashamed of go-

ing to public schools,*since it is a wide spread belief that Indians

don't pay taxes. When in many cases Indian youth actually bring into

public schools, two and three times the amount of money of non- Indians --

through Federal aid, plus, the fact that Indians pay all sales taxes

and other levies, apart from property taxes, which contribute to state

education revenue.

If Indian students are to receive a fair shake in public schools,

both the state and Federal governments must make some drastic changes.

States applying for-Johnson O'Malley and other funds should be required

to submit a definite plan for meeting the needS of its Indian students.

Federal agencies on the other hand must monitor and audit these funds,

and where states are found at fault, they should stop all grants until

the states at fault meet the required regulations.

One major change that should take place immediately is that Indians

should be involved in the planning, executing, and evaluating of Johnson

O'Malley programs. State and local district's Johnson O'Malley plans

should be subject to the approval of the Indian participants.

In many schobl districts, Indian children are a majority of the

school enrollment, but their parents have no power to influence educa-

tional decisions. In these cases, Indian parents should take control



of these existing institutions by running candidates for the school

boards, and moving polling places into Indian communities, register-

ing voters and demanding their constitutional right to vote in all

elections.

The name of the game is "self-determination" and if Indian people

are to ever gain control of their destiny, they must gain control of

the agencies that control their lives--schools, medical facilities,

reservations, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

XIII. Public Schools Have Failed Indians

The contemporary history of Indian children attending public schools

goes back to the 1890s, when Congress appropriated funds to cover the

costs of tuition for Indians attending public schools. The purpose of

this legislation appeared to be twofold. First, it gave legislative

authority to the policy of integrating Indians into the White culture,

thus establishing the goal of assimilation, and the public schools as

the vehicle for attaining that goal. Second it established the prece-

dent of providing subsidies to public schools in order to get them to

assume responsibility for Indian education.

The Federal subsidy was necessary, both because there was a reluc-

tance on the part of Indians to enter the schools, and because the

school districts were reluctant to assume the extra costs (in many

cases Indians lived on tax exempt land) and problems anticipated with

Indian students.

This subsidiFing approach was formalized in 1934, with the passage

of the Johnson O'Malley Act, which permitted the Bureau of Indian Af-

fairs to contract with states to provide for the education of Indian

students. Then in the 1950s Congress passed two additional laws, Pub-

lic Laws 874 and 815 (Impact Aid) which became known as the Federally
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impacted areas legislation. There are two categories of Impact Aid

assistance: P.L. 874 provides funds to local school districts for gen-

eral operating expenses in lieu of local taxes, and P.L. 815 which.pro-

vides funds for school construction in districts where there are Fed-
71

erally connected children.

-in 1965, an additional source of Federal Aid was added when Congress

established Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, which

provided money to school districts with high concentrations of low in-

come children, of which almost all Indian children qualify.

The fact that a school district receives Federal funds to aid In-

dian children does not mean that Indians necessarily get their fair

share of that money or of the district's total revenue. According to

the report, "An Even Change," put out by the NAACP and the Harvard Center

for Law and Education, these Federal funds are widely misused and rare-

ly benefit Indians. Violations of these funds are so universal that it

is impossible to list all of them. In almost no public school district

surveyed did Indian children receive anything extra, or supplementary

to the regular school program. The funds were found to be used on the

"wrong children, in the wrong schools," on programs which are not sup-
72

plemental and which do not meet the special needs of Indian children.

A. Misconceptions, Stereotypes, and Discrimination

One of the major problems Indian students face when they enter pub-

lic schools is discrimination. There is an anti-Indian attitude in

many White communities near reservations that has existed for genera-

tions, and contemporary legislation such as the Civil Rights Act of

1964, will not erase the years of hatred and indifference. Though

schools have opened their doors to Indians and other minorities, racial
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hostility is still there, and only time and proper education will

,:ure this sickness.

Superior Court Judge Robert L. Winslow of Ukiah, California'told

the Senate Subcommittee that in Mendocino County, California, there

was a."common feeling that Indians are inferior to non-Indians." A

study of Indian-White relations in Ukiah said that Whites generally

looked upon Pomo Indians as "lazy, shiftless, dirty, biologically

and culturally inferior. A Pomo Indian testified, "Some think the In-

dian is not very mush or probably not even human." Another study made

in the Southwest. found that many people looked upon the Apaches as

73

"lazy, dumb, hostile, and mean."

Textbook studies by a number of states indicate that misconceptions,

myths, inaccuracies and stereotypes about Indians are common to the cur-

riculum of most schools. The University of Idaho found Indians contin-

ually depicted as inarticulate, backward, unable to adjust to modern

Euro-American culture, sly, vicious, barbaric, superstitious and des-

tined to extinction. Minnesota has for years been using an elementary

school social studies text which depicts Indians as lazy, savages in-

capable of doing little more than hunting, fishing, and harvesting wild

rice.

While visiting the public schools serving Indian students on the

, Fort Hall Reservation in Idaho, the late Senator Robert F. Kennedy ask-

ed if the school had any books about Indians. After a frantic search

4
in the back closet of the school's library a school administrator came

running up to the Senator with his fine. It was a book entitled "Cap-

tive of the Delawares," which had a cover picture of a White child be-

ing scalped by an Indian. When the Senator later inquired whether the

culture and traditions of the Indians there were included in the school's

74/,

curriculum, he was informed that "there isn't any history to this tribe.'

P's
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I* a hard hittir

relationship between

ed as "one of the m

dren." The report c

Indians, destroys t

edcourages,apathy, a

cess, and deprives hem of an opportunity to develop the ability and

experience to'contr 1 their own affairs through participation in effec-

tive local governge

The Carnegie report cited an example of the problems Indian parents

)face in dealing wit1 the power structure. Indians were trying to get

a course in Ponca h story and culture included in the curriculum of

their all Indian pu lic school. The superintendent's response to their

request is explaine in the Carnegie report:

g report published by the Carnegie foundation, the

Indians and the White'power structure

st crucial problems in the education of Indian

ontinued: "This relationship frequently demeans

ir self-respect and self-confidence, develops or

nd a sense of alienation from the educational pro-

He had reviewed the schedule and found that if the course was taught,

the children would be deprived of 54 hours of subjects they needed,

such as math, E glish, science, and so forth. Further, he said, the

teachers were d
their teaching.
"a competitive
and they would
it." He also s
to "teach the c

The principal

about the teaching

of Economic Opportun

ican" to help any "f

Rough Rock Demonstra

was a "backward step

"catering" to ethnic

One outcome of t

White community in w

the public schools.

ing very well in incorporating Indian culture into
Besides, he didn't see the value because this was

orld and their culture was going to be lost anyway

e better off in the long run if they knew less of

id that many felt the theme of the course would be

ildren to hate White people.75

a Chinle, Arizona public school had similar feelings

Navajo culture in his school. He told an Office

ty evaluating team that he considered it "not Amer-

ction" prepetuate its way of life. He felt the

ion School, with its emphasis on the Navajo culture,

" and that the country had never moved ahead by

groups.

e Indians' powerlessness and the atmosphere of the

ich Indians attend school is discrimination within

Indian students on the Muckleshoot Reservation in
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Western Washington, for example, were automatically retained an extra

year in the first grade of their public school, School officials felt

that, for the Indians, the first year should be a non-academic, social-

izing experience. The Nooksack Indians of western Washington, were

automatically placed in a class of slow learners without achievement

testing.

In a report published by Oklahomans for Indian Opportunity, they

,quote an Oklahoma principal as saving "To tell the truth, our Indians

are eve-1 worse than our coloreds and the best you can do is just leave

them alone." The report con,:lude-, 1.at "1.7-, general, the teachers and

admini-:rit 1-- ;,.. -h- ,_.nools .)f icrti'wesc )klahona seem incapable if

treating the Ins;iad -tu'oenrs sensitive Kumar beings with the sara,i
,:. 76

needs and desires that non- Indian people have."

B. The Language Conflict

.

Language is another area in which the Indian is discriminated

against in school. The Bureau of Indian Affairs contends that one-

half to two-thirds of Indian children enter school with little or no

I

'skill in the Ehglish language. Dr. B. Gaarder of the U. S. Office of

Education estimated that more than half of the 'Indians in the United

"'NStates between the ages pf 6 to 18 use their native tongues. Unfamil-

iarity with the language of the classroom becomes a tremendoushandi-

cap for the Indian student, and lecords indicate he immediately falls

behind his non- Indian tlassmate. Most public school teachers arf. not

trained to teach English as a second language. The student's posit'on

ts complicated by the insistence of teachers, who have no underst nd-
.

ing of Indian cultures, that he disregard the language spoken by his
77

parents at home.
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The Indian thus feels like an alien in a strange country. And

the school feels it is its responsibility not just to teach skills,

but to impress the "alien" Indian with the values of the dominant

culture. Teachers,-textbooks, and curriculums, therefore, are pro-

grammed to bring about the adoption of such values of American life

as competitiveness, acquisition, rugged individualism, and success.

But for the Indian whose culture is oriented to completely different

values, the school becomes a source of much conflict and tension:

Condemned for his language and his culture, berated because his

values aren't those of his teacher, treated demeaningly simply be-

cause he is Indian, the Indian student begins asking himself if he

really isn't inferior. He becomes the object of a self-fulfilling

prophecy which says "Indians are no good." Dr. Brewton Berry explains

it thus:

The theory is that if teachers and other members of the dominant
group are convinced that the Indian is innately inferior and in-
capable of learning, such attitudes will be conveyed in various
and subtle ways, a child will come to think of himself In the
negative way and set for himself lower standards of effort, a-
chievement, and ambition. Thus the teacher's expectation and pre-
diction that,her Indian pupils will do poorly in school, and in
later life become major factors in guaranteeing the accuracy of
her prediction.78

Study after study confirms this is exactly what the dominant soc-

iety,"and the dominant school society is doing. Study after Study

shows Indian children growing up with attitudes and feelings of alien-

ation, hopeleSsness, powerlessness, rejection, depression, an iety,

1
estrangement, and frustration. Few studies, if any, show the public

schools doing anything to change this pattern. The public school be-

comes a Tlace of discomfort for the Indian student, a place to leave

-when he becomes 15 or 16.

Public schools which have been educating Indians for some time

reveal by their statistics their failure in educating Indians.
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1. The dropout rates for Indians who attend public schools in
Klamath, Oregon is 90 percent.

2. '87 percent dropout rate by the 6th grade at an all Indian
public elementary school near Ponca City, Oklahoma.

3. 90 percent dropout rate in Nomd, Alaska, public schools,
with about one-fourth of the students taking two to three years to
get through the first grade.

4. 62 percent Indian dropout rate in Minneapolis public schools;
between 45 and 75 percent statewide Indian dropout rate.

5. 70 percent Indian dropout rate in parts of California.

6. A public school district in western Okidnoma with a 25 per-
cent Indian enrollment has been educating Indians for 40 years. Dur-
ing this time, 11 Indians have stayed in school long enough to grad-
uate.

7. 21 of 28 Indian students in a Washington 8th grade were non-
readers; ofe -third of the 123 Yakima Indians enrolled in the 8th
grade of a Washington public school were reading two to six grades
below the medianlevel; 70 percent Indian dropout rate; average grade
was "D" for the Indian senior high students in public school serving
Yakima Indians.

8. 80 percent of the 74 Indian students who entered school in
three Idaho public school districts in 1956 dropped Out of school
before their class graduated. A 1968 study of graduates and drop-
outs Lothrop High School in Fairbanks showed a 75 percent drop-
out ate among native students.79

XIV. Special Subcommittee Hearings On Indian Education

1967-8-9. United States Senate

In 1967, the United States Senate launched one of the most com-

prehensive investigations into Indian education ever conducted. The

expressed duties of this Special Senate Subcommittee were to "examine,

investigate, and make a complete study of and all matters pertaining

to the education of Indian children." Selected to head this Senate

investigative committee was the late Senator Robert F. Kennedy.

This monumental task lasted for approximately two years, during

which time the committee members and staff visited Indian schools,
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communities, and reservations. Fourteen states with a majority of

the Indian population were visited and public hearings were held on

ten different occasions throughout the Unitd States.

The work of this committee filled some 4,077 pages in seven v61-

umes of hearings and 450 pages in five volumes of committee prints.

This marvelous report revealed some of the most shocking statistics

on Indian education, health, and general welfare ever produced. It

reveals 'a tragic story of some three hundred years of failure, neg-

lect, and broken promises, which has left the American Indians in a

grinding state of poverty. The statistics listed below tell of part

of this story:.

1. Dropout rates are twice the national average in both public
and Federal schools. Some school districts have dropout rites ap-
proaching 100 percent;

2. Achievement levels of Indian children are 2 to 3 years below
those of White students; and the Indian child falls progressively
further behind the longer he stays in school;

3. Only 1 percent of Indian children in elementary schools have
Indian teachers or principals;

4. One-fourth of elementary and secondary school teachers -- try
their own admission -- would prefer not to teach Indian children;

5. .Fifty thous'and Indian families live in unsanitary dilapi`dated
dwellings, many in huts, shanties, even, abandoned autombiles;

6. The average age of death of the American Indian is 44 years;

for all other Americans it is 65;

7. The infant mortality rate for Indians is twice the national

average;

8. Indian children, more than any other minority group believe
themselves to be "below average" in intelligence.80

A. Senator Robert F. Kennedy

pI

The following statement was given by the late Senator Robert E.

Kennedy in his opening address at the committee's fitst hearing in
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1967. In this statement Senator Kennedy remarked,Oithe few statis-

tics we have are the most eloquent evidence of our ;own failure."
1

With this he continued:

1. Approximately 16,000 Indian children are nox in school at all;

2., The average education level for all Indians under Federal
ervision is 5 years;

4

3. Indian children in the 12th grade have the poorest self-
concept of all minority g\roups tested;

4. The Average Indian income is $1,500 per year -- 75 percent
below the national average;

5. His unemployment rate is 10 times the national average.

Citing these statistics and others, Senator Kennedy continued with

the following eloquent statement:

These facts are the cold statistics which illuminate a national
tragedy and a national disgrace. They demonstrate that the "First
American" had become the last American with the opportunity for
employment, education, a decent income, and the chance for a ful-
filling and rewarding life.
This subcommittee does not expect to unveil any quick and easy
answers to this dilemma. But clearly, effective education lies
at the heart of any lasting solution. And it must be an educa--
tion that no longer presumes that cultural differences mean'cul-,
tural inferiorty.81

B. Indian Schools are Shocking

In its investigation of "any and all maters pertaining to the edu-
.

cation of Indian children" the subcommittee was shocked with the con-

ditions they found in Indian schools. The results are best described

in the following statement:

That concerned us most deeply, as we carried out our mandate, was
the low quality of virtually every aspect of the schooling avail-
able to the Indian children. The school buildings themselves;,
the course materials and books; the attitude of teachers and ad-
ministrative personnel; the accessibility of school buildings` --
all these are shocking quality.82

In providing furthei evidence bf the magnitude of the problems and

conditions found in schools Indians attend, the statistics listed
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below are a major indictment.in themselves:

1. Fourty thousand Navajo Indians, nearly a third of the entire
tribe are functional illiterates in English;

2. More than one out of every five Indian men,have less than 5
years of schooling;

3. In New Mexico, some Indian high school students walk 2 miles
to the bus every day and then ride 50 miles to school:

4. The average age of top level BIA education administratots is
58 years;

5. In 1953, the BIA began a crash program to improve education
for Navajo children. Between then and 1967, supervisory positions
in BIA headquarters increased 113 percent, supervisory positions in
BIA schools increased 144 percent; administrative and clerical posi-
tions in the BIA schools increased 94 percent. Yet, teaching posi-
tions increased only 20 percent.

6. In one school in Oklahoma the student body is 100 percent In-
dian; yet it is controlled by a three-man, non-Indian school board.

7. Only 18 percent of the students in Federal Indian schools go
on to college; the national average is 50 percent;

8. The BIA spends only $18 per year per child on textbooks and
supplies, compared to a national average of $40;

9. Only one of every 100 Indian college graduates will receive
a masters degree.

10. Thousands of Indians have migrated into cities only to find
themselves untrained for jobs and unprepared for urban life. Many

of them return to the reservation more disillusioned and defeated
than when they left.83

C. Elementary Boarding Schools

In carrying out their investigation of Indian schools the sub-

committee was dismayed at the boarding school system of the Bureau

of Indian Affairs, especially the elementary boarding schools, which

were described as "barbari't and cruel."

The subcommittee founck_that some 1,476 Navajo children, ages 9

and under were in 48 elementary boarding schools, on the Navajo Reser-

vation alone. Although there are special social and educational
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reasons for placing children in boarding scho4s, in this case it

was simply a matter of not having a day schooliavailable. Yet it was

later discove.ied that approximately, two-thirds of the children lived

within 25 miles or less from the schools they attend, and 90 percent

'lived within 50 miles or less.

Many authorities, in the field of mental health have gone on record

against the practice. of placing Indian in elementary board-

fng schools. One such authority was Danielt . O'Connell, M.D., ex-

ecutive secretary of National Committee on Indian Health, and the

Association of American Indian Affairs who stated, "the placement of

children ofthis age group in boarding schools is-not only destruc-
,

tive, but led to emotional damage within the children. Dr. O'Connell

further stated:

There is almost universal agreement in the field of develoment-
, al psychology that early separation of a child from the family

unit is a de ructive influence. In addition, the point was made
that extended family relationships are mor complex and important
to an Indian child than a White child and rucial to his develop-
ment of a sense of identity. Thus, separa ion from the family is
probably even more traumatic and emotionally destructive. The
elementary boarding schools on the Navajo Reservation are totally
inadequate as a substitute for parents and family. Even with
very substantial improvements, they can never be an adequate or
desirable substitute.84

DUring'the subcommittee hearing in 1968, additional information-

against the practice of,placing Indian children in boarding schools

was given by two psychiatrists, Dr. Karl Menninger and Dr. Robert Leon.

Both of these authorities testified that elementary boarding schools

were destructive and should be abolished. 'Dr. Robert Bergman, the

psychiatrist then serving on the Navajo reservationtalso pointed

Out that "boarding schools have a negative effect on the'llavajo fam-

ily and social structure as well as on the children. Dr. Bergman con-

,/tinued
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Among the young adults who are the first generation of Navajo

in which the majority went to school,Ahere are many severe pro-

_ blems. The problems that occur with excessive frequency are ones

involving the breakdown of social control; drunkenness, child

neglect, and drunken and reckless driVing. Alarming numbers of

people have lapsed into an alienated, apathetic life marked by

episodes of delinquency and irresponsibility.85

1. 'Off-Reservation Boarding Schools

In 1968, the Bureau of, Indian Affairs maintained approximately

7T. boarding schools (f which 19 were off-reservation, with an enroll-

ment of some 1246O Indian students. The criteria used by the BIA

in deci nx'g who shall be admitted to off-reservation boarding schools

----ells in two areas:.

Education Criteria

a. Those for whom a public or Federal day school is not available;

b. 'Those who need special vocational or preparatory courses not

available to them locally;

c. Those retarded scholastically 3 or more years or those having

pronou ced bilingual difficulties.

Soc Criteria

a., Those who are rejected or neglected for whom no suitable'plan

can be'made;

b., Those who belong to large families with no suitable home and

whose Separation from each other is undesirable;
0

c. Those whose behavior problems are too difficult for solution

by their families or through existing community facilities;

d. Those whose'health or proper care is jeopardized by illness

of/ other members of the household.

The determination of "eligibility" of students enrolled under one

of the social criteria, e by Bureau social workers on the student's

reservatioCATthough parental epproval and approval of ,the reserve-
,

-tion superintendent are also required, social workers usually initiate
86

the application process, and are the primary decision agents.

During the study of off-reservation boarding schools the subcommittee
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members and staff visited 13 of the 19 schools. A complete evalua-

tion was then prepared and submitted into the Senate records. The

results of these evaluations make one thing perfectly clear, a major-

ity of the otf-reservation boarding school students are there because

of "special social and emotional problems." As an example:

At the Albuquerque Indian School for instance 50 percent of the
students were enrolled under the social criteria; at Busby, 98
percent; Chilocco, 75 percent; Flandreau, 90 percent; and Stewart,
80 percent. This is even more amazing whehr-you consider that the
BIA estimates that at least -25 percent of the students in these
schools are public school dropouts (or pushouts). Others have
accepted boarding school placements as an alternative to reforma-
tories. And many move from school to school year after year until
they are old enough to dropout.87

The constant movement of students from school to school has had a

telling effect on all concerned, the students, the administration,

the staff, and the teachers. These effects are illuminated in the

following reports on Indian schools visited by the subcommittee mem-,

bers. The Bureau's Intermountain evaluation, for example states:

Intermountain Indian School

A decision needs to be made about the direction of the school and
the type of students it will serve. At present, Intermountain
School has such a varied student body that it is impoSsible for
the present staff and faculty to net all needs for all students.
And, again we heard the comment, we do not know what our mission
is, are we going to serve as a dumping groundlyou'hygrers the
reservation schools do not want, do we operate a vocational high
school with some terminal training, or do we operate a comprehen-
sive high school program?88

The report on Flandreau Indian School was equally distressing,

the report quotes the principal as saying that he is not sure anyone

knows or agrees upon the goals of the school, To the agency social

worker and the superintendent, Flandreau is a,"dumping ground." The

principal stated:

Flandreau Indian School

Students come for social reasons, but the staffing hasn'tichanged
one bit to meet the social reasonsye talk Social problems, yet

respond in an academic manner.



The subcommittee's report on Phoenix Indian school was equally

revealing, and is possibly the.best example of how and why boarding

schools fail to teach Indian children:

Phoenix Indian School

Out of an enrollment of approximately 1,000 students, over 200 .

come from broken homes. Five hundred and eighty students are
considered academically retarded. There are at least 60 students
enrolled where there exists a serious family drinking problem.
From September to December of 1967, there were 16 reported cases
of serious glue sniffing. The school is often pressured into
accepting students with a history of juvenile delinquency and

overt emotional disturbance. With this great change in the pro-
file of the student body there has not been a concomitant change
in staffing skilled workers or in training existing personnel
to cope with these problems.89

The results of the subcommittee investigation's among the off-

reservation boarding schools is not only revealing, but extremely

tragic. Indian children are sent hundred's of miles away to alien in-

stitutions, in many cases, against their will, only to find themselves

in a web of confusion, which only adds to their many problems. The

evaluation reportion Busby Indian School is a classic example of what

is wrong with Federal schools for Indian children. The subcommittee

report reads as f011ows:

Busb Indian

It is not'do
children in i
signed, funde
school, both
as a custodi
dian childre
18 yeai-s old

--pupils, pa

g any kind of a job of rehabilitating the .misfit
s boarding school program; but then it was not de-
or staffed as a mental health clinic. The Busby

ay and boarding, seem to be operating primarily
I institution, designedand functioning to give In-

something apparently relevant to do until they are
bile creating a minimum of anxiety for all concerned

ents, and staff.90

D. ,ABT Associates, Inc., (A Study of Federal Schools)

One of the most interesting features to come out of the Senate

hearings-on Indian education was a comprehensive study of Federal

schools conducted by a private organization called ABT Associates,Inc.



In 1967, as a result of he subcommittee's urging,the Bureau of In-

diab Affairs contracted with ABT Associates to provide a thorough

study and evaluation of Federal schools for Indians. The study last-

ed for approximately one year, during which time more than 20_pro-

fessionals conducted extensive field investigations into some 300

r-
classrooms, where educational objectives and instructional practices

were observed and evaluated. The ABT study provided both a reveal-

Sing and discouraging description of the serious inadequacies of the

--AIA educational system and confirmed many cf,the se.:ne findings c4
91

th suo:ommittee investlgations.

I. Student Goa;.s and Teacher Expectations

One of the more important Bindings of the ABT study `was the dra-

matic disparity between the educational goals of the students and

the expectations of the teachers and administrators. This 1.s parti-

cularly important because education research has demons rated that

teacher expectations have an.importaw- effect on studen achievement.

The self-fulfilling prophecy of failure seems to be a pervasive ele-

ment in BIA schools.

The study found, that three-fourths of the Indian students wanted

to go to college. Most of the students had a reasonable understand-

ing of what college work entailed and 3 percent desired graduate

studies above the bachelor's degree level. According to the study

core courses such as English, mathematics and science were definite-

ly desired by the students.

In contrast to the student goals, however, were those of teachers

and administrators. When asked to name the most important things the

-schools 'should do for the students, only about one tenth of the tead

ers mentioned academic achievement as al-4 impoxtant goal, 7c tha



teachers the main educational objectives were "personality develop-

ment, socialization, and citizenship.
1

.

The study reported a serious lack of communication between the

students and staff, and interaction between the two groups was al-

most non-existent.

The major goal of the BIA educational system, according to the

report, appears to be relocation into the urban areas while at the

same time it fails to adequately prepare students academically,

socially, psychologically, or vocationally for urban life. As a

result, many return to the reservation disillusioned, to spend the

test of their lives in economic and intellectual stagnation. TaNN,

study notes.that "the common social problems of family instability,

poor health, inadequate housing, alcoholism, and underemployment is

92

today almost unaffected by educational programs,"

XV. The Failure of Federal Schools

Part I: Historial Development

The first treaty providing for'any form of'- education for Indians

was that concluded in 1794 with the Oneidas, Tuscaroras, and Stock-

93

bridge -- tribes which had fought with the Americans during the Rev-

olution. The terms of this treaty called for the training of some

of the young Indian men "in the arts of the miller and sawyer." This

was actually the start of Federal responsibility for the education of

American Indians. Thereafter, similar provisions were included in

many of the (nearly 400) treaties signed between the United States,

and Indian tribes.

However, the basis for most Indian education programs started in

1819, with the inception of the "Civilization Fund," which provided
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an annual appropriation of $10,000 to be used for the education of

frontier tribes. The President was authorized to appoint instructors

in agriculture, and teachers for the children, and the Missionaries

were to continue their work in academic and practical training.

A. The First System of Indian Schools

The first system of boarding and day schools to be proposed was

submitted to the government in 1820, by the Reverend Cyrus Kingsbury

of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. (The

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions was an inter-

denominational organization composed of the Congregational, Presby-

terian, and Dutch Reformed Churches).

A total of seventeen thousand dollars was set aside for the con-

struction and equipment of schools among the Choctaws, and six thous-

and dollars were made available annually for their maintenance. The

plan called for a total of thirty-two day and four boarding schools

to be opened. Three boarding schools and twenty-four dily schools were

to be located east of the Mississippi River, and the remaining west

of it. Missions were also established in 1820 and 1821 west of the

Mississippi River by the American Board among the Cherokee; and by

the United Foreign Missionary Society of the Presbyterian Church at

Harmony, Missouri, and at Union, in Indian Territory among the Osage
94

Indians.

In 1825, the newly created Bureau of Indian Affairs issued a re-

port that all Indian schools receiving Federal aid were to be loCat-

ed among the frontier tribes, and were to be conducted by missioners.

Instruction in the industrial arts and academic subje is were compul-

s"ory. The report also stated schools would'be required to submit

- 84 -
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annual reports that would serve as a supervisory devise to guarantee 4

95

government standards d insure fair prorating of future funds.

In 1832, Congress established the position of Commissioner of In-

dian Affairs and ther after the responsibility of Indian education

was placed in his han s. Gradually as the westward expansion policy

of the Federal govern' nt pushed further and further into Indian

country, the BIA bega to assume more responsibility for the education

of Indians. As early as 1838, for example the government was operat-

ing 16 manual schools serving some 800 students and 87 boarding
96

schools serving about 2,900 students.

1. The First Reservation Boarding School

The first reservation boarding school was opened on the Yakima

Reservation in 1860. The site was the abandoned barracks at Fort Simco,

in Washington Territo y. There were eight large buildings, a large

co? al, stables, and lesser buildings which had originally cost about
97

eighty thousand dollars.

2. The First Contract School

In the early 1800s contract schools were principally mission schools

that were subsidized bx the Federal government, and served during the

time when the government was not prepared to take over responsibility

of Indian education which it had assumed. Manyiyears'pas'sed between

Ir.

1870, when the first annual appropriation was'mkde for Indian education

.and the time when the government had adequate pesonnel, administrative

service, and buildings of its own for Indian schools.

However, the first contract school was opened September 12, 1869,

on the Tulalip Reservation in- Washington Territory under the direction'

of the Reverend Father C. C. Chirouse, whose staff consisted of two male'

assistants and three Sisters of Charity. Approximately fifty boarding

85
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pupils were instructed in religion, academic subjects, and industry.

The Federal contract system was abolished by law in 1897, but due to

pressure from tribal groups it was resumed in 1905. and still Continues.

3. The First,Off-Reservation Boarding School

In 1879, the government established Carlisle Institute, the first

Federal "off-reservation" boarding school for Indians in the United

States. The curriculum at Carlisle emphasized both academic and manual

(i.e. industrial) education. Its philosophy included the removal of

the student from their homes, strict military discipline, a work and

study program, and an "outing system." The off-reservation boarding

school, exemplified at Carlisle, dominated the approach to Indian ed-

ucation for the next fifty years. Even today, in 1973, there are still

19 of these off-reservation boarding schools, using virtually the same
99

teaching methods with virtually the same philosophy.

4. The First Superintendent of, Schools

In 1881, the government attempted to enroll Indian students in land

grant colleges to provide industrial training as well as academic in-

struction. When this venture, proved impossible, the plan to convert

abandoned military barracks into Indian schools was proposed. As a

result of this move, legislation was passed in 1882 granting to the

Indian Service the use of buildings at Fort Hall in Idaho; Cantonment,

in Indian Territory; Fort Ripley in Minnesota, and Fort Stevenson in

the Dakotas.

10With this added growth in the Indian education program and the in-
'

crease in Federal appropriations, authorities began to call for a cen-

tralized administration of education. As a result, J. M. Haworth was

1

appointed the first Superintendent of Indian schools in 1885. However,

Inspector Haworth succumbed to a critical illness after only a few

- 86
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months in office and John H. Oberly became his succes or:

Superintendent Oberly in 1885 presented the f st comprehensive

discussion of Federal Indian education in his an 1 report. In this

report, Oberly called for uniform textbooks, a d teaching methods. He

also askwd for a system of uniform school b ldings in place of the

abandoned barracks, sheds, warehouses, an' other undesirable quarters

that were being used to house Indian'''s dents. He further observed

that Indian education had evolved wi out centralized direction, the

Federal administrative service h been inadequate, and the Indian

agents were not qualified to s- ve in the field of education. While

in office Superintendent Obe /ly took 'further steps to improve Indian

education by proposing th/ "merit system" for appointment of school

personnel. He later p epared a statistical card requiring applicants

,,
.....

for appointment in ndian schools to state whether they were graduates

of an educationaJlinstitution, held a teacher's certificate, or had
100

received other fotmal training of a similar nature.

5. The First Official Field Report

In 1889, Daniel Dorchester was appointed Superintendent of Indian

schools along with his wife who was appointed Special Agent in theme

Indian School Service, The Dorchester's traveled six thousand miles

in two months in 1889 whild compiling the first comprehensive official

field report on Indian education. The joint report disclosed that

twelve schools out of twenty hld never been visited by an Indian off-

ice representative; that many teachers were incompetent; there were

no assembly rooms for the students; the provisions for,health, sanita-
/

tion, and recreation needed vast improvements, and among the supplies

in commissaries there were.in one school pins enough ,to last a hundred

years, and flat irons for a generation, and in,another school there
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were forty-two overcoats which no b y could wear.

The following year, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs Thomas J.

Morgan made the second tour of inspection and compiled a similar re-

port. As a result of the two tours Indian education took an upswing

for the better and the following measures were instituted:

a. In 1890, the first Field Supervisoi- of Indian education was
appointed;

b. The Codification of Rules for Indian schools was established
in 1890. This measure dealt with the "aims and administration of
schools, and the appointment, removal, promotion, and duties of
personnel;

c. In 1890, a course of study and list of textbooks were append-
ed to the Indian school Service. Enrollment was limited to those
Indians between the ages of five and eighteen whose faMilies lived on
reservations;

d. Civil Service was introduced into the Indian Service in 1892,,,
however, it was not until 1896 that all employees' of Indian agencies
and all school employees except agents, day laborers and the personnel
of the Civilized Tribes were included.

e. Compulsory attendance was also instituted in the Indian edu-
cation system in 1893. According to this measure, the agent was re-
sponsibile for keeping the schools filled by persuasion if possible,
by withholding rations or annuities from parents, and by other mea-

n sures if necessary. Disciplinary measures were severe. Pupils over
12 years of age who were guilty of extreme misbehavior might either
receive corporal punishment or be imprisoned in the guardhouse. It
was not until 1927, that school jails were abolished. (In the latter
part of 1893, the responsibility for keeping Indian children in
school was taken from agents and placed in the hands of the Secretary
of the Interior.)101

A

The early 1900s brought additional changes to Indian education

-that gradually laid the groundwork for the ultimate regimentation of

Indian schools. In 1910, for instance, the government issued a Manual

outlining the full course of study for all Indian schools. This di-

rective was to be strictly followed, unless otherwise changed by the
102

Commissioner.

In 1916, the first uniform course of study was adopted ih'govern-

ment schools; this incorporated public school curricula into the In-

dian schools. This in turn increased the enrollment of Indian children

I
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in public schools, and within some four years more Indians were en-

rolled in public schools than in government schools. This was partial-

ly brought about by limiting government school enrollment to children

under Federal supervision: A law passed in 1914 denied. enrollment in

government schools to children of less than one-fourth Indian blood,

except those entitled to treaty or trust fund benefits. This law was

later amended in 1918, to include those children of less than one-

fourth Indian blood who were without school facilities, who were in
103

poor physical condition, or whose parents were unable to pay tuition.

Indian education at this time closely followed the development of

the public school system, with one major exception, "there was abso-

lu'tel'y no relationship to the needs:orthe Indian people."' By the end

of the First World War, Indian schools had decreased in nuthber and de-

clined in quality (if that was possible). From 1910 to 1920, there

was.a loss of thirty-eight schools including twenty-three day schools,

and enrollment had dropped one-fourth. Public schools had absorbed

some of the loss, but there never had been enough schools to accomodate

104

all eligible Indian children;

In the post-war period after World Wdr I,,public sentiment was

aroused in the direction of human interest and public welfare. Refdrm

groups were calling for a series Of sweeping changes in "health, edu-

cation, and welfare." Thesrdelrelopmentsep *turn had an important

4

bearing on the sad state of affairs of Indian people, and the reorgan-

ization of the Bu'reau of Indian Affairs. As an outgrowth of this

sudden interest in Indian affairs, three major reform movements were

to take place within the Indian world in the next ten years. The Re-

port of the Committee of One Hundred appeared in 1924, the Meriam Re-

port was published in-1928, and the Indian Reorpnizatioo Act of 1934.
(
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6. The Committee of One Hundred

The firSt period of reform started in 1923 when an advisory coun-

cil of one hundred public spirited citizens met in Washington to con-

sider ys of improving Indian Affairs. The following year, the Com-

mittee of One Hundred as they were called recommended some sweeping

changes to bring about adequate improvement. Some of the changes re-

comminded were: Increased Federal7appropriations for the appointment

of competent personnel, provision of adequate schoOi facilities, in-
1

creased IndiA enrollment in public school's, and scholarships in high

schools and colleges for Indian students.

Following the report of the Committee of One Hundred in 1924, gov-

ernment schools were reorganized to offer more advanced instruction,

Day schools were extended to include six grades, reservation schools

were to include eight grades, and non - reservation boarding schools

were to include high school work. In 1921, Haskell Institute was the,

only government school offering work above the eighth grade. But,, by

1925, three other schools were'offering high school courses, and by
105

1929, the number had risen to six.

In order to bring more Indian children into the schools Loth pub-

lic and Federal, the government pared legislation in 1429, equiring

Indian children who were not under government supervision o attend

public schools in accordance with state laws; and state school offi-
,

cials were authorized to enter Indian-occupied lands to enforce the

measure.,

In the interest of time, space, and repetition the next periods

of reform, "The Meriam Re t of 1928, and the Indian Reorganization

Act of 1934," will not be covered in this section of the paper, since

they have been given ample coverage on previous pages.

()
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Using the foregoing material as a point of reference in the his-

,
torical development of the Federal-, school system for Indians, let us .

now embark on the original purpose of this paper -- viz., an evalua-%

tion of contemporary Federal schools for Indian children.

'1

XVI. The Failure of Federal Schools

Part An Evaluation

Since 1794, the primary responsibility for/ihe education of Amer-
,

ican Indians has been in the hands of the Federal government, basi-

cally the "Bureau of Indian Affairs." Of the 197,211 Indian children

currently enrolled in public, private, mission, and Federal schools

approximately one-third or 57,788 are in Federally operated institu-

tions. The nature-of these government schools is very diverse, rang-

ing from'teinporary trailers on the,Navajo reservation to large off-

reservation boarding schools, which sometimes house more than 1,000

students each.

According to statistics published by the Interior DePartment in

1972, the Bureau of Indian Affairs operates 78 boarding schools and

119 day schools. There re 36,407 school age Indian children in these

1boarding schools, 17,23 in the day schools over 4,025 housed in

peripheral dormitories while attending public schools with BIA support.

/
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Nearly 9,000 of the boarding school children are under 9 years/ of age.

In addition, 87,080 Indian children attend public schools supported

by the Johnson O'Malley Act which is administered by the Bureau of

107

Indian Affairs.

In 1968, in response to a mandate by former President Johnson,

BIA implemented a kindergarten program. As a result of this, 'in 1972

the Bureau was operating 89 schools (34 'bbardIng and 55 day schools)



with an enrollment of 2,522 children. All kindergarten pupils attend

on a day basis and constitute approximately 4.7 percent of the total

enrollment. It is interestingto note that although kindergarten

programs have been around for over a hundred years, it wasn't until

1968 that the Bureau of Indian Affairs had progressed to the point

of instituting one, and then it took a mandate from the President to

108

get it going.

In the fiscal year 1972, Interior Department statistics show that

of some 213,245 IndiAn students between the ages of 5 to 18 approxi-

mately 9,119 children acre not in school. This figure is even more

surprising when you consider that the BIA does not know the wereabcuts

of 6,915 of these ttudents -- according to their records they have

109

vanished.

The problem faced by American Indians in formal institutions of

learning (public, private, or Federal) can best be described as many,
. -

varied, and extremely complex. However, in this section 'of the paper

we will analyze only those problems found in government schools. Fed-'

eral schools for Indians have a long history of inadequate budgets,

dilapidated buildings, incompetent administrators, untrained teachers

and a burning desire to remake Indians into White men.

From the first treaty calling for education in 1779, Indian ed-

ucation has folloWed a blighted path of failure and neglect. -The

United States seems to look upon Indian education as a treaty obliga-

tion to be fulfilled merely by supplying "X" amount of schoolsrand

teachers to the different tribes across the nation. It was assumed

that Indians would naturally adapt themselves to the situation And

strive for upward social mobility, and eventually assimilate into

the dominant White Society surrounding them on all quarters.

Sducatort, especially those employed by the Bureau of Indian
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Affairs seem to operate in a mythical world created by the nature of

their own middle-Class contracts and stereotypes. Having little,to

do with Indians genera .y, they assume that the possession of White

middle-class values Will in effect function successfully everywhere,

and at all levels of life. They seem so obsessed with' themselves

that they fail to 'realize that their culture is not only alien;.but,

in Many cases irrelevant to the needs of Indian people.

If Indian education is ever to be a, success, it must be controll-

ed and directed by Indian people, it must also evolve from the needs

and desires of Indian people. Above all else, it must be designed

to facilitate the progress of Indian people economically and socially,

on the reservationand in the urban areas.

In summarizing this paper and the history of Indian education,

most of the problems uncovered seem to revolve around five areas in

which the failures are- the most glaring:

1. Teacher and administrator competence

2. The culture conflict .

3. Thp 41a nguage conflict

4., The boarding schools
5. Lack of parental involvement

A. Teacher and Administrator Competente,

In the academic career of the Indian student the teacher plays a

very important role. This role is not as important as that of the

parents and peer groups, but it is nevertheless of genuine signifi-

cance. For this reason we should examine the literature on the com-

petence of teachers past, and present who teach our Indian youth. As

mentioned earlier, one of the most competent and explosive studies in

thts realm is the Meriam Report, which stated:

After all is said that can be said about the skill and devotion
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of some employees, the fact remains that the government regu-
larly takes into Vile instructional staff of its Indian schools
teachers whose credentials would not be accepted" in good pub-
lic s5eool systems."

The report goes on to deplore the meager salaries, the high turn-

over rate, the low standards, the poor working conditions, and unsatis-.

factory personnel policies faced by teachers in this field and makes

' this devastating criticism: "The government it attempting to do a

highly technical job with untrained, and to a certain extent, unedu-
110

cated people."

Along these same lines, the 1966 President's Task Force on Ameri-
i

can Indians reported "too many BIA employees were simply time servers

of medi re or poor competence, who remained indefinitely because

_ they wer willing to serve in unattractive positions at low rates of
111

pay for long periods of time." ..

teac

them

mecha

-' vativ

detail

the most

The d

is double

r, surprisingly enough there are some able and dedicated

n the Bureau schools. But the system is stacked against

decision making process has been virtually reduced to

rule-following, with little opportunity for new and inno-

nges. The omnipresent BIA Manual, spells out in microscopic

each decision is to be made. It is,no wonder that even

edicated teachers are deterred and defeated.

opout rate among Federal teachers or "turnover" if you wish,

that of the national average, and to the Indian student the

teacher is like a transient stranger passing through. Thus, the Indian

students ipust suffer the consequences; instead of meeting the Indian

student's special educational needs the BIA teacherg who are left are

often the most inadequate.

There is also considerable evidence of disinterest among the tea-

chers of Indian students. HEW's 1966 Coleman Report, Equality of
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Educational Opportunity, revealed that 25 percent orhose persons
.0.0 112

tea*hing Indian students would prefer not to teach Indians.

1. Quality of Instruction is/pnsatisfactory

Research has shown that the basic causes of low achievement of

Indian students are directly related to the quality and effectiveness

of instruction of their teachers. This was thoroughly brought out

and documented by the ABT Study of 1968, which revealed the unsatis-

factory instruction provided by government teachers in Indian schools.

Some of the basic causes of low achievement of Indian students accord-
re

ing to the ABT Study were; (1) A great proportion of the teachers in

the BIA system lack the training to teach pupils with the linguistic

and economic disadvantages of Indian children. (2) Only a handful of

the Bureau's teachers ere themselves Indian. (3) Virtually no non-

Indian teachers learn to speak an Indian language, nor are they given

formaL help to do so. (4) Many tend to take little interest in in-

tellectual and artistic achievement, and therefore fail to stimulate

the development of intellectual curiosity-and creativity in their

pupils. (5) The curriculum used in Bureau schools is,generally in-

,apropriate to the experience and needs of the students. (6) Voca-

tional training courses bear little relation to existing job markets.
113

(7) Teachers often blame their own failures on the students.

2, Administrative'Competence c

The administrative competence is, if anything, even more discour-

aging, especially when one recalls the gauche atement of the Chilocco

rr r

Boarding School Superintendent who replied "that he would build a jail

114

and hire more guards," when asked what he would do if given more money.

A survey by the Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education of the ages and

experience of BIA Education admilnistrators revealed, "that the average
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age at the top level (GS-15 and 14 Civil Service Ratin:s) '58 years

and the median years of Burgau experience is 271years; and of other

outside experience only 4 1/2 years." Youth is a rare commod y in

the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and marked inbreedingin this depar
115

went is eviaenced so far as job experience is concerne&., Promotion

seems to be based excluslie".v on ',-.ftrcie on the job," and there are few

transfers frcm outsice the.B,Ireau structure. Tne,res._,lts are s matter

of public zeccrd, "lack cf oreAtiv.tty, stagnation, anda system i

dian schools run by overage, 7.7r-I.71,11;in mcompetents,

B...A'Persore

In evaluating the overall effectiveness Yo-f the BIA schoof sysem

A
the personnel department is one cf the 1116st cruclal areas of concern.

In any successful business ci Corporation, the personnel departmen-

_ plays a major role in the success or failure of that structure: Com-

petent and innovative personnel are a must. But Qittiin the BIA edu-

cational system thelpersonnel department is one of the major stumbl-,

ing blocks in the path to success. Many of the present problems of

incompetents, bigots, and malcontents could be eliminated by an effec-

tive personnel recruitment program. As it is now, the turnover rate

fal"-t!pl high and often the most ambitious and promising 'teachers

leave the syS%em first. The existing centralized system is not only

cumbersome. and ineffective, but controlled by non - Indian educators.

In addition, the civil. service status of the BIA teachers and ad-

ministrators has further hampered the overall progress of. tae gover--
. -

merit schools and plays a major part in the failure of zhi's archaic

bureaucracy. This particular area of concern was brought out in db-

tail by the Senate Subcommittee in their summary of the BIA personnel

system. According tc the Senate Report, "the civil service status of

.96 -
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i it

BIA 'teachers and staff haS'seveie disadv4ntages." The report coh-
N

tinued:,

It, is very difficult to reward the out tanding teacher and euen v

more difficult to Tire the incompetent. It has been suggested

that 'the teachers ability to rely 'on t eir civil service tenure

militates against the total commitment n eded from them.' They

tend instead to provide a minimum of eff rt and time and 'tak

little interest in the problems of the S hool and community.'

Also, the rigidity of the civil s vice s stem has made it diffi-

cult if not impossible to permit Indian t ibes and communities

some/author.ty over teacher selection and training.-. Indian com-

munities Consider this to be the most critical aspect of their

rinvolvement in the schoo1.116

Wftiother report that was extremely critical of the BIA personnel

system was the ABT Report, which stated:

The systems of analysis of the BIA schools.concludes that many

of the problems of the schools are determined by forces beyond

their control, the existing' staff is inadequate, in qbality'and

quantity, to deal with them effectively. BIA personnel from ad-

'thinistrators to dormit4y staff, frequently neglect their respon-

sibilities and take no individual initiative, either from frustra-

tion or cynicism: Many of the most capable personnel resign from

the system after a short team of service. A few dedicated persons

continue to exert themselves, in the hope that some Indian chil-

dren will benefit by their efforts.117

4. Organization and Administration

In describjing the effectiveness of the BIA's organization and ad-

ministrative/policy,in regard, to Iddian education, the follawing'state-

ment and list of criticisms by the Senate Subcommittee members was by

)

\ far the most eloquent and revealing. According to the Report,-"The

present organization and administration of the BIA school system could

hardly be worse." With this they listed the following criticisms:

,

. a. Operationally, education far from being BIA's highest pri=

ority, despite the 'fact that it expends more than 50 percent of the

BIA budget. Land management appears to be the dominant concern and

background of most administrators,in the BIA hierarchy. Thus, non-

educators make most of the important policy decisions regarding the

education program. Funds slated for education frequently are siphoned

into other areas.

b. There is a tremendous 1)'ck of reliable data about the .BIA ed-
,

ucation program. There is no aftethpt made to relate educational

19(7) 2
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expenditures to educational-results; nor are there well-specified edu-
cational goals, objectives or standards.

c. The BIA schools are organized as if the municipal water cm-
- missionercontrolled /1-city's textbook budget, and the parka: commis-\sione controlled the school's facilities, equipment, and personnel
Acquis tions, with the city school superintendent only an advisor to

, .

the maysr, yet responsible for the effective operations of the achools.

, d. The present structure of BIA education not only serves to re-

ward uriaggr ssive behavior and docility but punishes, usually by tran-

sfer, those ho persist. in *having like educational leaders.

ee It is ossible'to conceive of change and improvement without
a radical reorg ization of the BIA school system.

B. Culture Conflict

When an Indian yon confronts the school system for the first

time, he runs headlong into the values and expectations of White so-

ciety. In the majority Of cases, these values are directly contrary

to those which he has be taught at home. The resulting conflict of

cultures creates many psyc °logical an0 adjustment problems for the

child. T10 adjust to the d d )And values of the school leads the

child to alienation from his'Indian home And community. To not ad-

just, e xposes him to ridicule and abuse from his non-Indian teachers

/

_

and administrators.

N

The resultant confusion and frustratiOn arising from inner con-

\flict is ref4cted in' many ways; poor'academic performance, high drop -

ill

.
, . .

-.4 out rates, excessive drinking, suicides, and further alienation from ).

the . school.

In describing the culture confliCi that Indian students face Ilen

they enter the school system, Dr. Robert Bergman a psychiatrist with

the,Division of Indian Health, reported one Navajo girls experience:

"Her teacher one day was angry at the laziness of the class and laid,

'If you want to live in a hogan forthe rest of your.life just d n't

A
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bother to s udy.' Since this girl definitely did want to.live in a
119

Kogan for t e rest:df her life, she- left school,"

When bom arded by such negative references and innuendos-i. doesn't

take the average Indian Vbry,,,llon2'to decide that his culture must be

inferior to 'e Whites. He soon identifies that general

cultural infer ority with himself, as an individual, with his family

and his community. Many experts in the field of mental behavior asso-

,

ciate this feeling of cultural inferiority with the damaged self-

concept the Indian student displays and his feelings of powerlessness.

Until teachers and others,associ-ated with Indian schools learn

to accept Indians as individuals and assist them in their growth to

Indian adulthood, we sill continue to have these dangerous side- effects.

SOool personnel must be taught the cultural values and home life of

Indians and become involved in Indian communities where they teach and

They need to assist Indian children in developing thigh4.occu-

padional goals,' and to teach Indian children that a 'llajor purpose f

education its self-development, and not just a means to a materially \
4 ^

higher standard of living.

In 1966, a very interesting article appeared in the Saturday Re-

view-nn:the educational programs aimed at the "culturally different."

In this article the author, Moshe Smilansky disctisSed the conditions

needed for successful schools:

The chila\must have a clear picture of the meaning of the school,

grid the home must give As support to the school. He goes on td.

add that: For ,the home to be able to giVe its support the school,

the school must:,(a) accept the home as a home; (b) try to under-

stand and support its particular functions; (c) not try to change

the home or to undermine it; and (d) seek a union with the home

at the point of common concern - the successful progress of the

child in schoo1.120

Along thesame lines, Dr. Jack Forbes a noted 'educator and histor-

ian wrote a similar article in the handbook,,"Education of the Cultur-
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ally Different A Multi-Cultural.Apprimch," Dr. Forbes wrote:

'School people in the United they intend to deal suc-

cessfully with education of the culturally different mustaban-
don their irrelevant attack upon the culture of these populations.
The function of our public schools should be to help individuals
develop their own potentiality for self-realization and not to
serve as an instrument for semi-coercive culture change. The
educational goal and the culture change goal (assimilation) are
fundamentally contradictory and antagonistic. To concentrate
upon forcing change is to create the kind of withdrawal, hostili-
ty, and alienation described earlier, and learning of a desirable
sort will usually cease.121

1. The Cross -Over Phenomenon

In the last few years educators have discovered a process of "with-

drawal or lack of response" in Indian children around the 4th grade

level. During these first four years of school, Indian childreri ach-

ieve on a level equivalent to other students. Thereafter, their ach-
,

levenrt declines steadily up to and frequently through the college

-phenOmenon of gradual, alienation or withdrawal is alioyears.

experien n other minority children, but tends to level off just

beforeent y t senior high school

James . Conant in his work Slums and Suburbs, gives a good des-
,

cription of this withdrawal in other minority children, in which he

quotes a teacher as saying, "We do quite well with the children in

the lower grades, but-when they reach about 10,, 11, or 12 years of

age, we lose them. At this time the street takes over, and progress
122

ceases, and many pupils begin to go backward in their studies.
r.

Another study, by Madison Coombs, on Indian children discovered

that: "Indian pupils compared much more favorably with White pupils

in the elementary grades, and particularlY in grade four, than in the
123'

junior and senior high school grades.6 1,\Irray Wax, in his study of

the Sioux,Indians on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota, found

Indian children in the lower elementary grades "attentive, busy, and
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happy," while hose in the intermediate grades presented a sharp con-
124"

trast and appeared to bey, withdrawn, stupid, and sullen."

J. F. Bryde ives the best explanation of, the "cross-over phenome-

non," when he say it is "psychological." Bryde believes alienation

is the cause of t problem. Conflict between White

'//

\ures comes to a focus at adolescence and causes se ere personality

disturbances which block achievement. He further 'sta es:

and Indian cul-

Indian pupils tend to be 'over-age,' and it may be that adoles-
.

cence arrives during the intermediate elementary grades, bring-

-ing with it problems of identity, alienation, and negative self-

feelings, which manifest themselves in low achievement.125

One thing\is certain, as long as assimilation, whether partial or

complete, remains part of the educational goal for Indians, this dan-

gerous side-effect will remain, and Indian education will continue

to flounder. Above all, any new programs designed_to resolve problems

of Indians must be designed and implemented in concert with Indian

.

people who will be directly affected by them.

2. The System of Rewards and Punishments are Different

The system of rewards and punishments (values) in one society does

not,necessarily motivate' people in another, and if non - Indians are go-

ing to motivate Indians -- maybe it's time they tried using the system

of rewards and punishments in the Indian culture. At the present time

the school system has not succeeded'in educating the Indians and they

have not made "White men" out of them. Perhaps it is time -I ey real-

ized this and tried'changing their goals and the established methods

of reaching these goals.

Instead of attacking the Indian culture and heritage, which has

done nothing but aliene,tethe Indians and resulted in poor self-images

and low achievement among them -- educators should work toward the

goal of producing a child thht is proud of his Indian heritage and
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culture, one who has a definite knowledge of his past, and yet comes

equipped with/ the proper skills and educAionto compete in the dom-

inate society.

C. The Language Barrier

One of the major obstacles to the Indian child's academic success ,

is his unfaMiliarity with the'English language. A good indication of

his probleni area was revealed by William Kelley in his study of Indian

children in New Mexico and Arizona where he Studied some 56,000 Indian

children school age,'he states: "Not one in a hundred starts school
126

pith a knowledge of English." Another study by Murray Wax of the

Pine Ridge Sioux in South Dakota offers the following: "Many know no

English at-all:" Mr. Wax further states,that, "those who come frOm

conservative Indian homes show little inclination to use English in
127

any context except the classroom or to develop any fluency in it."

Willard Beatty, former.Chief of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Branch

of Education, wrote:

More than half the children enrolling in Federal schools do not
use English as a native language. More than 30 percent of the In-
dian children in'public schooli are bilingual. On the average,
more than 15 percent of all Indian school children come Eram_homes
-in _which-no English is spoken at all; therefore, English is a
foreign language.128

\ Yet, when the child enters school he is exPected to function in a

;

totally English speaking environment.

Many Indian children struggle along in this educational void until

they learn to a'ssign meaning to the sounds the teacher makes, but by

the time they begin .to understand English, they have fallen well be-

find in all the basic skill areas. In fact, it appears that this lan-

e handicap increases as the Indian child moves through school,g

until he finally drops out or by some miracle becomes fluent in English.
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The blem of teaching English has always been a concern of those

who have orked among Indians. For many years, however, the approach

.was blunt and tactless, and administrators forced Indian children to

4

stop spe ing their native tongue while in school. Some formCiPun-
.---

ishment as administered to those who were caught breaking the lan-

guage ru e% -

re .0 teachers An the overwhelming majority of cases are not

trainee} to teach English as a second language, and the idea'or belief

seem t. be -that- if one an speak English one is prepared to teach it.

(Which is something like the blind leading the blind).

Ro ert Roessel, in his Handbook for Indian Education states: "Where-

as all 50 states require teachers of foreign languages to have at least

,

45 ho
AP

rs of professioKial course work in the language they are to teach,

there is not a single requirement in any state that the teacher of En-
129

glish as'a foreign language have any prior training or experience."

describing the language conflict that arises when Indian chil-

dren enter formal schools(public, private or Federal) the Waxes and

bumo t in Education.in an American-Indian Community, state: "Given the

abdi &ion of their elders, and confronting teachers across a gulf of

dif et4nce in age anctculture, the slum (and reservation) pupils-orga-
,

niz themselves into a cohesive society" which is anti-school establish-

me .They continued:

The gulf between educators and pupils is deepe ned by differences

! in language or dialect of English. The children are subjected to

courses designed to teach them'a dialect ofa.English thatis

siclered 'correct' by pedagogues, but since few of the latter have

any skill in linguistics or have the assistance ot--electronic

equipment-- the course work is usually more productive of class-

room tension than of learning.130

Unfamiliarity with the English language is beyond a doubt one of

-the biggest handicaps Indian students face in the classroom. Some edu-

cators regard it as the major obstacle to .th4 Indian child's academic
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success. Miles V. Zintz, who conducted a series of tests on ,Indian

students in New'Maxico to determine their ability to comprehend idioms,

antonyms, and analogies, concludes: l'These 'tests, which were-widely

administered., proved the Indian students significantly inferior, to

their Anglo classmates. He continued:

ApproXimately 90 percent of the aCtivity,thalt goes on in elemeni
tary schools 'during the formal school day is estimated ta_be read-
'ing and writing activity. This'activity is pursued, of course,
id the English language. For approximately haa'f of the pupils in
the public school, in New Mexico, English i , in reality, a second
1 nguage. In their attempts to perform in his bilingual situation,
these children labor under a considerable hAndicap.131

Redearch shows that Indians on the average do poorly on the various

tests ogintelligence and achievement which reclOire a command of. Eng-
-

''"fish, bUtao well on other (non-:verbal) kinds of tests,. Another in-
.'

Iteresting note artliagraOlade lines/ several surveys have demonstrated
-

that children from homes in'which the principle language spoken is

English do 4ch better on tests than children from homes where an In-
,

0

dian language is Used. This theory was,proven by Kenneth L. Deissler,

in his study' of Indian students from South Dakota, A Study of South
132

Dakota Indian Achievement Problems. Anthony L: Purley alsp proved

this,hypothesis to be true in his study of Indian students at Brigham

Young University. Turley found that Indian students who used English

as their basic language outperformed students who were bilingual, on

SCAT and ACE tests, these same students also maintained a higher grade
r33

point average.

One of.the most interesting studies into'the cultural differences

which separate teachers and'Indian sf.t4ents was that.of Eleanor Provence.
.- -- v ,

,i,
,-_,_

";4-- - i,,:.1'.t e.

In this report Problems of Teaching Seniet English in an Intercultural -
-

,,,,rcz,..
-

- Secondary Boarding School for Eskimo and Indian Students, Miss Provence

relates some of her experiences 'as an English teacher in an Alaskan

. boarding school, where her pupils were Eskimo, 41eut, and Indian. She
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states:

The Eskimos, were ndt motivated by rewards, were embarrassed to

receive either praise or prizes, were accustomed to great permis-

siveness, had great respect for individual rights, were resentful

of pressure r insistence, and never wanted to appear to.know more

than othersfin the grdup. The Tlingit were quite different., They

had, a strong social class feeling, a sense of personal property

ownership, Caere accustomed to harsh discipline, and were motivat-

ed to strive for exceptional achievement.133

/
The drastic need for teachers trained in the art of teaching Eng-

'
.

$
/. ,

lish as a Foreign language is of compound importance and has been

tressed by both Indian and non-ndian educators. The following state-

ment is by Clarence Wesley, Chairman of the San Carlos Apache Tribe.

He states:

I suspect that failure to comprehend on the part of the Indian

children accounts in large measure for the lessening of interest

and enthusIasm for school which I-am told begins for Indian

dren along about the fifth grade., I would insist upon the em-

ployment of teachers especially trained in the skills of teaching_

- Ehglish-tonOn-English speaking youngsters.154

During the last few years Indians-an non-Indians alike have bom-
i

barded,the BIA with requests and demands for change in the "medieval"

manner in which they ruti. (or attempt to run) the systeffi of Indian edu-
,

cation. One of the most\cathing attacks upon the Bureau came from
/40

Ralph Nader, the noted consu advdcate. Mr. Nader' gave the follow-

- ing statement in the Senate Subc mmittee Hearings.15n Indian Education

in 1969. He stated:

For the last few years the BLX:'has been telling us about its ESL

program -- English as a Second Language. In fact, ESL is contin-

ually resurrected and dusted off whenever the Bureau attempts''to

demonstrate its modernity and creativity. But assumption seems

to be that if ou can speak English, you can teach it. Even if

the teacher's training were excellent and included a study Of

the child's Indian dialect, the fact that, the primary language

for instruction remains, English means that,.the child inevitably

misses a great deal in the early years.' And though no complete

Survey' is available of the language problem in the public-schools,,

the'available evidence does suggest similar failure.

Mr. Nader then proposed the following: "A more intelligent mixture

of native languages and English would nptonly improve the student's
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evpfitual language proficiency, but woukd also serve to ease the Culture

conflict faced by the child. Meaningful respect for native languages
135

is, an essential pirt of developing healthier self-confidence.

In describing the Tresent problems that exist in Federal schools

forindians, the folkowing statement by clinical psychologist, Theresa

M. Miller, (Saturday Review, Oct. 15, 1966), states:
'f'

It is obvious even to the untrained observer that. when large- num-
of'children reject education and fdil,to learn the skills

necessary for success in a society, there is evidence of malad-
justment. There is some question, however:, about where to find
the primary patient. Is it always the child?136

If Indian eddcatiOn is ever to improve, non-Indian educators and

administrators will have to reverse their present form of "vacuunCideo-

logy." CoecCive education'has not worked in the past and will not work

in the future. Indian education must reflect the_needs and views of

the Indian people, and above_all else, it must be 'directed and con-
--,

trolled by Indian people. Bilingual, and bicultural materials must

be ihstituted in all government schools for Indians. Indian culture

and values must be stressed at all levels of the educational ladder.

Teachers and administrators must learn to accept Indians as in-

dividuals and assist them in their educational groWth, not try to change

or condemn for the lack of change. In other words, it is they who. E

change, "the teachers, the administrators, the curriculum, and the

schools themselves -- not the Indian children."

D. Federal Boarding Schools for Indians

"The primary objective of Federal schools operated for Indian chil-

dren," according to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, (Statistics Concern-

ing Indian Education, Fiscal Year, 1972), "is to prepare them for suc-

cessful living." The report goes on to say:
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In Federal schools children develop basic academicskills, ac-

quire an understanding of the social and economic world which sur-

rounds them, learn improved standards of living, follow practices

which assure optimum health, acquire the necessary vocational

training to qualify for gainful employment, and obtain sufficient

education to enter special schools and institutions of higher

learning.137

The above statements taken from Interior Department records thor-

oughly outline the objectives and 'purposes of the BIA educational pro-

gram. However, objectives on paper and actual results are two differ-

ent things. A careful xeview.of the historical literature reveals a

drastically different picture and outcome:.

Today, after 180 year's of experimentation by the Federal govern-

ment, we can see the tragic results of this bureaucratic, non-Indian,

educational policy. A policy that has vacillated between the two ex-

-

tremes of "coercion and persua'sion,"-A policy that has an end result

of assimilation as .the final goal. A policy that has denied Indians'

a

if
voice since its, nception -- a policy that is-sadly in need of change.

. -

0
The following statistics are eV1ence of.this need for change:,

The average educational level for all Indians under Federal super-

visiqn is 5 years; the dropout rates for Indian students is twice,

the national average in both Federal and public schools; the aver-

age Indian income is $1,500, 75 percent below the national average;

the unemployment rate among Indians is 40 percent, more than 10

times the national average; and Indian'children- mere than any

other group, believe themselves to be below average in intelli-

-gence.138

This, is even more disturbing mben you consider the following state-

ment by the Senate Subcommittee on Indian education:

Thousands of Indians have migrated into cities only to find them-

selves untrained for jobs and unpYepared for urban'life. Many of

them return to the reservation more disillusioned and defeated

than when they left.139

One of the major problems in Indian education and"the One in par-
:

titular that has caused much of the mental anguish and psychological

destruction among Indian people, is the system of "boarding schbol"

run by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
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Today, after some 90 years of off7reservItion and reservation

boarding schools, there are between 4 and 5.generations,ok Indians

who are the products of these_medievel institutions, Indians who have

been raised without the proper parenjal guidance and affection, Indians

who have been taught their language, their religiop, and their cultur-

al he /itage were bad, Indians who have been taught to be ashamed of

the birthright.

"Federal boarding schools have caused more damage to Native Amer
/

caps than the United States Cavalry." They are directly and indirect-

4 responsible for many of the rising mental health problems among

Indian people.- Since their inception in the 1870s they have been the

principle driving force used to destroy Indian tribal societies and
I

family groups.

John Collier, forper Commissioner of lndian4ffairs gave the fol-

lowing purpose of Fedetal-ii&tillivf':etto 4s.;_..=-
1---

, -....-

.
_ ". ,41...-i.-7.-:,,.., .

_.- ..
To kilfthe Indian traditions add to break

-

thg rei-ai-iohship of

the generations, Indian*ildten were seized at six years and were
confined in "boarding schdols" until past their adolescence.I-In
vacation time they were indentured to Whites as. servants. In the

schools the use of:datiye languages was forbidden; everything
reminiscent of or relevant to,,Indian lite.was excluded; the chil-
dren were forced to join whichever ChritAlechurch, through the

... favor of the Indian aureau, had entrenched itself in the particu-
..

lar school:140 :1*, 4 -

tt::..1,"
VS4

.M- ,-, ii,

Over the past 50 yea s). nu reports have documented the pro-

blems and needs of Indian education, but fqw have'carried the impact

of the Meriam Report, of 1928. This-magnificeift

411. , 11

46 years ago was'extremely critical of Indidn.boarding4g0wols both

ublished some

,

because of the inadequate facilities and the brutal p#nner in which

they were operated.- It stated:

.Whateyer may have been the official gav6rnmental attitude, educa-

. t:ion for the Indian in the past has proceeded largely on the the-
ory that it 'is necessary to remove the Indian child as far as
possible from his home environment; whereas the modern point of
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view in education and social work lays stress on upbringing in the

natural setting of home and family life. The Indian educational

enterprise,is peculiarly in need of the kind of approach that re-

cognizes this principle; that is, less concerned with a convention-

al school system yd more with the understanding of human beings.

With this, the report continued: "The most fundamental need in In-
141

dian education is a change in point of view,"

1. BIA Budget is Totally Inadequate

The education budget of the Buieau of Indian Affairs is totally in

adequate, and has been since 1794. According to the Senate Subcommittee

Hearings of 1969, the BIA spends approximately $11100 per student per

,year in a Federal boarding school. This compares very unfavorable with

other residential programs..
/4

As an example of this inadequate spending,

schools for the physically handicapped often expendl$3,000tmLmore per

student per year. It was also-pointed out Chat boarding: schools in,

the East of ten spend $4,000. or more per student per year.

In 1969, the BIA decided to apply severe restrictions on education-

al expenditures, but at the end of the year they still ended up some

$4 million in the red. This necessitated many cutbacks in the

1970 program -- which meant that needed textbooks snd supplies could

4

not beyurchased, It is interesting to note that at the present time

the BIA only spends $18 per child per year on textbooks and supplies,

compared to a national average of $40.

Many, of the school facilities operaXed7-by the BIA are not onliin-
M

ferior, buthave been actually condemned. The estimated amount of

-honey needed to bring their facilities up to minimum standards as of

1969 was $178 million. As a result of a ladrok high school faFil-

fries in Alaska, over 1,200 Alaskan nafives are sent to boarding schools

in Oregon and Oklahoma. -And thous Navajo children are housed in

damaging elem4tary boarding scho is on the Navajo reservation because
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of inadequate appropriations for toads and day schools.

2. Indian Academic Performance is Low

The academic performance of Indian students in BIA schools is-ser-

iously deficient and indicates to a large degree the magnitude of the

overall problem. The following statistics will provide ample evidence

of deficiency:

a. Only 60 percent of the Indian students in BIA high schools
graduate, compared with a national average of 74 percent.

b. Of the number of students who graduate from high school, only
28 percent enter college, as compared with a national average of 50
percent.

c. Students graduating from Federal schools are on the average
more that.; 2 years below national norms on achievement tests. Many
students graduate with little better than a 9th grade level of pro-
ticiency.

d. Only one out of four of the students who enroll in.college
graduate.

e. Only one out of 100 Indian college graduates wilt receive a
master's degree. .

f. In summary: In an averages class of_4007e-gudents entering a
BIA high school, only 24% will graduate. Of thaeg 240, 67 can be
-expected to enroll in college. Qf these 67, only 11, will graduate
from college. The chances are 99 our of 100 that the college gradu-
ate will never get a master's,degree.143

3. Mental Health Problems Are Increasing

During the last few years, Psychologists, psychiatrists, and other

experts in the field of mental behavior have noted a drastic rise in

mental health problemb among Native Americans, and especially among

Indian students. This particular area of neglect was well illuminat-
,

ed during the subcommittee hearings by many experts, who all agree on

one thing, "the problems are serious and getting worse."

According to the

\It

chief psychiatrist for the U.S. Public Helth

Service in Alaska
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If mental health problems are broadlly construed to include not
only mental illness and alcoholism, but also child neglect and
delinquency and.other behavioral problems, then mental health

problems are the major health problem:of Alaska natives.144
.

One of the most severe emotional problems striking Native Americans

today is the rising rate of suicide amongIndian adolescents. During

the Senate Subcommittee investigations they found adolescent suicide

problems of epidemic proportions on the Fort Hall\Reservation in Idaho

and on the Quinault Reservation in Washington. Similar problems were

also found among the Sioux in South Dakota where suicide attempt rates

were more than twice the national average.- Other forms of extreme

social disorganization found among the Sioux were:

A delinquency rate for Indian adolescents 9 times the national
average, extensive and severe alcoholism problems on every reser-
vation, an alarming amount of glue and gasoline' sniffing among
prepubertal Indian children, almost 1 in 5,adolescents hld no

adult male in the house and the number of Indian children in fos-
ter ilomes was almost 5 times the national,,average.145

On the Navajo Reservation in Arizona, the U.S. Public Health Ser-

vice reported severe problems among young Navajo adults of "drunken=

ness, child neglect, drunken and reckless driving." They further

added:

Alarming numbers of people have lapsed into an alienated, apathe-
tic life marked by episodes of delinquency and irresponsibility.146

In a study of high school students in a plains tribe, 84 percent

of the boys and 76 percent of the girls claimed they drank. Thirty-

147

seven percent_ claimed they drank frequently.

In 1965, the Bureau of Indian Affairs published a booklet entitled

"Alcohol and the American Indian Students." This interesting booklet

contained the results of a year long survey by the BIA in wkich,they

studied the drinking patterns of Indian high school students. The

results were:

Among high school boys, all but a handful admitted to having
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/) started drinking in their teens, and some started as early as
9 or 10. Among the girls, only about 28 percent did noe drink
before reaching high school. Although most students drink with
their peers, about 1/6 of the boys had drunk with their parents
at home.

Resons for drinking given by the students were, 'for kicks, not
wanting to be called a sissy, to feel happy, to forget, to get
up courage to dance, boredom, to relieve feelings of inferiority,
and to experiment.148

Excessive alcohol usage appears to be closely interrelated with

other manifestations of social disorganization in Indian communities.

Indian arrest rates as well as assaults, homiCides, accidents, and

suicides are associated with alcohol. The overwhelming majority of

finesand prison sentences in the Indian population are also directly

Telated to alcohol.

In the state penitentiary of South Dakota, for example:

Indiansconstitute approximately 34 percent of the prison tnmates,
whereas only 5 percent of the State's population is Indian. This
is even more alarming when you consider that one-forth of the
South Dakota State Training School (juvenile-prison) population
is made uprof Indian boys, and approximately one-half of the fe-
male section is made up of Indian girls. The majority of the
crimes were committed while under the influence of alcohol.149

According Omer Stewart who completed a comprehensive study of

American Indian Criminality, "patterns of juvenile delinquency among

-0"

American Indians are directly derivatiVe of the configuration of crimes

among adults." He continued:

At first glance, Indian criminality relative to population size
seems to be exceptionally large. Nationally the rate for all
types of arrests is nearly 3 times that of Blacks an4 about 8.
times that of whites. But a moreEireful look shows that this
exceptional Crime rate is largely due to alcoholism, 71 percent
of all Indian arrests reported in 1960, were alcohol-related.
This rate for all alcohol related crimes is 12 tkmes greater
than the national average and constitutes the larges single
factor in Indian criminality. 150

4. Boarding Schools are Detrimental to Indian Youth

L,

\--Mere are relatively iew reports available` on the mental health

ti
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problems of Indian children and most of the evidence assembled so far

has come from boarding schools. The school is perhaps the most impor-

tant institution of White society confronted by Indians and it is Cer-

tainly the most important of the Indian child. It is in the school that

the child encounters the basic values and vaunting expectations of the

dominant society and in most cases-those values and expectations are

not only opposite but unfavorable to those taught in the Indian home

and community. The resulting confusion creates many emotional an

justment problems for the child., One of the best indications of hes

problems is his poor academic performance and alienation from the yste

Report after report seems to Pndicate that Indian Students 1Jevel p

emotional problems as a result of their early-separation from parents

and home life-and the conflict of cultures that takes place.after Torcing

the children into the strict military type environment of the boarding

schools.

According to Daniel J. O'Connell, M.D., executive secretary of the

National Commitee on Indian Health:
1

. There is almost universal agreement in the field of developmental

psychology \that early separation of a child from the family unit

is a destructive influence.

In regard elementary boarding schools, Dr. O'Connell not only

r

went on record aS being opposed to them but stated: "They are a des-
_

\

/

tructive practicethat results An lemotionallaMagel to the children."

In another interesting re ort by Dr. Thaddeus Krush on'the "For-

(

mation'of Persona

concluded:

ity Disorder f Indian boarding school children, he

151

The students frequency of movement and the necessity to .conform

to changing standards can only lead to confusion and disorganiza-

tion of the child's personality. The frequency of movement further

interferes with and discourages the development of lasting relations

in which love and concern permit adequate maturation.152
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In discussing the detrimental effects Indian children suffer from
.

Federal boarding schools, Dr. Robert L. Leon, consultant psychiatrist

for the Division of,Indian Health Service in boarding schools, stated:

The generic emotional problem which plagues 100% of the board
ing school population is the unhappiness, insecurity, and
anxiety caused by the separation of the children from their
families. Anxiety symptoms, resulting from separation are mani
fested in sleeplessness, loss of appetite, and general regression
to an earlier level of emotional development. 153

It is rather obvious that Federal boarding schools are not only

failing Indian children but extremely detrimental to their mental

health. If these archaic institutions are to continue to exist, and

it looks as if they will, they must undergo drastic changes. Dr., James

M. Kilgore, Jr., a consultant psychiatrist to the U.S. Public Health

Service, who worked with Indian children at Phoenix Indian School, made

the following recommendations:

It is my opinion that the boarding school, if it is to continue
and be allowed to exist should be made into a 'residential
treatment center school' with emphasis not only:on giving ade
quate education, but also providing adequate foster parents and
appropriate plans for mental health development and 'treatment
of mental disorders.154

A similar recommendation for transforming the offreservation

boarding school was:made to the subcommittee by Dr..Robert L. Leon in

his testimony on October 1, 1968. Dr. Leon phrased his recommendation

thus:

I propose to you that funds be made available from the Congress
to convert many of the Indian boarding schools into residential
treatment centers for emotionally disturbed children. The

schools which are converted into residential treatment centers'
should be administered by mental health personnel. The program
should be planned and developed jointly by mental health and
educational personnel. All educational arcs dormitory personnel

should have training in the care and treatment of emoionally
disturbed and socially deprived children.

Dr. Leon further stated: "The present inadequacy of the boarding

schools to treat the, emotional problems of the student 'nullifies' the
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educational effort; that, bluntly, the boarding school experience does
155

mpre'lliArm than good. They do not educate; they alienate."

A.*

5. Chilocco Indian School Exposed

. In 1969, a report was published and inserted into the Congression1W
Record by Senator Lee Metcalf (D-Mont.) concerning the physical abusj
.\

J,

of Indian students by staff Members at the Chilocco Indian Boarding,/

School in Oklahoma. The report stated:

'Indian youth -- both boys and girls -- were handcuffed for as
long as 18 hours in the dormitories with their hands behind
their backs, from above or around a basement pillar or from

suspended pipes. Permanent wrist scars on one youngster's

arms, the deformed hand of another, and an obviously broken

and misshaped rib of another testifiedtto the veracity of the

students' chilling report.

The 1969 report further charged theschool's administrators con-

.doned these barbaric practices withsuch comments as: "Well, we have

always done it this way." The handcuffings and summary failings were

not limited to male students alone. Three girls were handcuffed and

placed in jail while the investigators were on the campus. Chilocco

was judged by the investigating team to have the "worst conditions" of

all the seventy-seven Indian boarding schools administered by the Bu-

15 ?

reau of Indian Affairs.

6. U.N.A. Investigates Federal Schools

After reading of the disgusting ordeal Indian students were forced

toendure at Chilocco, the president of United Native,Americans, Inc.,

Lehman L. Brightman led his Indian organization in investigations of

seven off-reservation boarding schools. As a result of these investi-

ations and other research in the field of Indian education, the U.N.A.

president has testified before two senate hearings and is the author of

numerous articles on Indian education and related problems. In a recent
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articl entitled "Intermountdin Indian School:, A CasedStudy of EL1'..-

cation Failure," Brightman gave the following statement:

Th= deplorable conditions and oppressive atmosphere at these
Federal boarding schools are classic examples of what education
sho ld not be. It is impossible to conceive of these 'medieval'
institutions existing today: even so, approximately one-third
of a 1 American Indian children are forced to attend these
schools, which are located hundreds, and sometimes thousands of
miles away from their homes And families.

Drinking Ha Become a Chronic Problem ,

In disc sSing the problem of alcohol among Indian boarding school

students, Frightman stated: "Due to the lack of recreation any the

unnecessary s:rictness of the rules which regulate their alieady

blighted lives,\ many of the boarding school students seek to escapo
13-

from their miser ble circumstances through 'drinking,' which has become

a chronic problem,at all of these institutions. With this he continued:

Most of the schools, as a matter of policy expell students who
have been disc vered drinking while others simply have them
jailed. Adher ng to the brutal dictates of the past, some
schools beat st dents who violate the drinking prohibition,
while others me ely subject them to the public indignity of
having their hea s shaved bald. Others are employing high-
powered hypodermically administered ,''knockout' drugs to cope
with the problem nstead of going to its roots to determine
why so many studen s are drivento drink and what can be done
to alleviate both is cause and effect. .

Beyond alcohol, many students seek to escape their harsh life
in Federal boarding schools by sniffing)glue, paint, and gasoline,
unconcerned with the irreparable damage these volatile substances
can cause their brains and internal organs.

In citing the'actual conditions he found at Intermountain Indian

School, he gave .the following: "School authorities at Intermountain

have established a 'drunk tank' in one dormitory where they supposedly

place 'drunken' students for safekeeping. Once the students who are

purportedly 'drunk' are confined in the drunk tank the more intoxicate:

aptives are forcibly given sho,ts of a ve7y powerful thug

Tho-7:zia Is a c-,;dT):::%s6a..lt chef is used quite EXT:e7=.
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treating "mental patients" who become violent. It literally knocks

them out for hours, depending upon the dosage administered. The manu-

/

fachirers of Thorazine state, "it is not to be used in conjunction

w;.:-.11 alcohol because it can arrest the normal body functions resulting

in death."

Intermountain Indian School authorities are well aware of the

risks they are to taping with the lives of their,tharges, yet they

tinue to use thi powerful drug on them. Indian students who hive en

subjected to Thorazine say they don't come off the full effects-of t

drug for at least three days or more. One female student informed us

she has had diztyspells and experiences loss of equilibrium at times

4*
due to the shot of Tho azine she received. Thorazine is a suppressant,

so is alcoholand to Iut the two together is extremely dangerous,

p461.ally when treating youths. "These people are playing Rnssina

roulette with.the lives of our yquth," he added, "and it must be

stopped."

Handcuffs Versus Thorazine

es-

According to Brightman, Intermountain Indian School started the

use of Thorazine in 1970. Before this the school used handcuffs and

shaved students-heads as punishment for drinking. He related one

dramatic instance in which he was told of a boy who had his head

shaved:

I cried all night long after having my head shaved, I didn't

sleep all night. I went to the hospital the next day and
told the doctor I did not want_to gb to school because of a

headache. 'It was,my pride to have my hair. Now I have no

pride.'

Dormitory Conditions Are Terrible

In describing the dormitory conditions Brightman stated: "It is



impossible to conceive of school buildings owned and operated by the

Federal government in such dilapidated conditions." Outside of the

dormitories the grounds were littered with trash and debris of every

description and most of the buildings were in dire need of painting

both inside and out. The dormitories were overcrowded, run down and

dirty, and broken windows were everywhere. All in all, the dormitories

and other buildings were in sad sh2pe and the whole atmosphere was

squalid and utterly depressing. -0,1;6

Student living quarters were seriously overcrowded, with 6 to 8

students to a room originally designed to hold 4 at the most None of

the boys' rooms contained dressers for their clothing and most of their

wall lockers were broken with doors hanging by one hinge. No sutdy

desks were seen in any of therooms and the lighting provided was

. totally inadequate for reading and study purpoSes. The bathrooms were

dirty, littered with trash and in 'tore need of disinfectant ad n

Most had broken windows and no doors. Certain dormitorip,s are "bugged"

and the students themselves are subjectedto, constant surveillaAe by

school authorities.

Student Complaints

A majority of the s dents were disenchanted with the Intermountain

School authorities, who they feel are over strict and completely ob-

livous to their need and desires. Student luggage is searched by

s.

: Bureau agents on entering and leaving the school. Different students

complained that school authorities halie,.on occasion actually followed

students to the bus station and forced them to open their luggage in

Piew of the general public for search. Students are alSo forced to

open their mail and packages in front of school Officials, so they can

list the contents and.identify the sender, supposedly. Students com-,
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plained that certain teachers grade them on "attitude" in some classes

rather than on their ,class work. Any student who shows pro-Indian ten-
_

dancies and wears an "Indian Power" button is graded down. Many of the

students interviewed advised us that Intermountain teachers give little

or no homeowrk. When students complain they have no books to take

back to the dormitories and study, they are told: "Why should we give

you books to'take home? You would only lose them anyway."

Stildents also complained that they are not allowed "seconds" on

food until the last 15 minutes of each meal period. Can you imagine

1,600 students trying.to obtain "seconds" in 15 minutes? Students who

ti

lose their meal cards are forced to wait two and three days for a new

one. During thi4,time they are not allowed to eat in the cafeteria.

Some students informed us. they had tu-lieerally starve for a few days F'-

because they did not have the money to eat in town.

Religious Persecution

''In citing other complaints and conditions the U.N.A. members re-

corded at intermountain Indian School, Brightman added: "One of the

biggest compleir;to of Indian stildPntb And employees alike was of reli-2

gious persetution." Intermountain School is located outside of

B/Mham City, Utah, deep.in the heart of "Mormon Country." During our

investigation we were advised that approximately 70 to 80 percent of

the employees, at Intermountain are Mormon. We soon discovered that

other religious orders are not,exactly welcomed with open arms as' a

multitude of religious complaints were registered by min-Mormon Indians.

Listed blow are'some of the complaints:

Indian employees and students complain that Mormons belittle

Indian beliefs and culture. Indian employees further claim

that the Mormons' faith i5 forced upon the Indians at every

turn. Moreover, Mormons are given preferential treatment over
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non-Mormons. We were told that Indian employees who belong
to the "Native American Church" are subjected to constant
harrassment by Mormons. Indian employees who have dropped

out of the "Latter Day Saints" Church-(LDS) complain they have
been subjected to various and numerous abuses by their. Mormon
supervisors. We were informed that Indian students who believe
and attempt to practice the Indian form of religion suffer
harrassment, and when Indian students are discovered carrying
medicine pouches on their persons, the pouches are confiscated'
and never returned:

All in all, Indian employees and students at Intermountain Indian

School must not only face the harsh rules and regulations of the Bureau

of Indian Affairs, but in addition they must also face harrassment and

religious persecution at the hands of Mormons who seem to go out of

their way to make life as miserable -as possible for their Indian

brethren.

Summary

;,-Intermountain Indiad School is the sixth BIA boarding school.I

have investigated in the last three years and it is by far the worst.

It is a perfect example of what school should not be. It is overcrowd-

ed, the food is bad, the buildings run-down, the facilities are old,

and the incompete9.ce of the adminiStrators is overcome only by their

gross "ignorance." The teachers fail to give students homework or books

and they fail students because of their attitudes. ThiS is an impossible

atmosphere and it is unfair to subject Indian students to it if they

are to gait. auy meaningful educational experience-during the brief span

of their youth.

Intermountain,Indian School allows little room for individual

thinkers and virtually no room for Indians who are seeking "self-
>

determination" and who evidence pride in the fact they are Indians.

The blame for this primitive type of educational situation falls dir-
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ectly on the administration which not only condones but advocates the

continuance'of this bigoted intolerance and abuse.

I feel the Intermountain Indian School should be closed and the

students moved closer to their homes and the protective influence of

their parents. They must, at all costs, be moved out.of the heart of

"Mormon country" and be returned to the security of their own people...

before it is too late.

Chemawa Indian School

Another Indian boarding school investigated by U.N.A. is Chemawa

IndiabilOchool in Salem, Oregon. Chemawa has the distinction of being

the oldest continuously operated Indian school in-the United States.

In describing Chemawa, Brightman stated:

At first glance% it seems to resemble a concentration camp
with its dilapidated'old red brick buildings surrounded by

wire fences and divided by railroad tracks. But after you be-

come accustomed to the antiquated surroundings and the de-
.

pressing atmosphere of the 80 year-old buildings, you realize

this is-just the Federal government's way of saying,"'We don't

give a damn about Indian people.'

Chemawa is not accredited by the State Department of Education,

and school officials even refuse to allow the Indian students to take

college credit courses. Almost everything seems to be against the

Indian students; the archaic educational facilities, the insensitive

staff, the outdated textbo6ks, the complete lack of counseling, and a

curriculum that is irrelevant to the students' basic educational needs.

Dormitories are Fire Hazards

The overall condition of the dormitories leaves much to be desired.

They are not only old, dirty, and overcrowded but are extreme "fire

hazards." Fire extinguishers had not been inspected and refilled in

four to five years. Indeed, some were only half full of fluid even
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though government regulations demand they be checked and refilled each

year. To compound the matter, neither of the girls' dormitories, which

are two story buildings, have fire escapes and the stairways are very

narrow. Considering all the conditions, if a fire ever did break out

in one of these dormitories, the chalices of escape for students on the

second floor would be very slim.

Most of the student rooms are small and uui.lt to accommodate a

maximum of four students, but school authorities assign four to eight

students to a room. Each room inspected contained one or two small

desks for study in such arrangement that only one student could utilize

the 'spec* at any given Lime. Closet space was thoroughly inadequate,

Sand yet two students are expected to-share one small closet. Under

these crowded,living conditions there is virtually no privacy and,

consequently little opportunity for the individual to engage in serious

study. To further compound the matters, the heating system cannot be

cbntrolled by the students, so they are forced to endure temperatures

either too hot or too cold.

Bathrooms

The bathrooms in the boys' dormitories were filthy, 20 feet away

from these caLilities we were confronted with Ehe stench of urine. Once

inside we found them to be littered with trash, in dire need of disin-

fectant, and lacking' ttilet paper. Even the bathing facilities posed
#-

a problem for the stud Os because flushing the toilet produced scald-

ing water in the shower.

The Chemawa Library

The library at Chemawa operates on a strict 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

schedule and is not open on evenings or weekends. Students informed
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us that few people actually use the facility, there are few books

devoted to the subject of Indians, and virtually no current publi-

cations by IndiarAuthors.

Religious Persecution

The superintendent of Chemawa informed us that Indian students

were not forced to attend church and they were free to worship any

faith of their choosing. Yet, Indian students gave a different picture.

In fact, t1167 stated that 25 students were given 10 hours of extra work

and two weeks restriction for trying to worship in the "Shaker" faith,

a common religious practice among the Indian tribes of the Northwest.

These same students told us that school officials called them "trouble-

makers" and ridiculed them in public.
1

Students' Luggage is Searched

One of the biggest complaif!ts cf the students is Plat their luggage

is searched on entering and leaving the school. When asked about this,

the superintendent said he did not know the practice existed. Students

informed the U.N.A. members that school officials are afraid students

Wight steal something.

Chemawa Teaching Staff

Chemawa has a teaching staff of 54 teachers for a student body of

approximately 581 students. Students informed the U.N.A. members that

they are rarely assigned homework and that making good grades was an

easy task. They complained that most of their classes don't have enough

books for all the students and they are not allowed to take them home

after class. Furthermore, only font of the teachers are of Indian

extraction, and according to students the majority of the non-Indian

teachers display little empathy towards their pupils and,fail to make
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'an effort to understand I diens'.

Counselors"

Chemawa has a total of three counselors for approximately 581

students which gives each c8unselor a work load of TWstudents. Most

of the students informed us they had not-talked to a counselor since

.

they arrived at the school, and scRe were seniors. Students complained

that none of the three counselors are Indian and they can't relateto

them.

The Point System '

Indian students at Chemawa are governed by very strict rules and

regulations and they are placed under a '!paint system" by which they

can gain or lose points for almost every type of behavior in their daily 1

liveg while at the school. Some of the major infractions for which

points are taken awayare: fighting, drinking, bringing liquor on

campus, giving liquor to others, using drugs, sexual misbehavior, steai-

ing, and vandalism. Other infractions of a lesser nature for which

points are lost cue: ."Late for classes, not making unes bed on time,

out of roo,,, for fed check, not doing assignments, AWOL, and smoking in

rooms." We found lists of rules posted in every dormitory as well as,

rosters of students who had broken the rules. These students are given

extra work details or restriction. When on restriction students are

not allowed to attend such student activities as "movies, sporting

events, and going to town on weekends."

Alcohol: A Chronic Problem

1 Alcohol is one of the biggest and most serious problems at Chemawa.

Students are penalized 25 points and placed on restriction when caught

drinking. They are also expelled from school if they
g
are caught drink-

.



ing three times or more. When asked about this, the superintendent
a

said itwas not true, yet other school officials confirme4 the charges. 2

Chemawa Has Two Drunk Tanks

Alcohol has become such a problem at Chemawa that school officials

established a treatment center with two drunk tanks." Besides throw-

ing students into drunk tanks, Chemawa ais'o uses Thorazine on the

unlucky victims. When asked abou the use of Thorazine most of the

students were unaware of what they were being injected with but one

yound girl told us that she had to carry her roommate home on numerous

occassions after rtceiving injections of something. School officials

did not want to talk about the subject or the drunk tanks either for

that matter.

The Railroad Track

One of. the most interesting things'about Chemawa is the fact that

a railroad track divides the school into two parts. The shop buildings,

cafeteria, dormitories, and the gymnasium are on one side and the admin-

istration building, the hospital, and the classroom buildings are on

the other side of the tracks. The two sides are connected by an under-

ground tunnel. Students dlaimed that approximately 20 trains pass

through the school during a 24 hour period. In 1971, an Indian student

was killed by a train in front of the school. We were told by the

ouhool officials that it was a suicide. However, the students expressed

doubts about this. They claim the student was drunk and accidently was
)

hit by the train.

The Great Mail Sear

Students told us that they were forced to open their packages last

Christmas (1971) in front of school authorities so the packages could



be searched for whiskey an drugs. /School authorities were very xe-
:014-

VIOant to talk about this inci e t but the students say this kind of

search is a "common thing" at Chemawa.

Few Indian Employees

Chemawa has approximately' 187 employees of which only 42 are

Native Americans. A further took at the employee list reveale:: that

of the 42 Indian employees, 21 held Civil Ser'ice ratings of GS7 or
158

below and only 11 Indian
k
employees held GS ratings of 8 or above.

Pierre Indian School Labeled Sick

In relating the fesults of other Indian boarding schools investi-

gated by U.N.A., Brightman staN: "Of all the Indian scb-Jois we nave

. investigated, Pierre Indian School is beyond a doubt the 'worst' of the

lot." This is an elkiintary boarding school that houses approximately

150 students, most of whom are "orphans, wards of the state, or from

broken homes." "These small children are desperately in need of love

and affection, but in this 'hell,hole' all they get is abuse." With

this he continued:

Studer .s who break the rules are subjected to physical punish-
ment from school employees who seem to take great delight in
striking the small children fii.r even the slightest offense. -A

child will be struck once for stealing and twice for smoking,
sniffing glue, or attempting to run away. In the older boys
dormitory physical punishment is inflicted upon ,anyone who'is
found out of his room after 9:30 p.m., or after the lights are
out. The helpless victim is forced to kneel on the floor while
a large, vicious dormitory attendant- strikes the boy in the
forehead with his knuckles. This form of brutality is called
a 'kelley.' Children charge& with shiplifting, glue-sniffing
or going AWOL are confined to bed (among other things) when
they are not eating or in classes. This form of punishment 'may

be continued for a number of days depending on the rule the
child is accused of breakir

Student Luggage is Searched

Upon entering or leaving the scheol Pierre officials thoroughly
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inspect the students lUggage: Any mail or packages child receives

''must be opened in the presence of a school employee. Should these

contain any money, itjs immediately confiscated and taken to the main

office. Phone calls are monitored and church attendance is mandatory.

Those who refuse to attend are subjected to reprimand and punishment.

The child is given additional work and forced to kneel on the floor for

an hour or until church is out. Furthermore, a child who does not

participate in the religious services may not attend the movies bn

Sunday.

Young Girl Molested

One young girl reported that she had been sexually molested by a

.male teacher who had forced her to shay in his classroom after school.

He then threatened that any mention of the incident would result in her

being put on detention for the rest of the year. One of her classmates

did bring the matter to the attention of the school auth ities, however.

They proceeded to both 'clear' the teacher of,,the charges nd put the

young victim into isolation. When the U.N.A. members asked school of-
,

fZcials about the girl and why she was being held in isolation, they

were informed that she was "mentally unstable" and that she enjoyed

living in the isolation room. Her friends on the other hand, stated

this was not true and that she was being co fined against her will. We

later learned that students are placed the "isolation room" for pun-

ishment for any number of reasons.

Another young girl informed the U.N.A.'team that she was slapped

in the face and knocked to the ground for the major crime of "walking

on the grass." A school official who happened to witness the vicious

incident handed the crying child a paper tissue and told her to wipe

the "blood" from her face.
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Children Charged with Shoplifting

On Saturday and Sunday the children are bussed into town and

allowed to stay for two hours between 2 and 4 p.m. The school gives

each child two dollars to spend'(if they have it in savings), However,

in the event that a child returns to the school with anything worth

more than two dollars and can not produce a receipt, they are charges

with "shoplifting' and the item confiscated.

Students Must Work for Clothes

While the Federal government customarily provides free clothing

to orphans and wards of the state, the students at Pierre Indian School

are forced to work for all of their garments:

Students must work six hours for a pair of pants, and shoes,
four hours labor earns a shirt, and one hour of work will
earn the child a pair of socks or shorts. The day U.N.A.

members visited the institution there was snow on the ground,
temperatures were very low 'and yet, not one child seemed to
have a coat to protecthim from the cold:

Dormitories are Fire Hazards

All dormitories are sparsely furnished. Each room houses four-:

childreh and contains four beds, four wall lockers, two chairs and two

dressers. There are'no dAks, rugs, or locks on the doors. Windows

throughout the institution are secured to open only three inches,

creating a potentially dangerous situation in the-event of a fire. A

further check of the fire extinguishers revealed that most were only

half full of fluid and none had been checked by officials since 1969,

a period of three Oars.

Life is Hard at Pierre Indian School

Children attending Pierre Indian School are forced to live under

such oppressiVe rules, and restrictions that the institution appears to
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be a cross between the military and a penitentiary. Punishment for

breaking the rules runs from the loss of recreation to outright child

abuse in the -form of beatings and isolation. The atmosphere at Pierre

is so bad and depressing that extremely large numbers of the small

children attempt to run away each year. Others may choose their escape

by sniffing glue or gasoline. One young boy who was asked why he

sniffed glue answered: "Because it helps me forget about the way things

are here."

Since all of the children at Pierre School are so isolated from

anyone who might care about their treatment, they are particularly

vulnerable to the mistreatment ilanded down by the more "sadistic"

employees of the institution. It became obvious, through U.N.A. "s

investigation, that a number of the Pierre staff Lake advantage of the

children's situation becalAe they only have to answer to each other.

Indian Students are Programmed for the Common Labor Market

Today-when non-Indian students reach the 8th or 9th grade level

they are informed of the importance of a hip grade point'required to

enter college. They are also encouraged to take college preparatory

courses to aid them in this educational journey. However, just the

opposite occurs with Indian students in Federal schools. Rarely, if

ever, are they informed of the tremendous need for good grades to enter

college, much less given the opportunity to take courses designed to

aid them in future educational ventures.

In fact, as a rule they are encouraged to take vocational training

courses. Then upon graduation, if they are lucky enough to reach this

plateau they are given three choices: (1) They can go on "relocation",/

to one of the large urban areas and take up additional vocational

training; (2) They can return to the reservation and join the ranks of.
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the unemployed; or (3) They can join the military service, which many

are encouraged to do. Any way they chose they are programmed for the

tt
common laboAr market." Some boarding schools actually have ROTC units

on school grounds such as "Phoenix Indian School," where a Marine Corps

Unit exists. As. mIter of course many of the'Indian students end up

in the Marines whether they are encouraged or not, -lust by having the

ROTC Unit on campus. This should be stopped .ediately -- if Indian

children are to be encouraged to do anything, they should be encouraged

to enter college.

Boarding' School Libraries Are Rarely Open

Boarding school libraries are run like a business venture, they

are open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:°00 P.m. five days a week. They are closed

on evenings and weekends And in most cases books devoted to the subjecl

of Indians are few in number and old. There seems to be a general re-

luctance on the part of the BIA to stock contemporary books and

magazines published by Indian organizations and authors.

The condition of most boarding school libraries is similar to .:the

other buildings in the BIA system. They are "old, drab, overcrowded,

and as a rule dimly lit, with far too little space for study.

Libraries in most cases are the focal point of most ecucational

research and study. They are placed within the school system for the

educational advancement of the.students and shOUld be utilized by them

as part of their overall educational experience. Indial'AUdents should

not only be encourage&to use the libraries but should be given ample

homework that requires them to use these research centers.

The sooner the BIA learns that education is not an 8 to Jot. in

which they are freeto close ship and'forget the business after night-

fall or on the weekends, the sooner Indian children will began to show

46,
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some form of improvement. This is one of the major reasons Irdian

education has andis failing;,the Federal government runs it' like a

business venture, "one that is going broke, or on the Verge of bank-

ruptcy."

Boarding Schools Breed Failure

Once confined in a Federal boarding school, each hour of the

chi%ld's day is planned by the clock, with strict schedules posted in

dormitories and classrooms. Meals, classes, chores, study periods,

free-time, and bed time, the stifling routine seldom varies. Students

who break the rules are given demerits, which are removed by performing

extra chores or by sacrificing privileges like going to die movies,

T.V., dances, or trips to town. Headcounts are taken at all hours of

the day and night to identify runaways or "AWOL" as the BIA calls

them. In some schools -(ake Flandreau) headoounteare taken every

hour on the. hour all night long,

t
The results-of this "super- rigid" environment where even over age

high
b
school students of 20 and 21 are put to bed ai 9:00 p.m. has a

telling effect upon the students. Then after 10 to 12 years of this

crushing'style of regimentation, the students are shoved out the doors

of *he schools and told, "you are On yo,ur own". These youths are not

prepared educationally or psychologically for the type of world in

whi h they must live.and function. Consequently, many dropout and the

cities and reservations are full of them -"misfits" in a state of

"limbo" doomed for poverty and failure.

E. Lack of Parental Involvement

Since the inception of the Federal school system for American

1:31
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Indian's there has never been any real concerted effort on the part of

the,government to involve Indian parents and community people. The gov-

ernment-has. given Indians a certain.amount of financial aid for educa-

tion, but they in turn have expected the Indians to accept their

philosophy of education.' Which means Indians actually don't have any

inputintd-their schools, they are completely controlled by non-Indians,
A

basically the "Bureau of Indian Affairr."

,Schools arevdesigned to serve the "power group" which in this case

is the dominant While middle-class, non American Indians. Acpally

Bureau schools are not too d.iffernet from public schools that Indians

Attend, both are controlled by non-Indians and neither is culturally

a part of the Indian community. Rarely do you find Indians on school

boards, curriculum planning committees or in PTA meetings. Indian par-
.

ents and communities.have practically no control over the schools edu-

cating their children., To compound matters, in most cases the schools

are located in non-Indian lettings\ completely alien to the community

they supposedly serve.

Most Indian schools-are named after famous non-Indians and the cur-

riculum in most cases is the same as that used in standard public schools,

completely devoid of anything Indiln. Eve

the walls in most cases are those of non-I

Indian in Indin schools are the Indian ch

and janitors and other menial workers.

the pictures they hang on

About the only thing

ldren and a few Indian cooks

Most of the major reports published in the last 50 years have

stressed.the need for Indian involvement in Indian education if it is

to be successful. TheMeriam Report published in 1930, stated:

No matter how much' may be done in schools, or how,much the
educational program may center about the school,- as it very
well may, a genuine educational Program will have to comprise
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the adults of the community as well as the children.161

The MefiamReport further stated: "Everyihing'in the Indian life

and surroundings will have to tie into the educational program in a
161

.manner now seldom observed."

The Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education recognizing the tre-

mendous need for Indian input and control of their schools stated:

"One theme running through all our recommendations is increased Indian

-participation and control of their own education programs'. For far too

1 ng, the Nation has paid only token heed to the notion that Indians

should have a strong voice in their own destiny." With this they con-

tinued:

We have recommended that local Indian boards of education
be established for Indian schools, districts; and that
Indian parental and community involvement be increased.162

The Coleman Report, "Equality of Aucational Opportunity" stated:

"The amount'of money spent on a school does not make it a success for

minorities, it's something else.' With this it continued:

Parents must have a say in the schools to make them a success.

And Indian parents are not given the chance to participate in

the schools their children attend. They are 'powerless,' in

terms of control of their schools.163

The first step in improving and changing Indian education is to

give it back to the Indian people, where it belongs. The curriculum,

the staff, the plants, and the direction of Indian education must all

be changed. This we know, but if this change is brought about by non-

Indians, even if the change is for the better, it will be just another

form of the same -- "colonialism."

XVII. The Failure of Federal Schools

Part III: Recommendations
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The development of an effective and responsive educationdl pro-

gram for Indian people must become a top priority objective of the

Federal government:. For this -"miracle to take plate, major Changes

must be instituted in all phases of the present educational system.

To bring about these changes I recommend the following:

A. Transfer Responsibility for-Indian Education to HEW ,

Indian education has shown little if any progress and improvement

under the direction of'the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Interior

Department in the last four decades. This is really not hard to under-

stand when you realize that the Department of Interior's interests iIe

mainly with the "resources,: the oil and mineral industiies, grazing

lands, outdoor recreation, reclamation, etc. Needless to say,the In-

terior Department is not geared for the kinds of social changes that

are necessary for improvement and future progress.

HEW would be a much better place to put Indian education if it

were to be located in an established agency. As an agency established

to deal directly with people and social change, HEW would not only be

better equipped but more responsive to the basic needs of Indian edu-

cation. HEW would also be much more venerable to the pressure of

Indians and non-Indians alike in their quest for improvement.

HEW could not, let me repeat, could not possibly do any worse than

the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Interior Department -- unless --

"they did absolutely nothing." However, there is one major stipulatiu:

that would have to accompany this change or move, and that is, that -yr'?

sent BIA educational personnel must not accompany the move. They hav

lone enough damage, New personnel must be employed and they must .
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employed with he help of Indian people,, basically Indian educators

and Indian community people.

B. The Indian Educational Budget Must Be Increased

Funding for. Ihdian education must be substantially increased to

insure progress and provide for future growth and success. It goes
%

without saying that the present BIA budget for Indian education is

totally inadequate. Under the present arrangement, the BIA cannot

provide "equal educational opportunities" much less "a system of ex-

cellence" that was recommended by the recent Senate Subcommittee on

Indian education. Funds must be provided to not only improve the ex-
..

isting facilities but to construct new buildings with modern equipment,

. textbooks and supplies Presently' the BLAexpends approximately $18

per child per-year on textbooks, supplies and materials. This is less

than half the appropriate national' standard of $40 (using 1969 standards)

which have substantially increased. It has also been pointed' out that`

the amount the BIA expends on boarding school students $1,100 (using

1969 figures) per year is drastically low:and must be increased at

least three-fold, if equal educational oppoitunity is to exist.

It should be pointed out that equal educational opportunity will

never catch up Indiari children with non-Indians. The system of Indian

,

education must be improved to a point of unprecedented height, whiCh

means the Federal government must stop "penny pinching" and realize

that "you can't place a price tag on quAlity education." Indian people

don't need more of the same, which has always been too little and too

late, but something different -- they need specially trailed teachers

and administrators with quality buildings hnd equipment; they need

something totally different, they need their own schools. If the price
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of this long sought after.goal is high, then so be it, because Indian

education will never, amprove and change until adequate budgets are

appropriated to cope with the financial problems that now exist.

C. Indian History and Culture Must be Taught

Beyond ignorance and bigotry there is no valid reason why Indian

history and culture should not be included in the curriculum, of all

Federal Indian schools. If anything is going to stand, whether its a

tree, a building, or a man, he must know where he came from and where

he is going. For too long Indian people have been denied the right to

learn of their history and their cultural heritage. This is a form of

outright "genocide" that has been practiced from some 400 years and it

is time it was stopped.

The history and culture of-individual Indian tribes should be

taught within their respective reservation schools. In off-reservation

boarding schools comprehensive courses on Indian history and culture

should be offered. In regard to Indian languages, they should be re-

garded as an educational asset and all Indian children should be

encouraged to master their own Indian language as well as English.

Courses on Indian languages should be offered on the same level as

Indian history and culture in both reservation and off-reservation

Indian schools.
4

D. Elementary Boarding Schools Should be Abolished

'Elementary boarding schools should be phased out of existence as

.
soon as possible and the cruel practice of placing small children of

this tender age in these medieval institutiohs should be abolished.
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Experts in the field of mental behaviorShave long denounced the practice

of placing small Indian children in these schools as a destructive

force that does more harm than good. In the field of developmental

psychology, there is almost universal agreement that early separation

of a child from the family unit causes severe emotional damage.

Although there are reasons, both social and educational for placing

children in boarding schools, the majority are placed in these institu-

tions simply because of a lack of available day schools. When asked

why more day schools are not available, the Bureau of Indian Affairs

states, "they,do not have the funds to provide enough day schools." We

have adequate funds in the United States Treasury to send men to the

moon and back but we do not have adequate funds to provide enough schools

for Indian children.

E. Guidance and Counseling Programs Must Be Improved

According to 1972 Interior Department statistics, some 57,000

Indian children are presently enrolled in government schools. Of this

number approximately 36,000 are enrolled in boarding schools. Most of

the reports indicate that an overwhelming majority of these boarding

school students are Lhere bacause of "social" reasons. These students

are despeiately in neat of professional help in guidance and counseling.

Yet, according to

Senate

Subcommittee reports, the ratio of guidance

counselors to s-ti is one counselor for every 600 students. The

ratio of dormitory aides to students was fixed at one aide for every

100 students.

Within the Federal school system for Indians these two departments

are beyond a doubt two of the most important and should contain ade-
t

quately trained personnel. However, just the opposite has occured.
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Not only are these two departments seriously deficient in number but

many bf the counselors lack professional training and certification.

Career and occupational counseling is rarely offered and psychological

counseling is practically nbn-existent.

It goes without saying that these two areas are drastically in

need of improvement and change. The number of students per counselor

should be reduced to at least one counselor for every 150 students and

the number of dormitory aides should be reduced to one aide,for every

25 students or less. In the elementary boarding schools there should

be at least one aide for every 10. studen

The BIA should institute a crash program to recruit new personnel

within these two departments. These people must be profeSSiOnally

trained to cope with the tremendous problems they will face. They

should also be given additional pre-service training to acquaint them

. with the unique problems of Indian boarding school children.

F. Pre-Service Training Programs Must Be Improved

All prospective Indian Service Personnel "teachers, administrators,

and staff" should be required to receive special "pre-service" training

in Indian history and culture, especially of the Indian tribes indige-

nous to that area in which they are to work. In addition, all teachers

and administrators should be, required to receive training of an anthro-

pological-sociological nature and be expected to possess or acquire the

linguistic skills necessary for communication with local students and

their parents.

In addition to the above, all Indian Service employees should be

required to recieve special culturally orientated "in-service" training

which should be offered on a year round basis. No BIA employee should
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be promoted or advanced salary unless they have completed the

established amount of courses required of these "in-serice training

programs.

G. Indian Schools Should Be Named After Indians

The standard practice of naming Indian schools after famous White

men should be abolished immediately. All Indian schools and buildings

should be named after famous Indians of the past and present. In

cases where Indian schools have already been given non-Indian names,'

they should be renamed after Indians. In addition, all schools serv-

ipg Indian children should alter their appearance to that of the

Indian environment including "picuteres, murals, and statues, etc."

Additional Recommendations

1. The Bureau ,of Indian Affairs at the present time provides a

limited amount of financial support for Indian students attend-

ing colleges. This amount should be increased at least three-

fold, and Indian boarding school students should be encouraged

to attend an institution of higher learning rather than go on

relocation.

2. Off-reservation boarding schools in most cases should be
closed and the students sent to reservation day schools or public

schools.

3. Funds should be appropriated to increase the present number of

reservation day schools by twofold. Thts would not only accom7

modate the present Indian student population on reservation,

but also those students returning from off-reservation boarding

schools.

4. All Indian schools should be controlled and directed by Indian

school boards democratically elected from Indian people. 4

5. The Director of Indian Education within the BIA should be an

Indian and chosen from Indian people.

6. All Indian schools should be require to use bilingual and

bicultural materials reflecting the cultural heritage of

American Indians as well as that of the dominate society.
P.



Indian Education Should Be Controlled

By Indian People

The first step in improving Indian education is to give it back to

the Indian people, where it belongs. They should control and direct

all Indian schools both reservation and off-reservation. Local school

boards democratically elected should control reservation schools, and

a National Indian School Board democratically elected from Indian edu-

cators both from reservations and off-reservations should control

off-reservation boarding schoOls. All teachers, administrators, staff

and connecting services should be contracted through Indian tribal

groups. They should have full authority to run, direct and control

all schools under their supervision. This educational venture should

be completely financed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Office

of Education.

In spite of the limited amount of experience in this area, Indians

have demonstrated that given the opportunity they can do an excellent

job. Rough Rock Demonstration School and the Navajo Community College

are fine examples of what Indian people can do if given the opportunity.

One thing is perfectly clear, they couldn't under any circumst c nces

4...

possibly make any more mistakes than the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Conclusion

In summarizing the last 179 years of Indian education under ttie

auspices of the Federal government, one theme runs throughout, namely,

the realization that.formal Indian education has fallen far short of

its goals. By every standard, Indians today receive the worst edu-

ft cation of any children in the country. They are taught by teachers



who are untrained, unprepared and sometimes unwilling to meet their

specific needs. 'They attend shabby, overcrowded schools which in

. \
cases lack even the 'basic resources to carry on minimum education,

instruction.

They are forced to attend off-reservation boarding schools loCated

hundreds and sometimes thousands of miles from, their paats_and rnco-
,.._.

re
.,,---

munities. They are taught to be ashamed of their

1

culture, their

language, their religion, an9 their history. They enter school late

and usually leave early. The number of Indians who dropout of school

is twice that of other American children. Ainong the adult Indian pop-

ulation approximately two-thirds have not gone beyond the elementary

grades, and over one-fourth are functionally illiterate -- they can't

read. The educational system has miserably failed American Indians

and the Federal government's obligation to provide adequate, or even

"equal educational opportunities" has not been fulfilled.

What more can be said? In short, Indian education is a "disaster"

-- it is a "national disgrace." At a time when America has been called

a "vast Disneyland of affluence," how can the American

such degradation among any of its citizens -I- let alon

its rightful heirs?
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EASTERN AMERICAN INDIAN COMMUNITIES

by

Robert K. Thomas

Monteith, College

Wayne State University

Detroit, Michigan

1948, William H. Gilbert, Jr. wrote an article called, "Sur-

viving Indian Groups of Eastern United States."1 In this article he

'examined nearly all of the states east of the Mississippi, excluding

Michigan and Wisconsin but including Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas and

Missouri and looked at the various Native American communities there.

He listed each Indian group, did a1population estimate and gave a

partial sketch of the community in terms of economy, acculturation,

language and so forth. This was the first time that such research had

been attempted and it gave us the first overview of the Indian groups

of eastern United States. He came out with a total population esti-

mate of somewhere between 75,000 to 100,000.

This study was quite a revelation as these Indians had been hid-

rig
-den for many years; not only hidden but neglected. Most Indian groups

I'''. in the eastern United States, are not well known outside of their local

areas and they have tended not to be among the more "colorful" peoples

zr)
that American anthropologists studied. Most research on American
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Indians has been done id the western United States, since these are

the groups which tend to display more aboriginal traits than do those

in the eastern part of the country.

Although Gilbert's research was a revelation, it did not lead to

further solid research. Unfortunately his paper, written in 1948, is

still the best done in this area. In recent years a few other scholars

have looked at these modern Indians in the east, but by and large such

scholars have been sociologists looking at population statistics or

else interested in caste phenomenon in the souLhern part of the United

States. Rece ,Itly Sturtevant and Stanley of the Smithsonian have tried

to bring Gilbert's research up to date.
2 Later in this paper I want

to include their chart, which lists these groups chronologically by

state so that the reader can get a notion of the names of these com-

munities, where they are located and what population they have.

One of the problems of native American communities in the eastern

United States is the lack of solid information. For instance, in

Sturtevant and Stanley's chart some of the names assigned to these

groups appear to be names which their local neighbors call them.

Some of these names may be in fact pejorative and may not be accepted

by the people so named. .No one has talked to the people in these com-

munities to find_out what, if anything, they call themsetves, or what

their own name for themselves is. If some of these names are insulting

to the people involved our only excuse is, once again, the lack of any

solid research in many of these communities.

Social and Cultural Origins

To understand the present situation of eastern Indian commatties

one can start by looking at the social and cultural origins of these



groups; the formation of these groups and what used to be referred

to in anthropology as their "acculturation";* that.is, how did their'

present style of life and style of community come into being. We

must divide the eastern United States into several regions which are

not only geographical, but regions within which the same primary con-

tact situation prevailed between Whites and Indians and resulted in

conditions which at an early time gave a character to and set a pattern

s.

-' for the later development of these small, societies.

The first region is the eastern seaboard. This is the area of

the old thirteen colonies and it is in this area that there is the

largest group of native Americans in the east, both in the number of

distinct groups and in terms of gross population.

When the thirteen colonies were established, each colony tended

to determine its own relationship with the Indian groups within its

borders. In the 1600's the British had neither developed a consistent
"'

Indian policy nor had the Crown taken sole jurisdiction for dealing

with Indians as they did later in the 1700's.- Contact with Indians

and policy regarding Indians varied from colony to colony in response to

local conditions. There was an overlap in territory occupied by Whites

and Indians in some colonies. There was even an intermingling of

settlements. Some colonies would make agyeements with Indians re-

garding land purchase: In some of the southern colonies, even indi-

viduals would make agreements' with local chiefs about land purchase.

Outside of Virginia, most of the Indians on the seaboard were very

loosely organized. They lived in small bands and might for a large

part of the year live in extended kin groups scattered over a wide

hunting territory. Most of these Indians did not have political

_cohesion nor were they even socially compact, as opposed to the
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incoming Whites.

The upshot was that Indians lost the basis of their economy and

much of their land base. Further, some colonies like Massachusetts

undertook forced acculturation programs under the guise o education

and ckfristianization and this, needless to say, was a further pressure

,-on Indian groups in the area. The result of this kind of contact was

a series of disastrous wars between Whites and Indians in the latter

part .of the 1600's and the early decades of the 1700's. These wars

were so disastrous that the Indian population was decimated. It ap-

pears that individual Indian families were pushed into submarginal

lands in these colonies; not at the margin of the colonies, but in-

ternally into swamps, forests and out of the way places. These fam-

ilies were fairly isolated from ,the rest of the population. There was,

of course, some contact with neighbors, probably on a fairly intimate

level. It was in this period that most of the Indians on the eastern

seaboard learned English well. It was also during this period that

Indians began to marry extensively with both Whites and Blacks. One

of the results of this decimation of population was that there were

very few Indians in any one area and this, no doubt, forced people to

pick mates who were either White or Black.

Along about Revolutionary times, a number of things happened.

Indians were puAling back together to form more cohesive communities.
,,..\

Population increases was on the upswing in these communities. If one

looks at any of these Indian groups on the eastern seaboard, one finds

very few family names among them'because the original population con-

sisted of very few families. Even such a populous people as the

Lumbee Indians of eastern North Carolina, who now number somewhere

between 30 and 40,000 probably have something like eighty percent of

r



the tribe bearing some twenty family names. It is very possible that
0

this very large group of people have descended from some twenty nuclear

families.

This kind of popUlation increase sounds nothing short of spec-

tacular, and to the modern person it is, indeed, nothing short of -

spectacular. However, if one considers the general history of the

.
population increase in America, particularly of the pre-Revolutionary

stock of Americans, this by no means is surprising. For instance, most

Of the people in the United States in the Middle South, the Southwest

and most of the lower Middlewest, plus a great deal of the Rocky

Mountain area and West Coast are descended from several hundred thou-

sand north Irises who came to the United States before the American

Revolution. In other words, it is probably no exaggeration to say

that there are a minimum of 50 million people in the United States

of north Irish descent who are descended from possibly 300,000 migrants.

The spectacular increase of eastern Indian groups is not as surprising

as one might think given the general context of population increase in

the United States from pre-Revolutionary times up to the present.

By 1800 a great many eastern Indians, had come back together as

groups and were starting to build solid Indian communities. Now, of

course, during the one hundred years previous the language had been

lost, probably through the extensive intermarriage with outsiders.

The general life style that these communities had developed was very

much like that of their White or Black neighbors. Besides original

tribes restoring themselves, new intertribal communities had formed.

Indians within a region, whether or not they had been members of tribes

which were related linguistically or culturally,. clustered together.

The Lumbee of eastern North 'Carolina are one-such example of a people
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who drew membership from the general region of central North Carolina.

Many of these original families were probably the last survivors to

their small tribe.

In short, most of the Indian communities of the eastern seaboard

had, by 1800, assumed the central character both socially and culturally

that we see today.

Earlier in the paper I said that most of these groups, by 1800,

had come to resemble their neighbors in terms of cultural traits. It

is a paradox that many Indian groups in the east are distinctive to

the outsider because they have preserved so many early American cul-

tural items from this period of the synthesis of their style of life.

Their English, food, farming techniques, certain attitudes, etc. all

reflect this "cultural lay."

We should be-careful not to interpret the above as an example of

"stagnation." Eastern Indian communities ery vital and innovative

social wholes. Some of the most spectacular Indian adjustments to the

American economy have been created by seaboard Indiana. The Gay Head

Indians of Martha's-Vineyard island in Massachusetts had, in the early

part of the 1800's, become expert sailors and whalers. -They were

sought after by sailing masters in Massachusetts. The character of

Tantaquidgeon, Melville's American Indian harpooner in "Moby Dick,"

was inspired by these Indian whaling experts. In recent years the

noted success of the.Mohawks in high steel speaks for itself.

The second region is the area just to the west of the coast and

the Peidmont. It includes the states of Kentucky, Ohio, Tennessee,

western New York, western Pennsylvania, West Virginia, the western

Carolinas, southwest Virginia, north Georgia, north Alabama and Missis-

sippi. I will call this region, the inland area for want of a better



word. I have chosen to put northern Florida and southern Alabama into

the seaboard region even though these sections are outside of the

original thirteen colonies. I am doing this because these sections

are old, settled--the northern Gulf Coast. And the same Contact

°situation and subsequent results prevailed in this area as in the

eastern seaboard proper. I have chosen to put southern Florida and

northern Maine into the inland area even thoughthese Actions are

geographically part of the eastern seaboard. however, northern Maine

and southern Florida are late frontier areas and resemble the interior

region in terms of the contact situation. Tribes in these sections

are the Passamquoddy, Penobscot and Seminole.

By the time that intensive contact began with the inland tribes,

the disastrous Indian wars of the eastern seaboard had come to a close.

The British government and the economic interests it represented were

becoming more and more involved in the Indian trade and Indians in

the interior were becoming harvesters of furs and customers for trade

goods. It was at this point in history that the British government

began dealing with Indian groups as semisovereigns and initiated a

policy of treaty making. Not only did the British government set up

4

a standard policy but they also began to function as the intermediary

between the colonies and inland Indian groups.

These inland Indians were different in character than the sea-

board peoples. They were always large, more cohesive and more or-

ganized tribes; groups like the Iroquois, Cherokees, Choctaws,,Creek;,

Shawnees and so forth. After nearly a century of sporadic contact with

Whiles their cohesion had increased. Moreover, the British treaty

-1

making policy raTclinly contributed further to this development.

Some authors, in fa feel that White contact as a single cultural,
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force brought into being the great confederation of the Iroquois

tribes and the Creek tribes, as well as the later nation building

developments of the Cherokees, Choctaws, etc.

The great interior tribes that the American settlers were to meet

head on after the Revolution were certainly by this time in history'

powerful peoples to i)e reckoned. The history of :large interior In-

dian groups is well known to Amricans and it will not contribute to

the purpose of this paper to belabor that history except to point out

that when the United States became an independent nation and settlers

.began to pour into the interior of the continent there were some very

famous conflicts between advgncing settlers and these Indian nation-

alities. This tension and conflict was finally resolved by the,forced

removaltof most of these interior tribes to what is now the area of

Oklahoma and Kansas in the 1830's. Parts of these tribes and entire

smaller tribes escaped removal and remained in the area. The eastern

Cherokee of North Carolina, the Mississippi Choctaw, the Semitic:51e of

Florida and the'Iroquois of New York are the prime examples. All of

these groups, unlike the seaboard tribes, are recognized as Indf;ans

by treaties,7laws and statutes of the Federal government.

In regent years reservations haVe been set aside for these portions

of the in erior pedples who escaped removal and these Indians are to

some ex ent, particularly the Choctaw, Cherokee and Seminole, "Federal

Indian "

he inland tribes held together socially and culturally

early contact times up to the present day. They have remained large

cohesive social wholes all through history end have displayed m

social and cultural autonomy all through their history. Some of them

have taken over many European cultural items and institutions. Le
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the last century the southern tribes developed a republican style

government. Most have become devout Christians. The native language

has persisted, however, and the'culture traits they have borrowed from

Europeans have been placed in the context of the autonomoUs 'meanings

and experience of these peoples. They are yet among the most "In-

diae.of the peoples in the United States.

There are, however, Indiansn this interior region who are descen-

dents of individual Indian families who came into the area as pioneers'

along with American White pioneers. Then, in response to the caste

system, which became formal in the south and informal in northern

areas in this period, they began to group together and form new com-

. munities in these frontier regions. For instance, the Melungeons of

Tennessee are such a people. They appear to have pome into east

Tennessee as individual pioneer families from all over the eastern

and central sections of Virginia and North Carolina. Then, in the

1830's they began to form a single community in Hancock County, Ten-

nessee. From there, colonies spread out from this original community

down the Tennessee Valley into most of the eastern Tennessee counties

into neighboring counties of northern Alabama, then westward into the

counties-of middle Tennessee. Another spurt went northward into south-

west Virginia, on into eastern Kentucky and finally into some counties

in southern Ohio.

Another group called the Guineas pulled together in West

Virginia after migrating from areas further east. They later

set up colonies in southern Ohio. Both of these groups recognize

their Indian origins, bu t the majority of them think of themselves

//

as a new people, as a racially mixed people. In the case of'

the Melungeons, they see themselves as a mixture- of,Portuguese and

\,
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and Indian. Their conception of themselves is like that of the Metis

of Mannitoba and Saskatchewan, who ark descendants of French trappers

and Indian women, and also who, in the late 1700's, made new com-

munities around forts, fur trading posts and in fact are a new people.

In this sense, the Melungeon's conception of themselves has a histori-

cal validity to it. The same holds true for the Guineas in West Vir-

ginia. One could also include in this category some groups interne).

/I
to the eastern seaboard, such as the Wesorts of Maryland d groups

in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and so forth. Thocc group appear to be

later communities made up of migrants from the older, but rejuvenated

Indian communities in the seaboard region.

Needless to say, the style of life of these groups was very much

like that of the typical American frontiersmen of the particular area

in which they settled, and this style of life is very little different

from that of their present day poor White or Black neighbors.

The third region, which I have arbitrarily designated a regipti,

is Louisianna. Louisianna is a state, an area, which both resembles

//

the easter seaboard and the inland region. It resembles j1e eastern

seaboard/ in that the older Indian communities tend to h ve a similar

social histo s seaboard Indians--that is, they we /e decimated in

tf-5Y.-popula on,- scattered in individual family groups And changed a lot

N intermarriage. The began a process of coming together and

forming a rejuvenated t be or perhaps a new tribe made up Of indi-

viduals from many bal backgrounds. There are also C ctaws, in the

area and Coush a, both of whom are later migrants from Mi sissippi

and Alabam and tend to resemble their fellow tribesmen Mississippi

or Okl ma.

e fourth area of consideration I am calling the eastern/ereat
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L kes, which includes the states of Michigan and Indiana. I am

ex luding Wis ons n fro discussion since most of the Indians

in esemations and have ties with Minnesota.

Mic ndiana Indians have a very different social and cultural

histo even though the Chippewa are the most numberous tribe through-

out the re- Lakes country.

Southern Mic igan and Indiana were part of the great interior

that I discussed earlier. Tribes in this section were like tribes

further* south, p essured for removal by the Federal government. Most

of the Miamis of ndiana did in fact remove to what is now Oklahoma

buei,,a large contingent stayed behind and lived on what were lands of

indiVidual chief's, w ich had been set aside in the removal for their

use. Part of th- moval policy was to give lands to individual chiefs.-

so that they and their immediate kin could stay behind while the re-

moval of the rest of their tribe was sanctioned. In the case of the

Miamis a much larger contingent stayed behind than the Federal govern-

ment had no doubt anticipated. At least until 1880 this group of

Indians in Indiana were a very cohesive, conservative Indian community.

From 1880 on the community started to marry outsiders extensively, lost

the language and integrated into. the general population, although there

is yet a core of' People in that section of Indiana today who retain

some semblance of a Miami community.

This same process happened in Michigan. The Potowatomie of

southern Michigan were pressured for removal. Many of them fled to

-!'-Canada, some fled to the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and formed new

communities. But a great many of them were removed to what is now

, Kansas and some untimately to Oklahoma. One chief did manage to have

his band exempted from the policy, Simon Pokaton, and some 300 of the
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Pokaton Potawatomie live in scattered individual family groups around

southern Michigan. Another group neap Battle Creek, Michigan remained,

behind and the State of Michigan, set aside a small state reservation

for them. Most of these groups remained conservative Indians for

many years. In recent times, however, that cohesion Was lessened by

the general urban development in southern Michigan. One can imagine

the impact that the 20th century midWestern agricultural and industrial

development has had on these very scattered, loosely structured people.

Now there are probably very few people of either band who are able to

speak the Potowatomie language.

Nbrthern Michigan, the northern section of the lower peninsula,

and the upper peninsula was largely ignored by the Federal goytrnment

and by White settlers in the last century. Treaties were

.

groups of Ottawa and Chippewa, but only four reservations

aside. In the lower peninsula, the reservation near Mt.

trade with

were set

Pleasant,

originally Chippewa, was allotted to individuals, opened and' integrated
- .

into a state stystem many years ago. There are three raitr reservations

in'the northern peninsula, but.none of these reservations have the

land base necessary to support the band members much less for the

many other Chippewa and Ottawa bands in the northern part of the State!'

After 1900, the lumber industry, tourism and new settlers simply

moved in on the Ottawa and Chippewa in this area and in a very short

time between 1900 and 1930, 9 rapid acculturation took place. Very

few Chippewa in Michigan, now under.forty, are able, to speak the native

language. There is one notable exception--the Lac Vieux Desert Chippewa

community in the northern peninsula. This settlement both speaks thp
. .

native language and practices the native Chippewa religion and is quite

a contrast culturally, to the rest of the Chippewa and Ottawa in the
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State of Michigan.

'Elie Chippewa and nttawa of northern Michigan.appear to be going

through a period of cultural and social disorientation at this junc-A

ture in their history after having existed for many yeard'in Isolation

with a fairly independent' and_ autonomous economy. They have simply

beenbeen overwhelmed by the influx of settlers, lumber companies, tourist

cabiris, etc. Members of these tribes are now living in large numbers

in cities like-Detroit-and .the Smaller cities of Michigan.

These four geographical areas, as the reader has probably sur-

mised, are in fact not geographical areas at all. They are areas in

which a common contact situation has tended to prodUce a common social

and cultural complextion to the Indian communities in each area.

The Culture of Eastern Indian Communities

If we look at most eastern Indian communities and their style of

life in terms of items or traits, we find vet1 little that is distinct

from their White or Black neighbors. It is a middle-class American

bias totend to hold "human nature" constant, to say "everyone is

basically the same," and to see the distinctiveness of peoples in

terms of items or traits. In some sense, even the most sophisticated

analysis of is-still external to the ptople themselves. For ,in-
/

st4nce, you would ask a local White in Mississippi if there were

//----
any distinctive items of Choctaw life, he would probably be hard put

to name any particular traits. The most'obvious one, of course, is

the language. Perhaps he-Would point to the ceremonial ball playing

and some of the dances performed at the Choctaw fair, but these traits

have become modern symbols of Choctaw identity and are not meaningful

. in the same way as they were one hundred years ago. The Choctaw today
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are committed Christians; they are cotton farmers; the children go to

school; they dress primarily in American clothing; they drive auto-
,

mobiles and so forth.

These same Whites, however, would tell you that the 6hoctaws are

a very different people from either the Whites or the Blacks in this

same region. They may interpret this difference in the separate

natures of the races, in the "blood;" but they do know that the

Choctaws are a distinct people. In this sense, even racists are more

astute observers than liberal middle class Whites, althOugh they may

come to a racist conclusion about their observations. They are not

blinded by the liberal idealogy which states that all men are basically

the same and differences are really externals. Liberal middle class

Whites would probably interpret the Choctaw behavior as an example of

"deprivation" or "the culture of poverty" since they could see'no

obviously different cultural items to signal them that the Choctaws

are,culturallydistinct.

Quite a few years ago, Robert Redfield'wrote-a paper called "The

Folk Society" in which he postulated that a great many small communities

of the world resemble each other in certain ways. He looked at thosec-

features shared in common by these small communities, features which

contrasted with characteristics 'of modern urban life. Then having

distilled these common characteristics in apposition to modern life,

41%

Robert Redfield conceptualized a type of society which he called a

folk society and presented it as an ideal type. In this sense, ideal

does not mean perfect but the scientific sense of ex4eme. He said,

Such a society (the fplk society) is small, isolated,
non-literate and homogeneous with a strong sense of

group solidarity. The 'ways of living are convention-
alized into that coherent system which we call 'a

culture.! Bhavior is traditional, spontaneous, un-
critical and personal. There is no legislation or
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habit of experiment and reflection for intellectual
ends.- Kinship, its relationships and institutions,

are the type categories of experience and the familial

group is a unit of action. The sacred prevails over

the secular, thq economy is one of status rather than

of the market."'

Many peoples of the world approach this characterization: peasant

villages, Appalachian mountaineers, even the working class in cities

to somedegree, but in this ideal form, it probably applies most

characteristicly to those people in the world we call tribal. Among

those, of course, are the.various American Indian groups who come

closer to this ideal type folk society than do most West African or

inner Asian tribals. In fact, there are very few peoples Of the world

who would approach this ideal type as closely as American Indian tri-

bal groups.

Robert Redfield. described this society in terms of its character-

istics. One need only know what it means for a human being to be part

of this kind of society. For instance, one of Redfield's character-

istics is:!dhat behavior is traditional. What he means by tradition

in this case is not outmoded custom, 'as many lay Americans think of(

it. He thinks of tradition as a-body of knowledge, prescriptions,

rules and cuee'external to the person, which a group of people have

worked,out over the years as best allowing them to live with one an-

other and with an external environment.

If tradition guides life for such an individual he looks outside

himself for guides and cues. He is not a person who has motivations

nor does he have a lack of motivations. He is a person for whom the

word motivation is inappropriate. He is a person who responds to the

external environment and this includes the people around-Rim who tend

not to have internal guides and controls. In the modern middle-class

sense, this description seems rather negative. However, on the
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positive side, this is a person who is extremely sensitive and obser-

vant to what goes on around him. If there is one feature about Ameri-

can Indians on which observers have commented, it is the Indian ability

to observe what goes on around- -him.-

Redfield characterized behavior in the ideal folk society as

personal. Personal behavior in this sense does not mean friendly.

.necessarily. It means that your relationships with others are wholis-

tic, unique, particular and the people with whom you have these rela-

tionships tell you who you are, in fact. The closest thing that we

in the urban world have to these kinds of relationships are with very

close friends and with family.

A great deal of our relationships in the .urban world are not

personal, but categorical. We deal with strangers in standardized role

functions such as waitresses, cab drivers, colleagues, etc. Our defi-

nition of ourselves tends to be not from othei people, but from our

awn actions--our goals, our occupations, our roles and their symbols,

etc. Men who live in a folk world are defined by other persons. In

most American Indian groups, both in aboriginal times and today, these

other persons who give definition to the individual, who tells one who

.he is, are relatives. Redfield says, "Kinship, its relationships and

institutions, are the type categories of experience and the familial

group is a unit of action." In other words, such an individual is im-

mersed in his relations with his relatives. He is committed to his

relatives emotionally because trey are, in fact, definitive of him.

To lose one's relatives is to lose one's self.

This is not to say that.in the many folk-like groups in the world,

young men d9 not stray from the home village. Certainly this is not,

true of young American Indians and many go into the city to work. But

this is usually seen as a temporary expediency and the point of
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reference is those relatives. Such a person seeshis contribution

in the world in teits of thosebrelatives. He sees what we will leave

behind him in the world in terms of those relatives. If you are your

relatives and your relatives are you, which.is the case in most ex-
,

treme folk societies, then one simply is who one is. The job of being

is completed. There is no person to become or to fulfill.

Such a thing as career motivation, for instance, is meaningless

to those who live in sucrh a world. The idea that there is a self which

improves or else stagnates or disintegrates has no meaning. The self

is fixed and it is completed for such people. One can imagine that

in such a society where persons ar *so closely tied to one another and

where everyone defines everyone else that good relationships between

people are an absolute necessity for the pyschic well being of each

individual. Societies which approach our ideal type folk society put

a great value on harmony is generalized out to all aspects of life- -

to the natural world and the supernatural world. This kind of person

lives.in an ordered and reciprocal universe, like his own social world,

which is-held together by harmony and good feelings among all its "parts."

A tube as a human community is more than simply an ideal folk

society:. There are certain features that tribal communities have in

common which marks them off as a special kind of ideal folk society.

One of these is that most tribal people live in a closed, bounded world.

That is to say, notions about the nature of the world are shared only

among this group of relatives. A tribal group is a group of relatives.

It is a group of relatives who are descended in an unbroken line from

time immemorial of other relatives. It is their own experience and

their own interpretation of the world that is the interpretation of the

world for people in a tribal group. In other words, an individual who
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is a member of an "ideal" tribe takes into account the definition

of his rclati,ve and does not take into account the definitions of

outsiders. They make sense of the world in their own tOgis, not in

the terms of others. The word most tribals have for themselves is

either simply "people" or, in more humanistic tribes, the "real' people."

The definitions of outsiders, the ideas of right and wrong of outsiders

and the reactions of outsiders may be either legitimate, strange or

funny, but they belong to outsiders and not to the people.

Another characteristic of tribal people as a special category of

folk societies is that they are very responsive to a particular natural

environment, and a great deal of the life way of a tribal group has

grown up in response to that particular environment. But tribals do.

more than simply respond to a natural environment; they integrate into

a natural environment and almost become part of that environment.

Such categories ,as the supernatural and the natural and human are

categories foreign to tribal thinking. Since tribal people interact

with and are relative to a particular natural environment, their his-

torical experience has been particular. A tribal group does not con-

ceive of itself as "tribal" nor as having much to do with another tri-

bal group, nor are there felt to be broad areas of commonality, except

as seen by the outside scientific observer. A'tribe occurs in the

particular. A tribe is a particular people with a strong sense of

peoplehood, of peopleneSs. For instance, one cannot discuss the

Choctaws as,a tribal group in terms of the general features of tribal

groups without doing violence to that particular tribalness of the

Choctaw people's experience.over time.

The notions that any particular tribal people have developed from

their experiendt with an environment are thought of as "in the nature
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of things." They are natural and given. Most times these notions

are conceptualized as a series of definitive statements about the

nat..re of the world and the nature of "the people's" place in that

world.. When a Cherokee woman "scolds" her child by saying, "The

Cherokees don't make a lot of racket" she is reporting a fixed, given,

natural fact. A fact which is as definitive of "the real people" as

saying, "The Cherokees live in the woods, not out on the prairie."

There are very few Indian groups in the United Satetlwho are

as yet tribal in the sense that we have described tribal. Most Indian

groups now are much more open, they see themselves as part of a larger

whole than simply their relatives, are less particular as a people,

more generalized and therefore, less tribal in the way we are de-

scribing it. Eastern Indians are no exJeption to this rule and the

majority of eastern Indian communities are not as tribal as their

ancestors. Surprisingly, there are some residual features left of this

old tribal state. Although eastern Indian groups are not now bounded,

they are still very particular in their environment and although open

still very particular peoples. What is probably surprising is that

there are in the eastern part of the United States some Indian groups

which are among the most tribal in the United States, namely the

Seminole, the Choctaw, some of the North Carolina Cherokee and the

Coushattas of Louisiana.

One could set up a typology of eastern Indian groups in terms of

continuity with ancestors. We could put in the first category people

who are very tribal and who preserve the most continuity with their

ancestors. These are groups like those which were previously named,

the Coushattas of Louisiana, the Choctaw of MisSissippi, some of the

North Carolina Cherokee and the Seminole of Florida. One of the
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indices of this tribalness is the extensive used of the native language

and the presence of Indian medicine men or native curers. The use of

, f

the native language usually indicates that the people. are simply

oriented to one another to the exclusion of outsiders. Further, it

means that the experience of that social group through time, the way

in which the world is divided up into categories and the way in which

the world is conceived, is still within the "heads" of those people.

English e.i.S not a language to which the Choctaw experience, as a_

people, can be easily transferred. _The use e native language

eans that the experiencial world is still very much intact and is

still the world which is li d in; if the native language is the

languageof the community and the language of the home, even if people

are able to speak fairly acceptable English. Further, the use of the

native language not only "preserves," but also contains the person in

that particular experiencial world and, to some degree, is an insula-

tion and a protection from the cultural imperialism of the dominant

experiencial world which is expressed in the English language.

The presence of Indian doFtors is usually a sign that the sacred,t
integrated, wholistic, magical world is still very alive for those

people and that they still live in that world or as modern young people

would put it, "that's the bag they come out of." Of all the tribes

listed in thiategory, the Florida Seminole must be among" the most

conservative, traditional and tribal of American Indian groups. They

are not only very tribal, veryparticularisticly Seminole who live in

a sacred world, but they also have retained a great many of the ex-

ternal forms of their ancestors, such as-the aboriginal religion, cer-

emonies, social organizations, etc.

The second'g'rouping would be what I would"calj. tribals in
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transition. These are the Chippewa, Ottawa and Potow tomie of northern

'Michigan who, until recently, were very isolatedAtribal groups and who

have almost been overwhelmed by the influx, in a very shor time, of

urban American into their area. These commun ties evidence a "great

many-'social ills such as alcoholism, family reakdowa, etc.

There are other tribals in transition. / A minority of the

Miccosukkee who live on Federal reservationsl-are,going,through a

social turmoil. There are other groups such as the Tunicas of

Louisiana who are also going through a transition, but without such

dire social consequences. What will be the outcome of this transit

for these tribal groups is yet to be seen.

The third category consists of those groups which h e ideologized

their ribalness. In some sense, such groupsare ve urban tribals,

if such a thing is conceptionally possible and Iwould imagine, re-

semble the Jews in the time of the Bablyonian captivity. I am think-

ing particularly here of-the Irocitlois tribes, who have preserved a

'great deal of'.the aboriginal trait complexes of their ancestors,

particularly their religion, but reinterpreted by their famous

prophet Handsome Lake into,p less tribal and more modern urban reli-

gious system. HiS reforms created'a religion that was less magical,

more oriented to individual choice and conscience, more ethical and

proscriptive, etc. Many of the Iroquois have used this native insti-

tution to stablize their lilies.

A fourth type of Indiam community is-very common in the eastern

United States and is particularly evident on the eastern seaboard.

These are tribes or Indian groups which, ,after almost being wiped out,

havehad a period of resurgence as a people. These are the tribal

groups,in southern New England, on Long Island, the Nand7C'okes in
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Delaware, the tribes of the Powhatan Confederacy in eastern Virginia

.andso on. As I saidlin an earlier section, the native language o -f

. these groups has not been spoken since the revolution. The Catawbas

of South Carolina are an exception and preserved their native language

_almost up until 1900. For most seaboard groups, the native language

and the old institutional forms--religious, political and.social

forms--were abandoned by, revolutionary times. se extensive inter-

marriagewith Whites and Blacks during this period p

.--
buted to the loss of aboriginal traits and items of cultu e.

ably contri-

In the economic sphere, particularly in the Virginia tribes, one

sees the retention of many 'aboriginal traits in hunting techniques and

economy since these tribes were, until recently, still dealing with

tie natural environment as hunters, trappers, f -el en and gardeners!'

By and Large, the items of aboriginal culture have long since disap-

peared but the continuity of their particularity as a people through

time has remained.

The fifth category of communities having a continuity with ances-

tors are what I would call reconstituted groups. These are groups like

the Lumbees, Haliwas and so forth, who are intertribal amalgams; that

is to say, people from different tribes in the same region who came

together to form a new people. But their peoplehood is certainly as

,Yong as the peoplehood of the older, more established tribes.

The sixth category I would call the displaced groups like the

Melungeons of east Tennessee,.the Guineas of West Virginia, the Wesorts

of Maryland and other such groups in the middle Atlantic states. These

groups seem to be communities,which formed,when mixed blood Indians of

various backgrounds came together in response to their social exclu-

sion. Many of the\groups in this category seem to be in the process
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of assimilation. A few of the Melungeon communities have a stronger

identity as Indians than other communities in the same category. They

refer to themselves as Indians. At present'wg need some more data to

establish the cause of this phenomenon. It could be the result of

the resurgence of "Indianess" generally in the country today. All of

these are possibilities, but all are speculations. However, the fact
, .

that these are very folk-like communities and communities of kin, are

factors that in themselves will tend to retard assimilation even after

the original cause of community formation, that is the social exclu-

sion, disappears.

IIIThe seventh category that I have listedhere is city Indi .

This simply is a category of people who now live. in very different

circumstances than their ancestors. Since they have recently migrat

, .

from many diverse communities, making special adaptations to the ity,

leis almost impossible to say anything about them as a group For

instance, what a Mississippi Choctaw is experiencing in Ch ago is

certainly very different from what a Melungeon from east, ennessee is

experiencing in Chicago. This grouping is a convenient.catpgory,

'74

which is not really related to continuity with ancestors but mply

here to point out the beginning of a new social process the effects

of which will probably be seen in later years. Perhaps city Indians

will develop into a social type in the United States in future years.

Certainly city eastern Indians have no separate social distinctiveness

except'in the case of the Lumbee, who have a very large colony in

Baltimore. Most other Indian migrants from communities are scattered

//
out ii arge cities and are as apt to interact with western rhdians,

as with "hillbillies," Blacks and people from other eastern communities.

Eastern Indians have been tricklinginto cities, like other rural

3
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Americans, for many years now. Since World War LL:Dhe.yicAid-dther-...

Indians, have flooded into cities as economic refugees/ Over the

years, a great many individuals and families have begin assimilated,

some into White society and a few into Black soci,t,y. However, al-

/

though city Indians are not yet a solidCommunir in the city, urban
(

Indian social life is beginning to develop andlasAilation is slowing

/

down. It may disappear altogether as significant process if Indians

in Cities develop a real community. There are some indications that
A

such a community and community life might develop in the cities in

the future.

This does not mean that city eastern Indians are not having an

impact on the general Indian scene in the eastern part of the United

States and on their individual home communities. Certainlsuch is

not the case and not only are many Indians moving to cities, but city

life is moving to Indians. For instance, the area of southern New

England is becoming generally an urban rea so that it is very hard

to speak of rural areas in eastern M ssachusetts, Connecticut and

Rhode Island. The same is true in other parts of the eastern United

States.

Many country Indians from eastern Indian communities who now live

in cities have begun to form organizations. For instance, there is an

organization of Virginia Indians who\now live in the Delaware river val-

ley Pennsylvania. As I mentioned earlier, there is a large Lumbee com-

munity in Baltimore. There are many eastern Indians living in the

Boston area and they are in the process of forming Indian organizations.

and developing an Indian center on the model of other cities in the

United States. The same is true of New York--there is a, Mohawk colony in

New York City, in Brooklyn, the very famous one of Mohawk steelworkers.
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So the urban world is intruding more and more into the life,of the

Eastern Indian>,

Urban influe ce is coming to eastern Indian communities by three

major routes. 'One,la great many rural 'Indian people are simply moving

to the cities; some f them'stay permanently, others are returning

home with what the have learned in the city. Some ofthese people

are, as stated ove, becoming "citified"enough,to form voluntary

organizations, such as the association of the Virginia Indiansof the

Delaware valley, Indian centers, Indian organizations and so forth.

The second influence is the general urbanization of what were

formerly rural, areas such as in southern New England., The third route

is, at least among the Lumbee,.by the development of a native middle

Class and a high educational level.

There appears to be two major results of this urbanization. One

is that in southern New England Indian community life is becoming more

and more secular so-that local churches as'significant institutions

, 4
around which people have Built the life of their communities are be-

.

coming more and more eroded. The second obvious result is that many ,

young eastern Indians from cities and from the Iroquois -and Lumbep

areas, are becoming more and-more militant and nationalistic.

-Urban Whites tend to find it strange that urban experience would
4,tt

tend to cause a militancy/Ad many sociologists have given us explana-

, 7"

tions of rising expectations and so forth as a reason for rising

militancy when people become more and more urban influenced. However,

the simple fact is that rural Indians, by and large, are simply "out

of it"-and stand apart from th,e general society in:a great many ways,

wherezls city Indj.an and very educated country Indians see themselves

as part of Americ n society and of course not only expect better
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treatment but see the possibility of better treatment by the general

society. If they were not part of the "system" they would not be-
, . .

objecting so much to their treatment by the system. The other factsn

whiW gives rise to this militangeqs that urban middle-class People

put a great value on 'controlling their own gstiny as indiViduals and
4

as members of communities. They see themselves unjustifiably con-
.

.trolled, discriminated against and excluded by the society of which

they are a part. 'A society which seems to hold out the promise of

free choice, free dom and respbnsibi everyone except themselves.

Such is an intolerable condition for a middle -class urban person of

whatever color -or ethnic background.

.The "Problems" of Eastern Indian Communities

In this section, I would like to delineate four problems areas

which I think most native Americans of the eastern United States, as

well as knowledgeable outsiders, would both agree were problems or

.these communities.

The first problem area is simply that,eastern Indians resemble

poor people wherever you find them in the United States. They do not

have enough resources and enough money tohave a decent standard of

living. They are underdevlOped. They are poor people wIo live in

9 poor areas. This is particularly true in the southern United States.
2

Historically, eastern Indians were pushed 'into economically

marginal areas a nd most of Sese Communities have a'very little land

base anda very insecure land base. There are some eastern Indian

communities which Have Federal reservations. Tile,Porth'Carolina

Cherokees live on a Federal reservation,as do'many of the *Seminole44

tribe of Florida and the Chodtaws in Mississippi. Thiee
, Jc:
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groups have three small reservations in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.

Other groups have state reservations; such as the Passamquoddys and

Penobscots in Maine, the Paquo.ts in Connecticut, the Pamunkey and

Mattaponi in Virginia. The Iroqudis in New York live on reservations

held in trust by the state but sanctioned by treaty with the United

States.

Most of these reservations, either state or Federal reservations,

are not large enough to use as a resource. .Most of the reservations

are hardly big enough for homesteads. The majority of eastern Indians.

are either tenant farmers or independent small farmers who farm plots

of land to which they have an Uncertain title. Some groups are simply

squatters on land. Except for the tribes'on Federal reservations

eastern Indians receive no special Federal services from the Department

of the Interior. The majority of the Indian groups in the,east are

simply part of the general citizenry of the State or county insofar

as special'services go and are, unfortunately, a very neglected portion.

the general citizenry.,

'(1.

.

Eastern Indians are uneducated and unski ed. Ybr economic

success in America society they certainly have an extremely low level

of education; the L bees being the exceptions as well as the NeW York

Ivquois .yheir.popu ation is.increasing; many of them are getting

pushed into cities as e onOmic refugees, ill prepared to-competein

the maelstrom .of city lif in the United States..

Secondly, in most areas eastern Indians face very severe racial

discrimination. This discrimination was overt several years ago. In

the South, certainly in local areas where Indians lived, Indians were

excluded from restaurants,, were not allowed to go to school with

Whites and faced not only dis'criminatlon, but that:kind cif economic
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exploitation which usually goes along with discrimination. In these

days overt discriminatioh is not as blatant, but the discrimination in

jobs and economic exploitation is still very strong and the covert

pressure against Indians in schools and public institutions is still

felt inmost areas.

The thirdthird main problem area is that most eastern Indian communi-
,

ties are effectively excluded from the institutions which goverr their

lives. This is true on Federal Indian reservolon's and it is true in

Indian communities not on Federal reservations. Indians who are

legally integrated into the general society are simply excluded from

local county institutions and state institutions., Whether -this be

because of discrimination or. whether because Whites have gotten their

"firstest with the mostest6 and have grabbed and kept institutional

power is beside the point. The fact remains that Indians are effec-
.

tively excluded from the institutional complces which govern their
.

lives.

One of the features of the segregation sydtem in the South fore

school integration, was that,Indians had separate schools and some

Indian communities were able, because of this fact, to assume control

of that institution. Thisnis particularly true of the Lumbee, who devel-
-

oped 'A native middle -class which ran the Lumbee schoolsoin the area.

Their area had a four way segregation system--Whites, Blacks, Lumbees

and another group of Indian migrants from South'Caroliha called SmiPings.

Lumbees were a big enough group to gain control of the school system

and to use it to develop a professional class. Their schools, were an ,

institution whichthey_could'"parley" into"some political power. In

recent years, the Iimbees have reacted negatively to school integration

in their section'of North Carolina. ,Certpiply part of this reason was
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that they had spent so much time and effort in building this school

system. Also, the social fact of the school system was a recognition

--of the Lumbee as a distinct community. But more than that, many Lum-

bees saw school integration as a taking away of part of the institu-

tional power they had developed.

The only institution most eastern Indians have that is their own

is the local, rural Protestant church and it has been this institution

around which they have built their lives, cohesion.and continuity as

a social group.

The fourth problem area is one of social legitimacy. This is not

a big problem for thelarge inland tribes like-the Choctaw, Seminole,

Cherokee, Iroquois or even the Michigan tribes, but it is certainly

a problem for, most of the seaboard tribes. American Whites have a

tendency to classify people as individuals into occupational, class or

racial categories and then relate to them accordingly. Certainly in '

the urban world, life would be more simple and more consistent if

everybody stayed.in theirssigned categories. Further, Americans

tend, to see aggregates Of individuals rather than peoples or communi-

ties. Of course, community is a word which is thrown around ve4

loosely these days,. We hear of the scholarly community, the b siness

community, the Black community. Usually these are simply cla s, racial

or occupational-categories with very little social reality. They may

even mean.adMinis*ative units like the Chicago community the North

Side community. But a community is more than these thingsl It is a

9 ,e
'goup of people living together over time, dealing togeth r with an

environment, raising their,children/together, developing institutions,

tore er and ,sharing life together.
....-

.

. /(
.

Further, since the ynited States as/'a society is
$

Made up of people

0
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of diverse ethnic backgrounds, many Americans -tend to.confuse the

notion of a comm'a with the citizenry and ,boundary of a nation-state.

Indeed, in many parts of the world, nation-kate boundaries are coter-

minous with the boundaries of a particblar peoples, such as France or

Japan. And this fact only confuses, the issue for modern Americans.

Most social groups of the world who consider themselves peoples are
y

groups which feel themselves to be descendents' of common ancestors,

to face together common problems, to have a common destiny, are com-

mitted to those others around them whom they feel to be part of their

peoplehood and Are equally committed to their ancestors and their own

descendants. This committment is not a matter of choice, It simply

is. Such is the. case with the majority of Indian,groups in eastern

United States as well as othet American Indian groups. They see a

continuity over time between their ancestors and.their descendants.

Now since most Amexicans "see" niether communities nor peoples,

they cannot see eastern Indians. When they look at Indian communities

of the eastern seaboard they tend to see'an aggregate of individuals

who live a life style very much-like poor, Blacks and poor Whites,
.

without Speaking an Indian language or showing any obvious aboriginal

traits. Further, they see an aggregate of individuals who exhibit

both White and Negro physicartharacreristics,-as-mell,as Indian.
.

Therefore, they tryta.cIassifY theseindividuais into the racial

category of Negro', particupxly in the.SoUth; or think of this group

.as having -its origins in a mixture_between these three raced and re-'

4

fer to them' .

There are a few communities in the eastern United States wh do
1

-
conceive of themselves as hating their origin in an initial racial

intermixture. In fact, some of the Melungeon communities of east
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Tennessee, the Guineas of West Virginia, the Sabines of Louisiana, at

least to Whites, present themselves as communities which came into

being as a result of racial intermixture. Such communities, however,

are a, very small minority of eastern Indian groups.

Most groups conceive of themselves and present themselves to

outsiders as legitimate historic Indian groups. But since White Ameri-

cans can see no obvious Indian cultural traits among many of these

groupd and perceive a large amount of incorporation of foreign blood

into these groups, they are dubious of such a claim. They take the

attitude that the claim of being Indian is fraudulent and that the com-

munity's Indian identity is simply a way, in many cases, to escape

the disability of being classified as Negroes. To Whites in some

areas of-the South the term "Indian" has simply come to mean a middle

ground caste or status group which contains not only people of Indian

blood, but those who are neithef-Elack or White as well as mixtures

of Black and White.

Eastern seaboard Indians are no longer as closed and bounded a ,

group as their ancestors were. They are, after all, English speakers.

They lead a style of life and have a great many cultural items in

common with their White neighbors. They have been legally integrated

into/the fabric of American society for many years, perhaps as second'''/-

class citizens, but at least functionally as part of the society that

surrounds them. They are not completely separate communities; their

livcs-are-now -tntertwined with those of their White and Black neigh-

'hors.

Many American Indians from other areas that eastern Indians meet

view them in the same light as do their White neighbors. More urbanized

Indians in other parts of the United States have their own identity
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problems and the problem of rank and respectability vis a vis-the

general society. Such Indians are sometimes threatened by the spector

of possible Negro blood in an Indian group so that their own, identity

and concerns about acceptance by Whites are aggravated and, are called

into question by Indians from eastern seaboard communities. Many of
4

the younger members of eastern seaboard Indian communities -now living

in cities, feel that they have to prove that they areisuper7Indiane.

This fact partially accounts for their participation in such militant

moves as the recent occupation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs building

in Washington and the Wounded Knee "uprising."

American scholars, by and large, have not been helpful in assist-

ing eastern Indians solve their identity dilemmas and most have, in

fact, contributed to an opposite process. For instance, some his-

torians and social scientists have assumed, like most of their fellow

Americans, that western seaboard Indian communities formed as an attempt

to escape the disabilities of the caste system and being classed as

Negroes. This simply is incorrect. Most eastern seaboard Indian_

communities were formed in the 1700's at a time when the caste system

Wad not yet come into existence in the United States and when inter-

marriage between e"races was much more "free and easy" than it was

in later day Assimilatrot was certainly possible for many individual,

Indians in those days even if they were part Black. Many present day

White Americans proudly boast that they are of part,Indian ancestory,

usually/Cherokee. However, if one looks closely at their family

background, one finds that their Indian great grandmother, more often

than not, came from the eastern seaboard and married their great grand-

father during a period of history after which eastern seaboard Indians

had incorporated large amounts of foreign blood. So individual



assimilation was certainly possible. The caste system had not yet

come into existence and it is clear that the formation of these com-

munities was centered around the Indian component of this "mixed pop-

ulation."

Historically, particularly in the South in the last century,

eastern seaboard Indian groups fought long and hard not to be classed

as Blacks and to have special schools set up-for their children. This

struggle on the part of eastern seaboard Indians was a move to main-

tain their own separate identity and a fight for social survival as

much or more than it was a resistance to being placed in a low rank

position by the general society.

Unfortunately, many American academics, historians, anthropolo-

gists.; sociologists and the like tend to assume, probably because Of

their own life history, that considerations of rank lies behind all
0

of human behavior. Rank, of course, is important in moaern society

but it can never explainall of the human beings. Even when rank

Concerns are obvious other concerq interact with concerns in

any particular human situation. The concern for social survival and

7 the resistance to the threat of social death is an overriding concern

for small minority peoples within a large nation-state.

Needle;s to say, in the United States rank and respectability

r

are an important Tart of perSonal identity and a group's identity.

Rank concerns are important to eastern Indians. They want to be sep-

arate, distinct communities. They want-to-be,Indian communities and

they want a respectable rank for their commu ity within the context

/

of the general society. And, of course, part of this concern,with

rank comes out in the way they deal with the presence of Negro ancestry

in the group. Some groups are threatened by Negroes and a few are
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very anti-Negro. Many of these groups, in fact, deny that they have

any Negro ancestry.

This problemf of social legitimacy is more serious in those

eastern seaboard Indian communities wHich had their origin as amal-

gam6 of different tribal groups. For instance, the Lumbee of North

Carolina very much fe el the lack of a historic validation for their

community identity and over the last hundred years have cast around,

searching for a name which both legitimatizes and expresses their

identity. -Since 1870, they haye called themselves successively

Croatians, Robeson County .Werokees, Siouan Indians, Lumbees, and re-

cently some of thei group are presenting theirselves as Tuscaroras.
(

Over the years o sooner have they adOpted a name which they felt

valid and pressed their identity than local Whites managed to make

a joke of .the name, made it appear fraudulantand twisted it so that

it became an oblique reference to Negro background. For instance,

Croatan became Crow to local Whites with the inplication of "black

as a crow" and the further implication that this was'a group of

Negroes posing as Indians.
,

- Many smaller groups in eastern United States have simply adopted

7

the name Cherokee to refer to their group which does not endear them

to North Carolina Cherokees or Okiahoma Cherokees. But all of these

groups are firm in their identity as Indiana. 6en if they are

tribal amalgams or simply a community which does not recall their In-

dian name, they have a strong local identity as a separate and dis-

tinct people.
...

-*

A few such groups, like the "Moors" of Delaware and the "Cubans"

.ot North Carolina presenit themselves to Whites as being partially

descended from Latins or North Africans as the names imply; thus
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explainirig away')and making respectable the presence df non-White and

non-Indian ancestry. How much this identification with Latins,and

North African have replaced identification With Indians remain's to

be seen. There are some indications that this identification is simply

-a public fact to Whites to satisfy the demands of respectability and

that, in fact, people in such groups still think of themselves as

basically an Indian group. It is clear, however, even with the small

44.

amount of data we have at our disposal, that all eastern Indian com-

munities think of themselves as separate, distinct peoples very local'

and particular to an area and recognize their Indian origin even if

they publicly stress their "Latin" .roots'or even think of themselves

as a new people.

So far in this section I have been considering the problems of

eastern Indians and I have divided those into four categories. The

first is the problem of underdevelopment. I have said that eastern

Indians are landless, by and large without resources, poor, unedu-
,t

cated, unskilled, farming submarginal land of questionable title,

caught up in the cycle of poorly paid wage labor, poverty and welfare

payments, etc. In other words in this area of problems, they re-

semble the people of the southern Appalachians.

The second problem area is discrimination and` exploitation

discrimination to the point of outright physical coercion in sole

sections of the deep South, notably Mississippi and Louisiana, and

with a general exploitation of their labor and remaining resources.

Once again, the northeast is an exception to this

I designated the third problem area as a general powerlessness

and an exclusion from institutions that govern their own lives. In

./

this regard, all eastern-Indians share in this feature of life and
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the-northeast is no exception s rule.

The fourth category o problems I have called the problem of'

social legitimacy, accompanied by t problem of social survival, of

group identity erosion, and concern of respectability and rank. In

,

other words, eastern Indians generally have all the problems of a

poor racial minority with asemi-colonial relationship to the gen-

eral society. Added to this is the general problem of legitimacy of

Identity, particularly strong in the eastern seaboard and Louisiana's

groups.

There are, however, some positive features of eastern Indian

life which probably more than overbalance the negative features. By

and large these are strong, stable, cohesive communities. They have

survived as distinct peoples under impossible conditions which at-

tests to their strength as peoples. Further, their struggle in the

crucible of modern America has probably contributed to their strength

and cohesiod: Most eastern Indians, regardless of poverty, disc
_

inatioh, powerlessneds, and a problematical group identity 1 ad a

fairly goRd life. Certainly these communities are cOhe ve, stable

and harmonious social wholes. The only exception t this rule are

the Chippewa, Pptowatomie, and Ottawa of Northe Michigan and those

of the Miccosukkee who live on Federal rese' ations in Florida. This

Social stability of eastern Indians con asts markedly.with Indian

4
communities in the western section the United States where many

reservations are plagued, with a oholism, crimes of violence, the

breakdown.of the family, an even teenage suicide in a few cases.

All of these are indices ofwery deep social trouble fn a great many

American Iddian rura groups as well as in the lives of many urban
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I think it behoov me in this paper t9, comment on this contrast

and to "suggest som seasons for such a contrast. It is obvious to

most observers
/ hat tribal people who have recently come into contact

with weste civilization are not faring well. In southeast Asia

triba people have been dislocated and pushed into urban areas. In

rica tribals have come in large numbers to cities where they are

controlled by Whites, and to the Black cities of newly independent

Africa and so on around the world. Wien we consider the nature of

the ideal folk society, the tribe and the kind. of people who live in

these kinds of societies, we can readily see what the requirements

for social stability are.

To begin with, a tribal person is not a self-contained, auton-
.

omous person who makes choices about his owl; self, his environment,

and his individual destiny apart from others. He does not wind his

way through the world toward some distant personal goal. He does not

valance and jockey alternatives. He does not control and create his

, own self and the world around him. He does not plan and live in the

future. He does not "take advantagedof opportunities". He doesn't

even see them. He does not analyze and secularly work for a better

'world. He is not even aware he is responsible for his own self and

the condition of the world around him.

/Persons who "do" all of the above, who are that kind of being,

are products of urban life. The city and urban life may be a lonely

sea of faceless strangers, inconsistent, dadgerous, and perhaps

largely irrelavent,but,most of all, it'is a cafeteria of opportunity

.:*

to bring into'being, to become, for the urban personality. And it
..

(----------

is this kind of man who has developed and mani'ed the great American

institutional structure which has made the' United States the richest

b.
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and most technologically powerful society in the world today.

Needless to say, modern urban life as an environment is °ran-

ized on the basis of stranger and categorical role relationships with

its inconsistencies; conflicts, abrasive interactions, conflicting

cues and signals and where behavior can have dire cbnsequences so

that every individual must be held responsible for his own actions.

One can imagine what such an environment does to most individual

tribals. And one only has to look at tribals in cities around the

world to verify what logically follows from the above analysi.

Rural tribals have been able7to adjust to civilization in many

parts of the world and throughout recorded history. When tribal.

groups have had the autonomy to be able to use their own institutions

or to develop new institutions so they could learn together as com-

munities about their new environmenft,,a civilization, then they have

been able to make adjustments to the outside and handle the internal

effects brought about by the presence of that outside force.

However, mery fi.T American Indian groups have had the above

option. On most Federal reservations, the governmental agencies have

perhaps unwittingly,destroyed all the previous institutional struc-,

tures and have allowed no new institutions to develop. So called

tribal governments are creations of the Federal gover ts--set up

by urban people, who db not value harmony inhuman relationships, as

reflected by such secular nations as individual and,secret bfalloting,

majority rule and representation by geographical ar a instead of kin

group. ,Such outside created structures have been simply dropped on,

the'heads of Indians and not only function as the internal arm of the
. , .

, Federal government, but are socially destructive as well to Indians.r.

Most reservation Indians do not even have control of their religious
,
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institutions. The older native religion has been so attacked as

_ -
to be discredited and Whites, still control Indian churches on most

reservations.

Without autonomous institutions on reservations, great Federal

ureaucracies have simply created the worst features of the urban

environment for the individual tribal to be overwhelmed by. Indi-

vidual Indians are thus involved in rational, seculhr, analytic,

categorical, planned programs which fragment their lives, create bad

feelings among kin and bring confusions, doubts, alternatives, feelings

of, incompetence and impotence into their lives". These small tribal

sdcieties have thus begun to disintegrate socially and so begins the

downward spiral of alcoholism, family breakdown and the like. To my

Mind, the schools are the worst offenders in this process. A similar

process is now takinkplace among those Miccosukee in Florida, who

1fve onFederal reservations.

In upper Michigan a related 'process is happeni

upper Michigan are scattered out in family groups amidst an ncreas-

Indians in

ingly urbanizing environment. They are excluded from the institut ns

that govern their'lives and even their churches are controlled by local

_ Whites. Fuither, they are very hurt by the unkindness shown to-them

by their White neighbors whom they respect and feer a part of. It is
.

small wonder that Indian life in upper Michigan is starting-the long,

downhill slide.

Eastern Indian groups, as a whole, have been very lucky in being

able to escape this social breakdown. And es I said earlier they are,

by and large, very stable and cohesiVe communities. I would hypothe-

size a number of factors which// account for this fortunate condition.

Firstly, I think that most eastern Indian tribes very early made



an adjustment to the Americas civilization. in a time when, it was less

powerful, less all pervasive and less urban than it now is. Secondly,

most eastern groups have been relatively isolated from the time of

that initial adjustment up until the present day.

Thirdly, and most importantly, eastern Indians have been able to

use their local churches to build their life around and thus compen-

sate for any outside social erosion. These institutions have pro-

videdvided the sacred sanction and necessary cohesion for a stable com-

munity life. Some of the Iroquois in New York have been able to use

their reformed native religious life in this same manner. But for

most of the others the cement of life has been the local Indian ver --

of Protestantism and their small community church.

In a large sense, Christianity has been a replacement for the

older fixed, given tradition of aboriginal times. A ChoctaW minister

once said to me, "Way back in the days of the old Choctaw Nation times

(their Golden Age) we made Christianity the Choctaw way and the Choc-

taw tradition." And, indeed, Christianity among the Choctaw Appears,

to be just that--Choctaw Christianity. I am sure, as an anthropolo-

gist, that Christianity has been integrated into the context of older

Choctaw sacred meanings.

Eastern Indians have been fortunate to have achieved and held on

to a new and stable synthesis of their life ways. However, all of

this poses a dilemma.

Eastern Indians sorely need help from government sources to

solve many of their problems. They are a deserving people and they

have been grossly neglected by the state and Federal governments.

That they have survived at all, much less in such good social shape,

is nothing short of a social miracle and says much about their
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strength as peoples. No doubt help from governmental sources will

soon forthcoming, 'But will this help from the great bureaucracies

simply erode their institutional structure, break down their cohesion

and bring the chaos of the urban world into their lives? I think' that

both eastern Indians and government bureaucrats will have to exercise

a great deal of social se sitivity and creativity in order to create

the condition whereby these communities can get the necessary skills

and resources to solve their problems while at the same time retaining

their social stability and cohesion. There must be a way in America

for some Indian groups to have both a rewardihg social life and a

decek material state of being. Most have neither. Perhaps eastern

Ind ns'and their helpers will have the wisla to accomplish this end.

nificant recent development has been the formation of the

Coalition of astern Native American, Inc. This organization seems

modeled after the National Congress of American Indians, an organiza-

tion of Federally recognized tribes. The Coalition has,offices in

Washington, puts out a newsletter, organizes conferences of eastern

Indian leaders and is government funded. It also arts as a semi-

lobbying group to promote the interests of eastern Indians on the

national level. This organization could very well weld the eastern

Indiaps into a powerful social and political force nationally and in

local areas.

Under the provisions of the Indian Education Act of 1972 a num-

ber ofeastern Indian communities received funds for the'operation of

educational4 programs in their communities. This development may be

the most noteworthy, event in recent Indian political history. The

layman in both the government and the private area considers it

significant that communities previously unrecognized by the Federa'l
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government received Federal monies fcir their local use. The signi-

ficance is not,,however, simple political secognitcon.

What has been happening everywhere in Indian Affairs is that

issues have been depoliticized in some fields and renoliticized in

others. Water rights, tribal exemption from taxation and tribal

jurisdiction'have in a real sense, been repoliticizediso that they

appear as clearly cleaned fields of significant content that can be

confronted add defined. Education, tribal sovereignty, and Indian

religion have in the converse manner been depoliticized;. that is to

say, the former policies in these fields reflected an abstract set
r

of theories that worked themselves out.in political decisions when

thefields'that these decisions influenced were not political at all.

In the recognition of eastern Indian communities with the new

educational funds we must understand the process of the depoliticize-

tion of education and a willingneks by the Federal governmept and the

Indian people to view educational problems as capable,of solution.

The path to eventual solution of many of the educational and cultural

problems of American Indians will thus be clarified wil.th the inclusion

4
of eastern Indian communities and not-their exclusion. They are not

after all, subjected to the massive rules and regulations and'de--

liberatt sabotage of programs that goes hand in hand with the rela-

/

tionship of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The solutipns that are dis-

covered by eastern Indian communities will be solutions derived from

communities that have suffered dissolution and survived. The solutions

that western Federal Indian communities find will always be subject

to arbitrary manipulation of outside forces such as the Interior

Department so that even data gathered from these programs will have

an-aspect of unreliability to it.
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There should he no question of the eligibility of eastern Inp_an

communities for F deral educational grants if the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare is really serious about confronting 'the educa-

tional problems of all American Indians. Only if the progress al-

7 .
ready made is reversed on purely bureaucratic"grounds and education

is once again pdtiticized by the Bureau of Indian Affairs will the

eastern Indians be denied access to Federal educ'ational funds.

Such a move would be tantamount to admitting that the Federal

establishment does not consider education as.a serious venture in

which it should be involved. Since we have-cleared away so many

stumbling blocks in education and are now ready to confront the

really difficult problems of the education of children and es-

pecially of Indian children, one would hope that the articulation

of "Indian-ness" discussed in this.paper would provide additional

information in the consideration of the Aature of education in

American Indian communities.
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tTypology - Continuity With. cestors

1. Tribals

Choctaw' MiSsissippi
Seminole Florida
Miccosukke Florida
"Fullblood" Lokees. North Carolina
Coushattas Louisiana

2. Tribals in transition

Chippewa
Ottawa
Potawatomee
Passamaquoddy
Malecite
Tunica (?)
Reservation
Miccosukee

3. "Idealogized" tribals

Mohawk
Onieda
Onondaga
Cayugas

Seneca
Tuscarora
Penobscot (?)

Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Maine
Maine
Maine

Florida

New York
New York
ew York
ew York

N w York
'N York
Ma ne

4. Resurgent peoples

Wampanoag Masschusetts
Nipmuc Massa'husetts
Narragansett Rhodeqsland
Pequot Connecticut
Mohegan Connecticut
Schaghticoke Connecticut
Pangusett Connecticut
Niantic Connecticut
"Shinnecock New York'
Poosepatuck New York
Montauk New York
Setauket New York
Nanticoke Delaware
Chickagominy,. yirginia
Paumunkey Virginia
Mattapony Virginia.

Pappahannock Virginia
Allamaha Georgia
Creeks Alabama
Appalachicola Florida
Chitimacha Louisiana
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Biloxi Louisiana
Waccomaw North Caro\lina

Cubans (Saponi?) North Carolina
Catawba South Carolina

5. Reconstituted peoples

Lumbee
Haliwa
Edisto
"Cajuns"
Houna (?)
"Cherokees"
Amherst County

Keating Mt.

"Cherokees"

6. Displaced peoples

,Melungeon

Guineas
Wesort

North Carolina
North Carolina
South Carolina
Alabama
Louisiana

Virginia

Pennsylvania

Kentucky, Tennesisee, Alabama & Ohio'
West Virginia and Ohio
Maryland

7. City Indians

There yet may be another category which ould be numbered

as seven. This category would include certain communities,

particularly in the Middle:Atlantic states, wh ch seem to have

formed as refuges for deviants who were social putcasts of

various racial and ethnic origins. The partial Tudian)origin of

the'se groups is reall' incidental. Mixed blood 'dians simply

stem to have wandered into the area as refugees al
I

nA with other

refugees at the period of origin of these groups. The Indian

component inIsuch communities is incidental to the formation of

the group /find is just one of the many racial strains which con-

/
tributedeito the "pot:" Such a category might include such

groupsas'the Jackson Wllytes'of New York, the Pools of Pennsyl-

vania, some of the Piney families in NeW Jersey, and the like.

Unfortunately, we do not have enough data presently to\ r.

"establish" this'category.
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